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ASSHOLE..OF IHE 
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MONTH 
The squeakiest wheel gets the most 
grease, and the noisiest butt-ring 
gets the Asshole of the Month 
award, and oily, mass-media blow- 
hard Patrick J. Buchanan takes both. 
A former loudmouth-for-hire to Presi- 
dents Richard Nixon and Ronald 
Reagan, Buchanan is most fittingly 
described as a shrill blather-face 
who dollops massive globs of bril- 
liantine into his hair. A mere pass of 
the fingers across his pate, and he’s 
prepared to lube up his hind quarters 
to accept HUSTLER’s 1991 Holiday 
Issue Asshole of the Month. 

Buchanan has been popping 
off rectal, right-wing rhetoric 
since 1962, as an editorial hatchet 
man for the jerkwater St. Louis 
Globe-Democrat gazette. One of 
Buchanan's favorite duties as a 
“journalist” was to take some lib- 
eral who had offended the pub- 
lisher and “cut this bastard from 
rectum to bellybutton.” 

In his 1988 autobiography, 
Right From the Beginning, Bucha- 
nan displays a fond nostalgia 
for childhood beatings from his 
father, who whipped formative 
Pat with a leather belt. “My values 
were shaped by being a member of 
an Irish-Catholic family of nine 
children,” Buchanan brags, al- 
though his childless marriage of 20 
years places no evident value on a 
large family. 

More than likely, the virtues 
Buchanan learned at the crowded, 
clamorous dinner table of his youth 
were the scruples of a thug who 
would rather shout down another 
man than consider his viewpoint. 
The principle of volume over content, 

PATRICK J. BUCHANAN 

the belief that bluster is better than 
logic, the view that “other people” 
are not smart enough to be allowed 
their own ideas, the conviction that 
one's own opinions must be foisted 
upon “other people,” by whatever 
means necessary—such is the ethi- 
cal code of Pat Buchanan. 

Buchanan pursued his higher 
moral calling as one of Nixon’s dirty 
tricksters (advising the then-presi- 
dent that Reverend Martin Luther 
King Jr. should be considered “the 
Devil Incarnate”), as a television/ 

newspaper ranter (to the tune of 
$400,000 a year) and as Reagan's 
communications director (until 
Nancy hounded his ass out). 

Buchanan's most consistent trait 
throughout his career has been a 

tabid us-versus-them mentality. 
“Them” has been alternately the 
press, civil libertarians, women, 
gays, poor people or Nazi hunters, 
but Pat's constant “them” has been 
communism. Distribution of capital 
is a God thing to Irish-Catholic 
Buchanan. He sees the conflicting 
economic systems of East and West 
as “a religious war for control of the 
soul and destiny of mankind.” 

Now that the Iron Curtain has 
been sent to the cleaners and the 
Commie boogeyman is exposed as 
nothing more than a shadow on 
the stone wall that passes for 
Buchanan's mind, who's left for 
punchy Pat to attack? 

First, he took a swipe at all red- 
blooded enlisted personnel in the 

U.S. military. Right From the Begin- 
ning, Buchanan's self-penned ac- 
count of himself, recounts a wealth 
of glorious fistfights won by the 
scrappy, young mick. Despite his 
avowed pugilistic nature, Buchanan 
never served in any branch of the 
armed forces. Still, he took a swat 
at the rights of America’s fighting 
men by proposing to ban HUSTLER 
Magazine from the post exchanges 
of U.S. military bases. 

Invigorated from his bout with 
the defenders of liberty in the free 
world (read grunts), totalitarian 
tough-guy Buchanan greased up his 
hair and took a bead on his next 
opponent: Madonna. Provoked by 
the carnal chanteuse’s suggestive 
cavorting, rather than slapping his 
meat, Pat applauded a boycott of 
Pepsi, and somehow equated Ma- 
donna’'s video with the spawning of 
Adolf Hitler. If only his father’s 
leather belt had been handy, the 
perturbed papist might have put 
a stop to the ambitious blonde’s 
hanky-panky. 

Flush with the success of bash- 
ing a girl, Buchanan faced his tough- 
est nemesis yet: Pee-wee Herman. 
No doubt offended by Herman's par- 
ody of Buchanan's own hairstyle, Pat 
showed the accused masturbator no 
mercy when the topic of Pee-wee's 
Sarasota, Florida, arrest came up 
on NBC's old-man blabfest, The 
McGlaughlin Group. “| think,” splut- 
tered Pat, “just shut down the the- 
aters. If New York wants this 
garbage, they can have it.” 

But then butthole lovers outside 
of New York will be forced to watch 
Pat if they want to see any Asshole. 

George Bush: “You can’t put freedom and 
democracy back into a box and keep it con- 
tained,” trumpeted Bush after the fizzled 
Soviet putsch. “These totalitarian systems, 

you can’t have them come out and take over.” 

And yet Bush and his administration are on a 
relentless course of curtailing American liber- 
ties. Don’t read his lips; just watch what he 
does. It’s time this Asshole got dicked. 
Raymond Newman: A court-appointed lawyer 
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FARTS IN THE WIND 
for indigent defendants, Raymond Newman 
billed L.A. County for $1.3 million over the past 
three years, claiming to have worked almost as 
many hours as the day holds. Now that he’s 
been indicted on criminal charges of grand 
theft and perjury, Newman is claiming to be 
broke and is asking for a court-appointed at- 
torney to defend him. Who ever thought an 

Asshole would be asking for a free Asshole? 
David J. Acer: Of 200,000 people who have de- 
veloped AIDS in the U.S., only five are known 
to have been infected by a health-care worker. 
All five cases can be traced to David J. Acer, a 
Florida dentist remembered by his colleagues 
for his cavalier attitude toward sterilization 
and cleanliness. Typhoid fairy Acer is dead 
now, a rotting Asshole, but his legacy of death 
is passed along. 
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NEEDS A TRANSPLANT 
I don’t have blond hair and blue eyes, but 
I’m writing you West Coast faggots any- 
way. Just because I have brown hair and 
brown eyes doesn’t mean I need to be cas- 
trated, tarred and feathered, and banned 
from California, Oregon and Washington 
states. But | wish some of you West Coast, 
neo-Nazi faggots would take your best 
shot. I’d love it. You self-centered ass- 
holes from the West Coast think the world 
revolves around you. You think you’re so 
much smarter than anyone else in this 
world. No, I’m not a transplant. I was 
born on this stuck-up, toilet-bowl coast. 
But I wish you prejudiced assholes would 
fucking physically throw everyone who 
doesn’t have blond hair and blue eyes off 
your turf. I have a hunch you will within 
the next ten years, and Ill be waiting for 
you with a knife or gun or something. 
Until then, shove this letter up your cor- 
rupt assholes. 

— A Humble, Down-to-Earth Person 
Trying to Make This World a Better 

Place to Live in 
Seattle, Washington 

DARK MEAT TREAT 
I am a young, black woman who has 
just recently subscribed to HUSTLER 
Magazine. I would like to suggest that 
HUSTLER spotlight more integrated 
couples, similar to the layout you did a 
couple of years back (Larry and Flo: 
Honeymoon Hootch Highway, March 
*89). That issue is a collector’s item as far 
as my friends and myself are concerned. 

I found the couple to be perfectly 
matched, well endowed and sensually 
erotic, which turned me on to such a point 
that I began fantasizing about myself as 
Flo. She appeared to be having so much 
fun. It would be great if you’d photograph 
more busty, beautiful, black women in the 
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buff. You do not have enough women of 
color in HUSTLER! Blond hair and blue 
eyes should not always rule the American 
standard of beauty. Stir the melting pot a 
little! What do you say to that? —Y.C. 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Two words, Y. C.: Beaver Hunt. Think about 
it. Not just any dark meat in HUSTLER— 
yours. And $250 to boot, plus a shot at 
this year's $5,000 Grand Prize. Put your 
pussy where your mouth is! 

FAN LETTER 
A comment must be made on “Plane 
Crazy” by A. M. from Beverly Hills, 
California, that appeared in HUSTLER’s 
October 1991 issue (“Plane Crazy,” Hot 
Letters, October ’91). It was the weirdest 

thing I’ve ever read! 
Although this A. M. person is totally 

disgusting, I must say that he is quite the 
writer! Of course, the best creativity usu- 

Tracey: Wiggle in Her Walk 

ally comes from sick minds. Anyway, 
thanks for entertaining me so well in 
October! —R.A.E. 

Arlington, Texas 

GIRL/GIRL GAGA 
The most beautiful woman I’ve ever seen 
is Danielle, HUSTLER’s Honey for May 
1991 (Danielle: Video Active, May °91). 
You have shown a truly beautiful female 
in the finest form. She claimed to be an 
adult-film producer from Florida. Film 
producer, hell—she ought to be starring 
in those films! 

Now, here’s the weird part of this letter. 
I'ma 19-year-old female! I’m not gay, but 
after seeing Danielle, I’m having second 
thoughts! I opened my boyfriend’s May 
1991 HUSTLER purely out of curiosity. 
When I came across Danielle, I nearly 
creamed my panties! I confiscated the 
magazine, and that night I finger-fucked 
myself, staring at your pictures of her 
beautiful body. I don’t have a bad body 
myself, but if I looked like Danielle, I 
would be starring in adult films. This girl 
can sit on my face anytime. I wouldn’t 
even think twice about eating her pussy. 

Being a female, I always thought of 
HUSTLER as something only perverts 
buy. After looking through your maga- 
zine, I have nothing but praise for the way 
you present the female form—the way it 
was intended to be—the way it was 
made! Keep up the good work. Right now, 
I’m going to take your May 1991 issue 
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with me to my bedroom and get my fin- 
gers sticky again! —W. P. 

Tucson, Arizona 

Lets get this straight, W. P. You thought 
only perverts bought HUSTLER, but you 
knew your boyfriend did? 

I just read the September 1991 HUSTLER, 
in which you displayed Tracey (Tracey: 
Wiggle in Her Walk, September °91). 
She’s a total knockout! Something hap- 
pened I didn’t plan on. My girlfriend 
found me with my magazine and a hard 
cock. She pulled the magazine away from 
me and looked her over. Suddenly, she 
started licking her lips and rubbing her 
tits! Not only was I shocked, but I was still 
hard! We had anal sex on my bed, because 

we had so much in common! —M. B. 
New Lenox, Illinois 

POKING PECKERWOOD 
My friends and I just read “No Dinner, No 
Movie,” written by murdering con Two- 
Shot Peckerwood, who claims he’d love 
to butt-fuck Operation Desert Storm sol- 
diers (“No Dinner, No Movie,” Feedback, 

September ’91). Coming from a tough 
guy like him, it makes perfect sense. After 
all, it takes guts to shoot a kid, even if the 

limp-wristed Romeo probably molested 
the tyke in a Toys “R” Us store before 
blowing him away. 

Peckerwood talks of uniforms and fag- 
gots. If you ask us, the only assholes who 
suck dick for cigarettes are the gentlemen 
behind bars. We want Peckerwood to 
know we’ll be thinking of him while 
we’re getting paid to screw derelict, 
hosebag cum-dumps like his old lady. 
Child-molesting poodle owners like him 
probably don’t know the difference 
between pussy and their boyfriends’ 
stinking shit-cracks. 

Listen up, Peckerwood. If you have any 
response to our no-shit letter, don’t be shy. 

—The Good Fellas 
USN/USMC 

CHEATIN’ HARD 
Amidst HUSTLER’s lip-smacking, dick- 

spanking women, I found Your Cheatin’ 
Heart deserving much applause (Your 
Cheatin’ Heart: A Handy Guide to 
Fucking Around Without Getting 
Caught, September 791). It’s a great 
guideline for those men who suffered a 
lapse of brain power momentarily and 
married. Just because they’ve fallen for 
the white-picket-fence fantasy doesn’t 
mean they can’t have no more pie! So 
what the fuck, all you hubbies— get the 
whip cream on anew slice! —R.J.B. 

Neosho, Wisconsin 
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Not too long ago, I got hold of HUSTLER 
Magazine. I became highly interested in 
the article that was done on sex on the 
side (Your Cheatin’ Heart: A Handy 
Guide to Fucking Around Without 
Getting Caught, September ’91). Damn, 
that is a cold-ass article. You folks at 
HUSTLER get all the props! 
My cellie and I think that all you folks 

at HUSTLER are a group of sugar-sweet, 
Casanova-grown motherfuckers. The seri- 
ous sharp tops in the business on the 
inside. — Youngster 

San Diego, California 

HOME FRONT OFFENSE 
Has America gone back to the days of 
prohibition and bootlegging? I was 
recently arrested for selling a six-pack of 
beer on two separate occasions to a spe- 
cial agent working for the state of New 
Mexico. I now face 18 months in prison 
for each of the six-packs I sold. 

Sale of alcoholic beverages is prohibit- 
ed on Sundays in New Mexico. Disobey- 
ing this law used to be a misdemeanor, but 
it’s now been changed to a fourth-degree 
felony. Are there similar laws in other 
states? If so, why haven’t they been chal- 
lenged as unconstitutional? They’re 
unconstitutional because when laws are 

made, there is supposed to be a separation 
of church and state, and this law is clearly 

a religious law. If you picked any other 
day of the week to prohibit sales, then 
asked people why that day was chosen, no 
one would have a straight answer. But ask 
why Sunday was chosen, and 99% would 
answer it’s because of religion! That’s an 
outright violation of the separation 
between church and state! 

The time has come to change this law. 
New Mexico should prohibit sales total- 
ly—as some counties do—or legalize 
sales for every day of the week. I’m ask- 
ing the American Civil Liberties Union 
for help in changing this. —B.J.M. 

Roswell, New Mexico 

Here's a guy who deserves a medal. Amer- 
ica needs more heroes like B. J. M.— 
stand-up guys who're fighting the odds to 
right America’s wrongs from the inside. 
Salut! 

Do you have a comment, suggestion or 

complaint? We want to hear it. Send your 
letters (typed or neatly handwritten) to 
Feedback, HUSTLER, 9171 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 
90210. Include a phone number if you want 
your letter considered for publication. & 
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Fear and hypocrisy have repressed 
sexual awareness, leading to the 
ignorance that spreads disease and 
creates violence, in addition to hin- 
dering our natural enjoyment of 
sex. This series opens the door to 
current sexual knowledge and ex- 
pression, and improved love- 
making 

ILLUSTRATION BY 
PAUL PAIEMENT 

ISSUE HUSTLER HOLIDAY 

FUCKING NUTS: 
SEX WITH CRAZY WOMEN 

BY ALEX MARVEL 
uncan Sandy couldn't believe his luck. She spotted 

oS him in the produce department and pursued him into 

gourmet meats. With gleaming intensity, she zeroed 

in on Duncan’s cocktail sausage. 

Duncan had read about supermarket sex, but always dismissed 

it as bogus Penthouse fantasy—until this woman followed him 

through the checkout counter, tugged on his glans and led his pe- 

nis around the store to some shadows behind the main dumpster 

Her hot, wet mouth harbored a wild tongue. She took his balls 

in with a popping suck and began pulling condiments from her 

baggy clothing. Secreted mayonnaise and mustard, with a splash 

of sherry vinaigrette and a premixed garlic paste, blended to a sa- 

vory, gourmet sauce upon his prick. 

She reached under her baggy shirt and pulled out a cucumber 

and two slender carrots. Slipping from her loose trousers, she slid 

the cuke into a sopping, fecund twat and twisted one carrot into 
her asshole. The other carrot she wet with her mouth and gently 

eased into Duncan's clamping sphincters, the carrot top massaging 

his prostate gland just as bolts of molten nirvana flashed from Mr. 

Sandy's rod into the mysterious female stranger's throat. 

As she gulped and swallowed, she looked up at Duncan with 

eyes empty of anything but worship. 

“No one’s going to believe this,” reflected Duncan, “but | think 

she's crazy about me.” 

The girl Duncan Sandy hosed in the urban grocery lot was in- 

deed crazy about him, but she was crazy about everything else too. 

“Crazy women can really focus in on a fuck,” comments Warren 

Weslayan, a psychiatric technician barred from the field for his ex- 

tracurricular carnalities. “| thought I'd known passion, until | had a 
raging psychotic throw a fit on my dick.” 

Nutballs are known by the power of their unbridled emotions, 

primal feelings that are most fully unleashed during sex. 

“This one kook,” recalls Weslayan, “had those vacant, lost-soul 

eyes you see so much of in the institution. | wouldn't have both- 

ered fucking her, except she had the face of an angel. No matter 

how many shock treatments they get, they still remember how to 

suck. Anything short of lobotomy can be rehabilitated, and even a 

lobotomy has her uses. Anyhow, | plugged into this nut's socket, 

and it was like I'd flipped a switch. Her eyes crackled with a mega- 
volt jolt. She took over. A real dynamo, a proto-rooting machine. 

She got addicted to the charge, and | eventually lost my creden- 

tials because she had no idea of proper time or place. She was 

worth losing my job. | considered having myself committed so | 

could be closer to her.” 

Self-institutionalization indeed provides proximity to unbal- 

anced sex partners. Fruits and nuts screw one another so common- 

ly in confinement that mental-health professionals refer to coitus 

among inmate patients as “bush therapy.” However, voluntary 

commitment in pursuit of crazy love is somewhat extreme and 

may, in fact, indicate a pathology on the male's part requiring seg- 

regation from society at large. 

Cooler heads pursue addle-brained bimbos outside the clinical 

setting. A gold mine of disturbed ginch might be as close as the 
nearest bus stop. 

"Find out where the halfway houses are,” advises Hunter 

Rachelwitz, an inmate serving time for counterfeiting Handicap 
Parking permits. “None of these nuts drive cars; they're just too 

unpredictable. They all take public transportation to their day jobs. 

It's worth riding the bus just to weed out the mental incompetents 

from the fire-eyed locos. I've really got no use for retards. |’m after 

that extra something a multiple personality brings to bed. If | want- 

ed to fuck a dolt, I'd just pick up a TWA executive.” 

Contact is easily made on a bus, but commuter lines are not the 

preferred avenues of approach for all wacko-squack devotees. 

"| have relationships exclusively with emotionally challenging 

women,” reveals McCuller Carcins, a euphemistically inclined televi- 

sion writer. “In the past, I've relied on meetings of 12-step programs 

to make my contacts, but lately the self-help movement has been 

overwhelmed by an influx of garden-variety neurotics. These women 

display outside indications of being deeply disturbed, but invariably 

they turn out to be only bundles of surface anxiety. | find them entire- 

ly repressed in bed, wholly lacking in the libidinal liberation of the 

erotic psychotic, a type totally foreign to the concept of inhibition.” 

Carcins's secret pick-up location? “Social-services offices. Any 

lady there is officially sanctioned as insane, but she has her own 

money.” 

Welfare subsistence checks are the least consideration of most 
nut-case Romeos. The mad femme’s true value to the collector is 

her wild and wanton way of shredding in the sheets. “Did you say 

spontaneous?” rhetorizes Anton Suzerain, an ad designer for a San 

Fernando Valley video conglomerate. 

“Did you say sensual creativity? Roughly one-quarter of all 

(continued on page 33) 
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ALL FOUR SUPER HOT AND SEXY VIDEOS 
FOR ONLY $19.99! 
A$199.00 Value 

As part of a national advertising campaign to 
introduce you to our friendly, discreet and effi- 
cient video service we’re making this unbeatable 
offer. For just $19.99 we will ship to you all four of 
the full-length videos you see in this ad. We 

oN. repeat. All 4 video features will be sent to you for 
s Ae just $19.99! You'll receive Rachel Ryan in “A Sex- 
PA ; ual Obsession,” Kelly Royce in “Sexual Rela- 
“OU tions.” Sabrina in “Never Enough” and Gail 

Force in “No One To Love!” #8125 

Antho) MOONY Spitiel’ Presents 

Kelly Royce 
Starring In 

RACHEL RYAN 
TIANNA 

A SEXUAL OBSESSION — Rachel Ryan, Tianna and Stacey Lords. What SEXUAL RELATIONS — Kelly Royce and Cheri Taylor are fantastic in this sex- 
started out as a simple game turned into a complex, sexual game. And 
from that it became an obsession. Anthony Spinelli has once again woven 
a spell-binding tale that you'll watch again and again. It's one mans obses- 
sion—something that stays with him all of the time. Rachel Ryan is at her 
absolute best as the visitor that gets the whole thing started. “Obses- 
an is a video masterpiece from the best! Time Approximate 1 Hour 2 
Minutes. 

ual montage from Spinelli. Six different people in different places. Some of 
them are acquainted, some aren't. But they all have one thing in com- 
mon...they want and need each other. Their involvements are both cap- 
tivating and arousing. Their needs are the needs within us all. The 
difference is that they stop at nothing to sate their desire! The story is com- 
pelling, the visuals are hot and tight. And Kelly Royce is a knockout! Time 
Approximate 1 Hour 3 Minutes. 

Our Iron-clad guarantee that comes with every purchase also applies 
to this special offer It's simple. If you are not 100% delighted with your 
purchase just return it within 30 days for your money back. No questions 
asked! But we're sure that you will be more than pleased with each of the 
4sexy videos starring the hottest names in the business. Place your order 
today and we'll also include a specially selected ‘mystery gift’ along with 
our brand new color catalog filled with more of the best buys 
in adult video — ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

Please note: Due to the extremely unusual nature of this offer we reserve 
the right to return any order, unopened, after the first 5,000 sets have 
been sold. 

NO ONE TO LOVE —Gall Force and Ona Zee combine their considerable 
3 charm and talent in this classic love story. She thought she could have it 

all. He did have it all. And then they met. It's been said that love can make 
5 you crazy and sometimes that's true. “No One to Love” may show that 
Z better than all of the rest. A perfectly balanced story of passion and sex. 
2 Gail Force has always had an incredibly sexual persona and she's proba- 
= bly at her very best under Spinelli's expert guidance. You'll love this one 
| and that's guaranteed! Time Approximate 1 Hour 4 Minutes. 

af 
ox ey 2 ; oe = 
8é © 1991 ULTRA CORPORATION, 354 North St., Milford, CT 06460 o> WRU WID DL ee LL 23 Nee We cy ge ee i 
3 § | ULTRACORPORATION, P.O. BOX 3812, MILFORD, CT 06460 Dept. FVJ5 l Fy = | Sirs. !have enclosed my check. M.O. Visa. M.C. information. Please rush me the 4 & 5 Fd | videos under a 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE (CT res. add sales tax ) { z 
3 8 | CANADIAN RESIDENTS: Available from Ultra Corp. 4944 Decarie Blvd. CP305 Montreal [> Hl 
ban] Que H3X 376 please add 35% (includes GST) plus $4.00M & H to prices shown * : a I All orders shipped duty-free from within Canada (Que Residents add 9% sales tax) L 
xt NEVER ENOUGH — Sabrina and Tianna double up in this sizzling sex extrava- | NOTICE: | declare that | am an adult, 21 years of age or over (19 years of age or over for I * 
23 ganza. Imagine two guys locked in a room for what seems an entire life- | Canadian residents). | am purchasing these for my private use in my own home and ‘\3 
3 time. Then imagine two beautiful ladies locked in the same room! The | Will not sell the material or furnish it to minors KB <i result may be obvious but it’s an incredible show just the same. Vincent and | Signature NOTE AVAILABLE IN nes gq Robert may be two bungling “hit men” but they've never been happier. This Mr. Mrs. Miss Ms VHS ONLY 1 2 sensual show is highly erotic and extremely well played. You'll enjoy it from | aggress Video I %& the opening credits to the closing climax! Time Approximate 1 Hour 3 | ¢ Total $19.99 zs Minutes. ity State Zip i 
$5 | Phone # in case we have a CT State 2: Be | question about your order phone # I , 3 5 
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Which Way Do You 

LIKE IT BEST? 

Instant Live Contact— 
Real Home Numbers: 

(in all areas) 

Who want to meet men! 

Talk LIVE 1-on-1 with 

‘They’ re Wild—They’re Willing— 
Bs re Waiting. Call NOW!* 

% adults only only $2/minute 
- ¥ 10-minute minimum) 
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EDITED BY MAL O’REE 

BUTTMAN’S EUROPEAN VACATION 
Three-Quarters Erect. Directed by John Stagliano; starring Sunny McKay, Zara Whites, Noelle Budvar, Veronica Dol, Natalie Streb, Joy Karins, Rocco Siffredi, Debbie, 
Silver of Holland, Christoph, Phillip and John Stagliano. Videocassette: Evil Angel Video. 

John Stagliano’s obsession never takes a vacation. The man goes all the way to Amsterdam, Paris and the 
French Riviera, but does his insatiable screaze compulsion allow him to relax? Hardly. John’s far-from-home 
urges have him lying down on the scuzzy tile of a European bathroom floor to film the cockroach view of 
Rocco Siffredi’s Preparation-H tongue shoving a minor hemorthoid back into the endearingly flawed brown 
ring of a glassy-eyed, dyke-water-blond Dutch slut. Stagliano’s Buttman persona wears thin in a few spots 
that might have been edited, and the two slob broads in Paris look more Albanian than French, but the 
uglies get buttplugged and Buttman’s enduring preference for gushing cum-facials preserves images of 
Sunny McKay, Veronica Dol and a limber-limbed Hungarian beauty with so much wad around their mouths 
that it looks like they’ve just vomited it up. Buttman’s Vacation is a trip worth taking. — Christian Shapiro 

Buttman’s obsession never takes a vacation. Stagliano serves up some Hungarian goulash. 
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Caught isn’t worth the hype. 

LJ ae | < f GA HIN DE LICE 

Nii ANE UVER 
Half Erect. Directed by Michael poke starring Peter North, Marc Wallice, T. T. 

Boy, Lois Ayres, Nikki Wilde, Viper, Brandy Alexandre and Jamie Leigh. Video- 
cassette: Coast to Coast. 

You're in a restaurant. The beautiful woman at the table next to yours falls to the 

floor, choking. You spring into action, quickly pulling her dress up and her panties 

down. You spread her rear cheeks and fearlessly drive your tongue into her asshole 

and immediately begin resuscitation by rimming. You revive the victim and are taken 

home for the fucking of your life. Pleasant picture? Save it. Nothing close to this 

obvious play on the title happens in this routine stroker, another example of smut 

peddlers using all their creativity on the box cover. — Woody Hood 

ATLCaIEE 
AUSS 4 i —4 
=xXcCE Ec clips c< EXCHANGE GIRLS 

One-Quarter Erect. ia by Aja; starring iis Springs, Kelly Blue, Tracey 

Adams, Marc Wallice, Tom Byron and Cal Jammer. Videocassette: Down Under Video. 

Regular movie stars don’t all want to direct. Some want to drive race cars, others go 

into politics or open restaurants. | guess we should rejoice that pornographic-video 

personality Aja chose to direct a dreck feature rather than open an eatery. If Aussie 

Exchange Girls were a meal, it would leave the diner hungry and heartburned. Aussie 

Girls really has no blatantly unappetizing female flesh, but none of the sluts are 
particularly savory either. Where are the culinary delights of exotic spices and flambé 

glazes? In some other movie of passionate consumption, one that can perhaps be 

exchanged for this serving of empty carnal calories. —($. 
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One-Quarter Erect. Directed by Nancy Blue; starring Candace Heart, Laura Dean, 

Avalon, Heather Hart, Christy Canyon, Jennifer Stewart, Deju, Kylie Channel, Jordan 

Smith, Tom Byron, Marc Wallice and Cal Jammer. Videocassette: Vivid Video. 

If these are Candace Heart's dreams, her waking life must be a living nightmare. 

Cheap from start to finish, this trip from reality is a headache-inducing swirl of 

horrible Muzak, epileptic editing and ugly women. The first fuck, a tryst between 

Christy Canyon and a puny, bony, poor excuse for a porn stud, is the best. From 

there, it’s strictly downhill. —W.H. 
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One-Quarter Erect. Directed by Charlie Diamond; starring Nina Hartley, Sean 

Michaels, Alice Springs, Britt Morgan, Leilani, Marc Wallice and Joey Silvera. 

Videocassette: Hollywood Video. 

The prerelease hype of Caught 14 heralded the opening of Nina Hartley's all- 

world ass to Sean Michaels’s big, black dick. The idea of an enormous ebony 

stick slicing between Hartley’s carved-granite butt cheeks and right through that 

agonizingly tiny tan line is enough to send boners popping, but the vision is 

spoiled by the horrible video realities captured here. Sure, Michaels gets his cock 

in there, but only partway because he can’t stay hard (due to the condom?). The 

scene turns into a desperate struggle for the cum-shot, just like most of this tape. 
— Mal 0’Ree 
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PEET AFFAIR 
Three-Quarters brect, ee by Britt Morgan and Jace Rocker; starring Britt 
Morgan, Brandy Alexandre, Joey Silvera, Tony Tandori, Peter North, Mike Horner, 
Mercedez, Jamie Leigh and Tom Chapman. Videocassette: Coast to Coast. 
A humorous tale of the lifestyles of the rich and horny, Cheeks 4 is a continuation of 
offbeat erotic-flm making from Britt Morgan and Jace Rocker. From the opening scene 
where Brandy Alexandre gets a backseat-balling from Tony Tandori in a limo, to the 
fiery finale where Morgan gets DP’d by Peter North and Joey Silvera, it’s mostly balls- 
eye boning, all silly fun, with some nice butt-banging. Back Street is o well-traveled 
road. — Sam Lowry 

3 > BACKDOOR TO 
HARLE' = Y - ww ¢ © ig oy oe 

Half Erect. Directed by Charlie Grey; starring Champagne, Viper, Kassi Nova, Rachel 
Ashley, Billy Blue, Biff Malibu, Troy Hart, Reel Steel, Blake Palmer, Johnny Ace and Rick 
Daniels. Videocassette: Arrow Video. 

It’s difficult to find fault with Backdoor to Harley-Wood, considering it features a bunch of 
what look like genuinely violence-prone biker dudes, but find fault with it most viewers 
will. Audience members most offended will be those with a fetish for pretty girls, as Harley- 
Wood boasts a grand total of one chick who is more attractive than a fresh piece of road 
kill. Viper, beautiful soul that she may have cherished somewhere within her, looks as 
though she died 16 hours prior to this shoot. Sure, Kassi Nova will take it in her mouth 
directly from her ass, but her butt cheeks hang like twin sacks of curdled, contaminated 
milk. Two other chicks are passable, meaning it’s best to pass on them to get to 
Champagne. Aside from having big, real tits, an elfin smile, leavened buns, and 
accommodating Rick Daniels’s sword in her shitter sheath, Champagne parks beneath a 
wad shower with her mouth open wide, ending Backdoor with a bang missing in most of 
the picture. —CS. 

Half Erect. Directed by Milton Ingley; starring Sunny McKay, Joey Silvera, K. C. Williams, 
Raven, Cameo, Rene Fox, I. T. Boy and Randy West. Videocassette: VCA. 

This compilation of clips masquerading as a movie has a few prick-pleasing parts. Raven 
slurping Randy West's wang, Cameo and Sunny McKay's poolside poon swoon, Rene Fox's 
feverish mouth-fuck of T. T. Boy's bone, K. C. Williams licking Randy’s sticky rod, and 
McKay's buns flexing as she rides Joey Silvera’s joint, pleasures to behold, are only brief 
moments of a slow-paced, overlong, poorly edited collection backed by a mind-numbing 
soundtrack. —WH. 
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Three-Quarters Erect. Directed by Paul Thomas; starring Hyapatia Lee, Blake Palmer, 
Ashley Nicole, Porsche Lynn, Alan Bosshart, Kiki, Don Fernando and Bud Lee. 
Videocassette: Vivid Video. 

In “The Yearbook,” the first of two unrelated vignettes, Blake Palmer dumps Ashley Nicole 
and turns his attention to seducing bitchy ad exec Hyapatia Lee, unaware that his new boss 
is a former fat girl he scorned in high school. Lee gets her revenge with a sizzling solo fuck 
and a fiery threeway with Porsche Lynn, who takes a wad of jizz on her tongue. The 
second story, “Sex and Taxes,” features Lee as an IRS auditor who gets picked up in a bar 
by Don Fernando, who happens to owe the government some money. Practically bursting 
out of her dress to begin with, Lee does a sexy striptease, then shows him what it really 
means to get fucked by the IRS. — Augie Michaels 

|) 
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Enchantress Lee and Lynn get revenge on Palmer. 
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One-Quarter Erect. Directed by F. J. Lincoln; starring Teri Weigel, Gail 

Force, K. C. Williams, Peter North, Marc Wallice, Murrill Maglio, David Angel 

and Angelique. Videocassette: Caballero. 

Whether Teri Weigel’s zeal during sex is genuine raw emotion or just histrionic 

humping is open to debate. What is unquestionable is her ability to induce 

erection without even trying. A breath of fresh fucking, Weigel seems to be the 

only one awake during this comatose cooze snooze about love with a rock 

star. This former Playmate and now Hef’s worst nightmare shows she’s not just 

some practicing slut; she’s the real thing, gleefully bouncing her cunt bunny up 

and down on Peter North’s pogo stick in the only scene with any semblance of 

erotic energy. Starr is a black hole. —S.L 
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PASSAGES 
Half Erect. Directed by Paul Thomas; starring Christy Canyon, Jennifer Stewart, Marc 

Wallice, Peter North, Blake Palmer, Loretta Sterling, Heather Hart and T. T. Boy. 

Videocassette: Vivid Video. 

Jennifer Stewart plays a naive college coed who's ready for some sex education in this 

typically cable-eady story from Paul “I’m not a pornographer” Thomas. Stewart is” 

tutored by the more-experienced Christy Canyon, and goes to study hall with Peter North 

and Marc Wallice, but only twice does prick penetrate pussy, while miles of videotape 

are taken up by endless talking and extended-foreplay too/-teasing. Women may relate 

to this X-rated, femme version of Carnal Knowledge, but tubesteak toters may find 

themselves bogged down somewhere in the middle of Passages. —WH. 

HEAD BANGERS 
BALL 

One-Quarter Erect. Directed by Orgie Georgie and Mad Dad Dan; starring Nikki 

Wilde, Madison, Bionca, April Rayne, Sikki Nixx, Petey Balls, Sebastian and Blake West. 

Videocassette: Fresh Video. 

Bionca performing a terrific circle-suck on four cocks and some horny nut-sucking by 

Nikki Wilde ore the only things keeping this piss-colored porn show from being totally 

out of tune. When it comes to slut tricks, it’s hard to outdo Bionca for sheer down-and- 

dirty acts. Her torrid siphoning on one pecker as another dork pops on her tits, while 

two others are jerking off, ready to blast anywhere from her eyelids to her clit, is hot 

stuff, and almost makes it worth an invitation to the Ball — Rusty Knox 

MARRIED WITH 
HORMONES 

Half Erect. Directed by Orgie Georgie and Mad Dad Dan; starring Nikki Wilde, Bionco, 

Heather Hart, Mercedes, K. C. Williams, Randy West, Biff Malibu, Tom Byron and 

Sebastian. Videocassette: Fresh Video. 

Nikki Wilde, as blond, brain-dead nympho Nellie Undy, steals the show with her sultry 

sense of sleaze, paying the pizza delivery boys with a smut-packed, double-slut cunt 

coupon. Heather Hart, while not as crazed as Nikki, has an all-natural, big-titted, 

voluptuous bod that looks best when it’s being dick-pumped, flesh jiggling and wiggling 

all over the place. The moderately clever script, which actually spoofs the show it 

suggests, is every bit as inane as prime-time TV, lending on enthusiastically mindless 

tone to the show and moking it surprisingly horny, despite being shot through a pair of 

cum-soaked undies. —R.K. 

Starr: Weigel bounces her cunt bunny on North’s pogo stick. 
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Bm fond, pixie puss Trixy Tyler’s favorite sex act is an orgy. “With as — every single cum-shot was in the mouth. That was important. And | drank cum 
> many people as | can get,” Tyler says. “Fifty, and I’d do out of rubbers too. There was a big difference in the taste, texture, the body 

P everybody.” For Gang-Bang Girl No. 1 there were only 19 guys, temperature, the smell—every single guy was different. | can’t wait to do it 
but 1 Tyler didn’t mind the low numbers. “It was great,” Tyler grinned. “The again.” Tyler, who unveiled a nose job and a new hair color at July’s VSDA 
most Id ever done was 14—bang, bang, bang in a row. | had to fight to get convention, can also be seen in The Best of Buttman, The Wor of the Hoses, 
the part because | wanted it real bad. In the video, everybody penetrated, and Harley Sluts, Rockin’ the Boat, Torch 2 and Dances With Foxes. 

ark Stone and the thine to belo out “L A Woman” ‘on 0 very appreciative wanes a half. dressed 
porn queens, who partied long into the hot Las Vegas night. Byron, a veteran of more than 700 sex vids and a longtime musician, 
says he plans to shoot his last cum-shot in 1991 and tum his energy toward a career as a rock ‘n’ roller. “It’s a dream, | know,” 
says Byron, “but it’s something I've always wanted. It’s time to go for it.” Byron says he’s going to try to capitalize on his 
notoriety as a porn stud, not renounce it as other former Xers have done, one of whom was at the convention signing autographs. 
Good luck, Tom, but remember—not many groupies look like Tonisha Mills. 
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- SPORTING 
ILLUSTRATED 

Half Erect. Directed by Charlie Diamond: starring Ashlyn Gere, Debi Diamond, Raven, Kim 

Alexis, Sean Michaels, Wayne Summers and Max Reynolds. Videocassette: Hollywood Video. 

Ashlyn Gere fucks with enough voracity for three women. Her two torrid torquings in 

 Sporting—with Wayne Summers in a fevered fuck that climaxes with him showering her 

tongue with jolt after jolt of nut juice, and in a searing slam with Max Reynolds that gets 

downright acrobatic—just add to her lusty legend. Debi Diamond’s assfuck by Summers is the 

other scene of note, as the leggy lustbag opens her crapper for cramming, then rolls over on her 

shoulder blades to assume a jackknife position for prick. Naturally, the scene ends with her 

| trademark yummy facial. Though the remainder pales by comparison, Sporting should cause 

spurting. —S.L. 

- CcCYRANO 
Half Erect. Directed by Paul Norman; starring April Rayne, Angela Summers, Madison, Steve 

Drake, K. C. Williams, Joey Murphy, Jamie Leigh, Alexandria Quinn, Trinity Loren, Bionca, Peter 

Gale, Fred Simmons, Robin Hall, E. Z. Rider and John Litmann. Videocassette: Paladin Video. 

A perpetually perky proboscis prods primed pussies and, giving new meaning to the term pecker 

snot, propels a watery liquid into the mouths of wanton wenches in what should have been a 

comedy but, unfortunately, is played straight. This X-rated treatment of the classic romantic tale 

"takes itself too seriously to succeed, but most viewers will appreciate sets, costumes, music and 

acting far above the porn norm. Strokers in the audience will be less than satisfied with the four 

His nose-hose gives Cyrano an eerie, erotic appeal. overlong sex scenes, although Cyrano’s nose-hose does have an eerie, erotic appeal. —W. H. 

STROKER’S GUIDE 
A quick checklist of X-rated features 

reviewed in past issues of HUSTLER and 

HUSTLER EROTIC VIDEO GUIDE. 

FULLY ERECT Nurse Nancy Door to Door ONE-QUARTER ERECT 

Superior. Atop production. TY Majority: The Movie Dr. Butts Poor. Don't expect much, 

New Wave Hookers 2 -Raunch 2 Freak Show Beat the Heat 
Scream in the Night Hot Cherries RE LSE 

The Masseuse The Stranger Beside Me Heat of the Moment — re Daisy see 

Wild Goose Chase Tailgate Party Nothing Serious Wai akaas 
Twisted The Mark of Zara Girlfriends 

ra THREE-QUARTERS ERECT Party Doll a Go-Go The Rookies 
Ab - Hord-on material. HALF ERECT iti 
neath citinilah - Standard fore. Has moments. “ese nalities TOTALLY LIMP 

3 Men and a Hooker Precious Peaks A woste of time and money. 

Bald Over ebes 2 Anal Encounters 2 Scarlet Fantasy 

“The Best of Buttman Top It Off The Monaco Falcon 
More Dirty Debutantes 7 Blonde Bombshell Visions of Heather Pump It Up 

No Time for Love Blonde Ice X Factor 2 Pro Ball 
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ADULTS OVER 18. 
$2 PER/MIN. VISA 
MASTERCARD 
TOUCH TONE 

M PHONE 
REQUIRED 

|| ADULTS OF 
‘| 21 ONLY 

FIRM FIT 
FEMALES GET 
SWEATY 
WITH YOU. 

WILD DESIRES QUICK RELEASE 

(42 7 7 ) 
Visa/Mastercard. Must use touch tone phone. 

per minute. Must be over 18. 

Fasc ys 
Evotic Fantasies 

1-900; 
933- 
9355 | 
Over 18 only, 

$2 per minute ts 
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They'll take all you can give...and then some!!! 

MISS NYMPHO-MANIA 
< a, ue 

\ Finalists From 50 States 
» want to share their exotic 
 #’marathon performances’ 
».. With you on the phone! 

What they crave, dream 
of, nearly die for & can’t 
get nearly enough of. 

So wild, it'll drive you 
crazy for some too! 

First, Time Ever— 

Speak\LIVE 1-on-t to our 1991 
Nympho-Einalists.\Ask them 
the/most bizarre things they'll] 
do to satisfy |that hunger. 

UU 

Must be 18. Only two dollars a min. 
* (10-minute minimum.) 



, of good things happened to porn 
in 1991: a return to film, the 

<» return of Jeanna Fine, a burly A id 
HUSTLER Entertainment Editor getting his dick sucked by 
Ashlyn Gere and Debi Diamond on the same day and 
getting paid for it. As far as smut goes, 1991 will be 
remembered for: 

Teri Weigel. It had to 
happen—a Playboy playmate 
getting into hard-core porn. 
Weigel, who was the Bunny 
gatefold in April 1986, sucks 
cock, eats pussy, gets fucked 
and dodges cum facials just 
like any other spuzz bimbo. 
Her movies include Inferno, 
Starr, Raunch 3, Wicked and 
The Barlow Affairs. Rumor has 
it that she’s abandoning her 
original plan of just doing a few 
videos for the money to jump 
in full-time and fuck every- 
body. Thanks, Hef.... 

Tom Byron calling it quits. 
The Byron Bone, tired after 
more than 700 sexvids and 

nearly 1,500 cum-shots (his quota should be about up), 
decided to leave smut to pursue his lifelong dream of being a 
singer in a rock ’n’ roll band. 

Teri Weigel sucks cock like a 
porn slut. Photo: Scott St. James. 

Censorship. Every XXX 
manufacturer in Porn Valley 
was raided by government 
agents. The pressure has 
turned producers into wary 
self-censors, willing only to 
market tapes that won’t offend 
anyone, creating diluted, 
homogenized smut. Ominous 
portent: A long-distance carrier 
forced a 900-line advertiser to 

change an ad’s wording from 
“Talk to beautiful women” to 
“Talk to lovely women.” The 
phone company considered 
beautiful too suggestive. 

There’s no doubt about Goddess 
Sondra’s opinion of censorship. 

The Year in 
Prurient Memories From 12 Months al Bawaparanie 

al Mal o’Ree 

Fy , 

Tom Byron was a wet-behind-the-balls teenager in 1984’s Kinky 
Business, with Kristara Barrington and a one-shot blonde, and 
grew up into a long-haired, tattooed, nipple-pierced cock-for- 
hire in Bend Over Babes 2. 

The return of butt-fucking. Back doors were 
closed for a few years, but since AIDS hasn’t 
become the devastating plague people expected, 
porn queens started bending over and spreading 
their cheeks again. Greasy, open buttholes to watch 
for: Jamie Leigh, April Rayne, Tashawna (a 
possible one-vid wonder who is plowed hard and 
rough in Bend Over Babes 2) and Brigitte Aime, 
who says, “I prefer it in my asshole.” 

Brigitte Aime prefers cock in her asshole. Nice jewelry. 
Photo: Lenny Wilde. 



Ginger Thomas took home the trophy 
as porn’s best amateur cocksucker at 

the January Consumer Electronics 
Show in Las Vegas. 

Photo: J. R. Reynolds. 

Herschel Savage 
discovered that life 

behind the camera isn’t as 

much fun as getting his 
dick sucked in front of it. 

New cunts. A 1991 stroker’s dozen: Holly “Monster 

Clit” Ryder, Ashley Nicole, Angela Summers, Alicyn 

Sterling, Melanie Moore, Savannah, Sandra Scream, 

Tonisha Mills, Rustie Rhodes, Mercedez, Jennifer 

Stewart and Trixy Tyler, who took on 19 cocks in a 

gang-bang, and every guy came in her mouth. 

April Rayne, another new buttgirl, 
shows the way she likes it in Rayne 

Storm (Vivid Video). 

Rustie Rhodes in The 

Back Doors 

(Western Visuals). 

Holly “Monster Clit” 
Ryder in Newcummers 

Alicyn Sterling wants to be a major 
porn star. Photo: Sex/iners 

(Cinderella). 

Herschel Savage’s directorial debut. The one-time 

stunt dick, who spent the past several years selling 

videos, went behind the cameras for Dances With 

Foxes, an average stroker and not a bad first effort from 

aman who could become bigger than Orson Welles. 
Amateurs. Homegrown triple-X exploded with 

nearly every major pro-porn manufacturer starting a 

line of movies featuring next-door neighbors. 
Consumers say amateur sluts like it more than the 

professional variety. The genre is here to stay. 
Madison’s tongue-piercing. That’s right, a piece of 

shiny metal with a knob on 
one end stabbed through her 

tongue. Supposedly, it feels 
great on a hard dick or stiff clit. 
“TI did it not so much for me 
but for others,” Madison says. / 

The return of film. Euro- 
pean buyers, fed up with 
cheapo American videos, k 
stopped buying, but went for 
anything on film, betting that 
celluloid productions take time 

ae ow 
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and money and will often be 
better than videos. Domestic 
perverts rushed to put film in 
the can, trumpeting a return of 

erotic art values all the way to 
the bank. 

Death. Artie Mitchell was 
fatally shot the night of 
February 27 in his Northern 
California home. Jim was 

arrested near the scene with a rifle and a pistol. A 
murder trial is pending. Aside from 
their O’Farrell Theatre in San Francisco, 
where jizz-biz jezebels show and tell, 
the Mitchell Brothers are best 
remembered for starting Marilyn 

Chambers’s porn career in 1972’s classic Behind the 
Green Door. Perry Ross, the 
much reviled video exec who 
discovered then married and 
divorced starlet Angela Baron, 
was found dead June 12 after 

several days in an Amsterdam 
hotel room, reportedly from 
an overdose of heroin. 
Interpol launched a murder 
investigation, which deter- 
mined that only 90% of 
everyone who ever met Ross 
had motive to kill him. 

Ashlyn Gere’s snarl. The 
closest thing to a larger-than- 
life sex goddess the ‘90s have, 
Gere’s over-the-top intensity 

puts most twats to shame. A 
taut, athletic body, she even 
eats cum—and likes it. 

Only thinking of others, 
Madison had a piece of 
metal stabbed through her 
tongue. Photo: Personalities 
(Paladin Video). 

Ashlyn Gere is the closest 
thing to a superstar the 
industry has. Photo: 
Ashlyn Gere's Realities 
(Zane). 



AIDS testing. Jim South’s World Modeling Agency, 
the granddaddy of porn talent pools, mandated current 
AIDS tests for all its performers. No test, no work. This is 
the first industry-wide effort to protect performers. 

Marriage and family. F. J. Lincoln, a degenerate of a 
delicate nature and a longtime cinema pervert, tied the 
knot with producer/director Patti Rhodes in a Cabo San 
Lucas, Baja, California, ceremony last March. Teri Weigel 
was a bridesmaid. Rhodes is expecting the couple’s first 
child this spring. Director Paul Norman and superstar 
Tori Welles, who were married in 1990, celebrated an 
addition to the family when Nicholas was born May 29. 

FOXE awards. The first Fans of X-rated Entertainment 
award show—the people’s choice of porn—was held in 
February at Gazzari’s nightclub on the Sunset Strip. 
FOXE members from around the country voted on their 
favorite porn stars. The winners: Nina Hartley, Tori 
Welles, Christy Canyon, Selena Steele, Tom Byron and 
Peter North. The newly formed National X-rated Critics 
Organization, salvaged from remnants of the old XRCO, 
also gave out its first awards, voting Buttman’s Ultimate 
Workout as best video and Pretty Peaches 3 as best film 
in 1990. 

John Stagliano. Buttman continued and got better at 
it. Completely butt-obsessed, nobody shoots porn queens 
bending over like Stagliano. John put down his betacam 
long enough to direct his first 35-mm movie, Wild Goose 

John Stagliano turned both cheeks at the competition. 
Photo: Buttman Back in Rio (Evil Angel). 

Chase, one of the few Fully Erect films of the year. He 
needs to step up the pace of his usual two-hour running 
time, but nobody else is as consistently hot. 

Fully Erect. A handful of flicks received HUSTLER’s 
highest rating— Curse of the Cat Woman (VCA), The 
Masseuse (Vivid), Wild Goose Chase (Evil Angel) and 
New Wave Hookers 2 (VCA). 

Video stinkers. Whew! Who farted? Oh, it’s just 
some poor soul slipping one of these Totally Limp 
videos into his VCR: The Monaco Falcon (VCA), L.A. 

Stories (Vivid), Pleasure Seekers (Vidco), Confessions 
of a Chauffeur (Dreamland), Pro Ball (Vidco) and 
Steamy Windows (VCA).@& 

Longtime degenerate F. J. Lincoln with his new bride, director 
Patti Rhodes. 

Nina Hartley and Mistress Jacqueline enjoy an appetizer at the first 
FOXE awards. Get your ticket for next year. (Photo: J. R. Reynolds). 

Jamie Leigh gets oiled up in New Wave Hookers 2 (VCA), one of 
the few watchable strokes of the year. 
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(continued from page 17) 

loco dolls lapse into catatonia upon penetration; the bal- 
ance are masters of sexual improvisation. They are to 

blowjobs what Jimi Hendrix was to 
guitar. | exaggerate not. | met one 

cracked actress at a screening party 

for our distributors. I'd seen her on 

tape, and I'd heard stories, but |’m 

from Missouri—I don’t believe it till 

| see it. She showed me. This chick 

actually sucked my dick from be- 

hind, blowing her nose while she 
blew my wad. How could she have 

anticipated the sensations | would 

feel as her mucus and snot wind 
swirled around my ass vent while 

she bruised her throat on my choad? A sane woman 
would never figure it out, but shatter-brain even intuited 
that she should shove her nose right up in there with the 
boogers and dingleberries. She was a genius; | exagger- 
ate not. Unfortunately, she later tried to kill herself, then 
joined some church group and took her special gifts to 
benighted Third World hellholes. A tragic loss. But I've 
got my memory.” 

Most bughouse babes automatically supply a memo- 
rable odor, but it washes off with common soap and water. 

Though vaginal hygiene may be alien to the moon- 
struck muff, she is also a stranger to notions of appropri- 
ate behavior, and is accustomed to being placed in re- 
straints. What might seem like an aberration punishable 
by law to a girl in her senses is no more untoward than 
brushing her teeth is to a nut slut. 

“Now, if only she could be persuaded to brush her 
teeth,” laments Andrew Julia, a victim’s-rights attorney 
who takes time out from bilking insurance companies to 
bind and tie a rapid-cycling schizophrenic for whom he 
filed multiple claims six months ago. “| mean, after all, |'m 
human too,” Andrew contends, none too convincingly. “| 
have a heart and feelings. We even do foreplay. I'll give 
her some green gelatin dessert-—those nuts all like green 
gelatin dessert; it's familiar and safe to them—and | 
won't reprimand her when she starts rubbing it into her 
panties. That kind of freedom of food expression really 
gets her juices bubbling. Of course, she doesn't know 
where to draw the line, and | have foreknowledge that she 
won't; so I'm prepared. | have an old, wooden coffin that's 
the perfect length for her to lie straight out on her back. | 
have holes drilled in the wood for air vents, and | place a 
sheet of clear plexiglass over the top. She's under there on 
her back, with not enough room to turn over, and | drop 
trou, climb up on the glass and give her a plate job. She 
goes crazy under there as my sphincters pinch off a few 
loaves. Her face comes up, lips sucking like a scavenger 
fish under the pile of steaming offal. She writhes and 
flops like a beached carp. It doesn’t take me long to come, 
and in that tender moment of afterglow, I’m vulnerable. 
She just looks so sweet and trusting to me: can't help 
it—a feeling of affection for her creeps over me, and | 
slide the glass off and give her a big kiss, right on the lips. 
Always the same thing happens: First | get the taste of 
green gelatin dessert, and then under that something 
funkier, something earthier, like a compost heap. It's like a 
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recurring nightmare. | realize |'m tasting the traces of all 
the guys who use her without benefit of the plate of glass. 

“If only she would brush her teeth,” Andrew Julia 
repeats. 

Dirty molars are only one drawback of brain-sick 
chicks. Spending the entire night with an unhinged ginch 
is fraught with peril, as professional character reference 
George Philistine was loath to discover. 

“| knew she was a nut,” recalls George with the my- 
Opic vision of sentimental hindsight, “because only a nut 
would give me my money back after she'd fucked me, but 
| didn't have a clue that she'd go berserk. Usually, as 
long as you don’t fuck with their medication —you know, 
give them booze or psychoactive drugs—mental patients 
are the nicest people you'd ever want to meet.” Philis- 
tine had met his dame dementia in a topless/bottomless 
go-go bar. She had been there as a spectator, the same 
as he, only she'd been far more demonstrative. Her in- 
cessant show-and-tell comparisons of her own anatomy 
with that of the hired help got her thrown out well before 
closing time. Intrigued, George followed. He recognized a 
gleam of derangement in the woman's eyes, a gleam 
that had panned out for him in the past. 

“The sex was great,” he avers. “| wish | could re- 
member it. But | fell asleep before she did. | knew better. 
| mean, I'd had maniacs sleep over hundreds of times. 
Thousands even, maybe millions. And I'd never had a full 
night's sleep with one of them. It comes with the territo- 
ry. They wake up screaming, or they jump out of bed and 
start sweeping with imaginary brooms, or they shuffle 
out from the covers at 4 a.m. to stand first in line at the 

medicine cabinet, and that's never any problem. But I'd 
never known terror until | came to with this haywire 
strip-club chick standing over me, swinging a douchebag 
full of piss two inches over my face. | tried to get out of 
the way, but she'd put my dog's collar around my neck 
and tied his leash to the base of the bed. It was my dog's 
piss in the bag too. | can still taste it. | haven't been able 
to meet his eyes since.” 

Relationships more primary than that of man and ca- 
nine are at risk when dating the distraught. 

“If | hadn't listened to my twin brother, Duncan, I'd 
still be married,” laments Dennis Sandy, “with my wife 
doing the grocery shopping. I'd been complaining about 
my wife's reticence to perform fellatio, and Duncan said 
I'd get a great blowjob if I'd go down to the market, pre- 
tend to be him and flush out this crazy chick. Well, his 
plan worked. | ended up getting my noodle steamed out 
by a dumpster, which would have been fine as far as it 
went, except it went further. Duncan hadn't realized that 
emotionally unbalanced women have a tendency to form 
passionate attachments, and they know how to dial the 
phone. | have no idea how she got my home number, and 
neither does Duncan. | tried to tell my wife that she was 
just some nut, but she was very persistent. A restraining 
order means nothing to someone who's spent any amount 
of time on Thorazine. The second time the kook came 
over to the house, the wife went to live with Duncan. 

“But I'm making the best of it. I've cleaned the kook 
up, and she actually looks pretty good. Now, if only we 
could get through the produce department without her 
shoving a carrot up my ass,” & 

“Why, Mr. Thomas...how original!” 
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Any one of these lovely gifts is perfect to let that 

special someone know who truly cares this holiday season. 

\ THE BLOWJOB BIB™ 
No reason safe sex can’t also be 

a Sica clean. Avoid splatter, spills and 

sl | Pa : extra load on the chest with stylish 
fps bibs. In three different colors with 

three funny phrases. 
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with 

HUSTLER CAMOUFLAGE 
SLEEVES® 
Be the reverend’s favorite on Xmas morning as 

you drool over the Bible. Little does he know 

you ve got the HUSTLER spirit. 

HUSTLER SOUNDS OF SEX ON cD! 
Hear every slurp with perfect clarity on CD. Every pop 

and hiss will be part of the pistoning, not some bad record 

player. Featuring These Hits: 

Messy Blowjob 400-Pound Enema Nurse 
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up in the butt. § 

FISTER® 
Spin the spinner, call the shot, Fister® plugs you 

up in the butt. The perfect game to introduce a 

reluctant lover to something new! Not 

responsible for damage to the rectal cavity due to 

cheating. 

FOREPLAY METER™ 
Don’t count on a woman to admit when she’s ready. 

There’s no stalling with Foreplay Meter™. Why spend 

hours eating pussy when 15 licks will do? A real time- 

saver! 

PISSSSSTOL® 
101 uses! Wash the car, water 

the plants and, of course, hold 

it for fun and games. Saves 

water by recycling! 



GENITALMASTER® 
THE HUSTLER 
GENITAL MANICURE 
KIT 
Keep your trim clean and trim 

with GenitalMaster®. A coiffured 

quim is just the trick to impress 

your man. 

THE TALKING BALL 
AND CHAIN™ 

With the Talking Ball and 

Chain, her charming chatter 

goes everywhere you go. 
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WILD RIDE 

r d kept el on the mide trip up the 
interstate, but when a man lets the selfish 
desires of his cojones rule his better judg- 
ment, it’s a matter of time before he’s hurt- 

ing. When my four-wheel drive hit serious 
off-road landscape, I started pitching and 
heaving like a lassoed dogie. Every tendon 
in my limbs threatened to snap like dry 
twigs. My wife Lorna and her best friend 
Betty were no doubt having the time of 
their lives up in the cab. I was spread-eagle 
in the bed of the truck, my wrists and 

ankles locked securely by leather thongs to 
four eye hooks—which I had helpfully 
installed myself. 

I was naked, but hidden from view by 
the cloth bedcover, which the girls had 

stretched into place after conning me and 
my cunt-crazy cojones into this humiliat- 
ing position. 

When the bucking truck finally came to 
a stop, the girls rolled back the ‘canvas 
cover. Bright light made me blink. The 
girls were wearing sunglasses, tiny tube 
tops and ass-revealing shorts. 

Betty straddled me, planting one leg on 
either side of my bare chest. The tip of my 
cock barely grazed the back of her butt. 
She didn’t care. I stared —hypnotized—at 
the raised ridges of the areolas surrounding 
her thumb-size nipples, clearly outlined by 
the thin, lycra, electric-pink top. 

“Ciao,” said Lorna. “I'll get the cabin 
ready.” Cabin? | thought. What had these 
two wenches planned? 

Betty slowly stripped, a two-second 
operation she seductively stretched to half 
a minute. “You like what you see? I don’t 
have to show it to you, you know. I don’t 
have to do anything.” She spat out her 
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gum and slid forward so that her pussy 
was level with my shoulders. “Do you like 
my body? Do you want to touch it and 
make me happy?” 

With the leather plug in my mouth, I 
wasn’t much of a conversationalist. She 
leaned forward, pressing her moist pussy 
against my face. I breathed in her musky 
aroma and wished the gag was gone so | 
could kiss her delicate lips. She had other 
ideas. Getting a grip on my hair, she 
mashed my face into her crotch and started 
rubbing off on me. 

“A wimp like you doesn’t deserve to lick 
my pussy,” she boldly announced as her 
passion rose. I was able to bench-press 200 
pounds and could easily break her in two. I 
damn near drowned in cunt juice as she 
repeatedly buried my nose in her hole. 

When Betty’s first orgasm started, I felt 
a slick tongue slide up the length of my 
shaft. A pair of lips enveloped my glans. 
My wife was giving me a blowjob while 
her friend jerked off on my face! 

Betty stepped back to watch awhile. 
Lorna’s mouth is one of the wonders of the 
world, and she was happy to demonstrate 
her skill to an eager pupil—especially 
showing how to tell when I was about to 
come so she could stop and make me beg 
for it. | got pretty frantic. My cock was 
theirs to torture. 

Lorna laughed. “He’s been trying to 
touch his dick ever since we left the house. 
We can make him come his way or our 
way. He doesn’t have a choice. I'll let you 
decide whether to finish him off.” 

Betty looked into my eyes. I couldn’t 
hide how desperate I was for satisfaction. 
She tapped my dick lightly, making it 
bounce. “Let’s see how easy it is to make a 
horny man come,” she said. She put one 
finger on my dick and rubbed it around. 
She knelt between my legs, facing me so I 
could see everything she did. She was 
touching me as little as possible. 

First my dick started throbbing lightly, 
and then the throbbing spread to my ball 
sack. A bead of fluid appeared at the tip of 

my cock, which Betty wiped off and 
smeared on her lips. The throbbing spread 
up my thighs and grew until I was grunting 
and straining. Suddenly I exploded, spray- 
ing cum all over my bare chest and stomach. 
Betty sat back to watch the fountain of jizz. 
My orgasm would jump-start if she’d 

just touch my dick. I begged with my eyes, 
but she smiled and shook her head. 
“Later,” she said. “I think you already got 
more than you earned.” 

Shit! This girl could’ve given my wife 
bitch lessons! I was left alone with a hard- 
on that could cut a diamond. Lorna and 
Betty came back every now and then and 
played with my cock. Betty finally granted 
me my fondest wish by impaling herself on 
my bone and riding me till I filled her with 
penis butter. When it grew dark, Lorna 

finally released me and read me the riot act. 
Seems she’d hidden the truck keys. 

Hadn’t bothered to bring any clothes for 

me. The cabin she was borrowing was bare 
except for the food they’d brought. If I 
didn’t toe the line the entire weekend, I’d 
have to walk out of the woods naked. 
Needless to say, I stayed indoors. 

—Vinnie R. 
Monroe, Louisiana 

SLIT SLAVE 

ma aitiny lady executive at an electnonies 
firm, and my business persona carries over 
into my personal life. My relationship 
with my husband Peter is a total power 
trip—he does everything I tell him, or he 
doesn’t get paid his daily pussy. 

Some say the key to authority is to be 
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You’ve found it! America’s hottest talk and adult fun. Plus, you’ll get the 
phonelineswherethe galsarealways real names and home phone num- 
ready andwaiting totakecareofyou! bers of warm, available women who 
Experience captivating fantasy, live want to meet you! Call Now! 

HOT NUMBERS! 

(THAT’S 1-900-468-4433) 

Housewives, Coeds, Teachers 
Confess Their Secret Sins 

(THAT'S 1-900-246-2633) 

Get the real names and numbers of 
luscious ladies who want you for One- 
to-One Talk and In Person Meetings 

(THAT'S 1-900-468-5825) 

Some alittle overweight, some alittle 
older, but they need love, too! Connect 

with a lady who will really appreciate you! 

(THAT'S 1-900-246-6423) 

Have you ever wondered what women 
really think about? Now here are their 
most Private and Personal Fantasies! 

Lovely Ladies - they’re ready for dates and 
they’re ready for mates. For Friendship, 
Romance and Adult Fun. Call Now! 

All calls just $2 a minute. Adults Only. 
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surrounded by weaklings. The minute I 
laid eyes on Peter, I started to drool. He’s a 
wimp, a complete washout — guaranteed 
to thrive under my heel. He had to get on 
his knees and beg for sex before I spread 
for him. Sometimes I’d fuck him, and other 

times I’d make him eat my shaved quim or 
suck my tits. 

When Peter came home from work, I 
made him wear whatever I wanted. I 
bought a dozen different G-strings with his 
personal humiliation in mind. 

Some nights, I’d tie him to the bed, 
make him eat me, leave him with his cock 
still hard and return after midnight and fin- 
ish fucking him. 
My girlfriends couldn’t understand why 

I was married to such a wimpy guy. I didn’t 
tell them how thrilling it was to make him 
strip and then force him to lick my asshole. 
I was at a male strip club with two of my 
girlfriends when I couldn’t stand their 
remarks about Peter anymore. I told them 
everything about our relationship. 

Gina, a tall, dirty-blond 23-year-old 
with cupcake tits, changed her opinion of 
Peter when she heard about the ass-licking. 
Diane, a girl with an ass that drives men 
wild, got so interested in Peter, she wanted 
to leave the club right then and try him out. 
I said no, but I liked the idea of making 

Peter satisfy my friends. For the rest of the 
night, I teased my friends with horny info. 
“I fuck him up the ass when he’s bad,” I 
said. “I shaved all the hair from his cock 
and balls. Now he’s silky smooth.” 
My friends got so horny, they followed 

me home. They ran to the bedroom, and 
there was Peter—tied spread-eagle on the 
bed. He turned red as a cherry, he was so 
humiliated. Gina tickled one of his feet. 
Diane ran her hand up his leg, felt his hair- 
less crotch and said, “Let’s have some fun 

with him.” 
I told them to wait in the living room so 

Peter could do a show. I untied him, 
dressed him in a tiny, blue G-string, put a 
collar and chain around his neck and told 
him to do whatever my friends asked. 

When I’m feeling really raunchy, I love a 
good ass-lick. I pushed Peter to his knees, 
yanked up my skirt, spread my cheeks and 
pushed my rosebud to his lips. His obedient 
tongue immediately began licking me clean. 

Gina and Diane stripped to their under- 
wear. | told them to stop, because it was 
more fun to have Peter undress them. I 
handed his chain to Gina, who forced him 
to suck her tits. Just when she was getting 
into it, Diane grabbed his chain and told 
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him to take off her panties— with his teeth! 
He pulled down her pink panties an inch at 
a time. Gina took back his chain before 
Diane could use his tongue for deeper 
action, and they started fighting over him! 

Not wanting a catfight, I came up with a 
game, the winner of which would get Peter 
first. I stripped Peter of his G-string and sat 
him down in the middle of the couch. Gina 
and Diane sat on either side of him. Each 
girl got to stroke his cock five times before 
handing it over to the other. The winner 
would be the first to make him shoot. 

Gina used a hard, slow technique, but it 

was Diane, with her jackrabbit strokes, 
who made him spring a cum leak. We tied 
him to the bed and waited for his cock to 
get hard again. In a few minutes, it was 
jumping. Diane sat on his face. He started 
licking her clit. “Not like that,” she 

growled. He tongue-fucked her cunt, and 
she still wasn’t happy. When he licked 
her with long strokes from her clit to her 
asshole, she flooded his mouth with slimy 

honey, then sat down on his cock and 
rode him hard. She came twice before he 
blew his load and went soft. 
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Gina untied him from the spread-eagle 
position, grabbed him by the ass so hard 
she left scratch marks and flipped him 
onto his stomach. Then she tied his wrists. 
I opened up my goody drawer, which 
holds all my dildos and lubricants. She 
selected an eight-inch strap-on dildo and a 
tube of K-Y. Peter’s cock was soft when 
she told him to get in the doggy position, 
but it was rock hard when she finished 
smearing the jelly on his butthole. To 
make sure the tool slid home, she finished 
her ass-fuck preparations by slipping 
three fingers up his poop chute and lubing 
his channel. Peter howled and tried to 
crawl away, but Gina grabbed his hips 
and plugged him hard. Every time she 
rammed, the base of the dildo rubbed 
against her clit. She fucked him faster and 
faster as her orgasm built. When her water 
broke, she drove the dildo so far into his 
ass, even the base of it disappeared. With- 
out even touching his cock, Peter shot a 
double load onto the bedspread. 

Don’t think wimps always lose the pret- 
ty girls to studs. A woman changes her 
opinion of a man when she knows she can 
tie him down and fuck him! —Dona B. 

Hollywood, California 

Send your sexperiences to HUSTLER Hot 
Letters, 9171 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 
300, Beverly Hills, CA 90210. & 
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RAIN 
“One dick per man ain't enough,” sighs 
cock-¢ollecting, fuckstar Raven, reclining in 
Hollywood's sleaziest sex club. “If | ran things, 
each guy d have five.” Hmm. Guess it'd cut down 
the number of assholes at a gang-bang. Next! 
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Incident—The kid slipped into his favorite 

faded bluejeans and checked himself out in 

the bathroom mirror. It was Saturday night, 

and Michael Lindell wanted everything just 

right. Anticipating a blowout at a friend’s 

fraternity on the University of Rhode Island 

campus, the 20-year-old looked forward to 

getting a little drunk and maybe even finding 

a piece of female companionship. 

Lindell arrived early at the frat on Octo- 

ber 27, 1990, and probably didn’t notice the 

arrival of an 18-year-old girl and her friend 

shortly after 9:30 p.m. The girls drank a bit 

and poked around, but the excess of alcohol 

and sexual innuendo quickly became te- 

dious. Instead of simply leaving, one of the 

girls decided to explore the sprawling, 18- 

bedroom house. 
She arrived at a bedroom on the third floor 

and bumped into a young man who intro- 

duced himself as “Dan.” Dan began pawing 

at her breasts. When she tried to push him 

away, he threw her to the bed, held her down 

and roughly forced himself inside of her. 

Around this time, Michael Lindell stum- 

bled upon the sex scene. A small crowd had 

gathered like gawkers at a freeway accident. 

Lindell was disturbed by what he saw, but 

could neither tear himself away nor move to 

intervene. He was frozen. After a few mo- 

ments of intercourse, Dan dismounted the 

victim and left the room. 
The dazed woman tried to assemble her 

torn clothing, a task made difficult by two 

guys who prevented her from getting dressed. 

They wanted a shot at proving their virility. 

Lindell felt himself becoming sick. 
Finally, as they tried to push her back to 

the bed, a different man intervened. He threw 

the naked woman over his shoulder and car- 

ried her back to her dorm room. 
Four days later, a freshman was arrested 

and charged with first-degree rape. But the 

victim was uncertain that the man charged 

was indeed the one who had raped her. As a 

result, authorities called on witnesses to iden- 

tify not only the offender, but those who had 

watched the assault as well. 

Michael Lindell sat in his family’s home in 

Pawtucket, trying to piece the episode togeth- 

er. The former high-school football star, who 

friends later said had a history of personal 

problems, was drowning in a sea of guilt. 

Just an hour or two before authorities were 

“Might I suggest a more subtle approach?” 

to question Lindell about his involvement in 

the assault, he placed his roommate’s gun 

against his forehead. Michael Lindell’s life 

went dark. When he died, he took with him 
the secret of what he saw that night in a small 

room of a university fraternity. 
* * * 

While victims suffer uniformly tragic emo- 

tional effects of a sexual assault, offenders ex- 

perience a disparate range of emotions. Some 

may instantly realize their mistake and feel 

considerable guilt. Others will justify and ra- 

tionalize the assault. 
“Many times there’s confusion and denial 

about the act,” explains a psychologist treat- 

ing sex offenders at a major university, who 

will be called Dr. Liechty for reasons of 

anonymity. “They [the offenders] say, ‘Well, 

this wasn’t the nicest thing to do, but she was 

really enjoying it as much as we were.’ They 

have a hard time realizing the harm their be- 

havior caused the victim.” 
Unfortunately there are those, like Michael 

Lindell, who recognize a violation and want 

to help, but are intimidated against acting. 

“If someone’s being physically injured, 
and you're just standing around, then you 

might be frightened of stepping forward to 

break it up because the physical injury or 

trauma might be directed toward you,” ad- 

mits Dr. Fred Berlin, director of the Sexual 
Disorders Clinic at Johns Hopkins. “It takes 

courage to act, especially if people are afraid 

of being cut out of the group. But moral 
principles must supercede concerns about 

being accepted.” 
The desire to be accepted, however, will 

sometimes make a man ignore his true feel- 

ings and submit to the pressure of the group. 

“Some people, who under ordinary cir- 

cumstances would not sexually abuse some- 

one, might take part under the stresses of peer 

pressure,” explains Dr. A. Nicholas Groth, 

who’s worked with sex offenders for 25 years 

and is the author of Men Who Rape. “One or 

two in the group act as ringleaders; the rest 

are sort of accomplices. The others ask them- 

selves, What'll the guys think of me if I dont 

participate? They feel that they have chosen 

to be a part of this group, and [joining in a 

rape] is a part of being a member. 

“When you get into the fraternity, they feel 

that these things are allowed in the name of 

good college fun,” explains Dr. Berlin. “But 

this isn’t just swallowing goldfish.” 
In 1989 there were 94,504 reported rapes 

in the United States, four times higher than 

any other country. 
According to a ten-year study by the De- 

partment of Justice, one out of every five 

rapes in the U.S. is committed by more than 

one assailant. But, by one estimate, 80% to 

90% of group rapes in universities are never 

reported. Confusion persists around the 

meaning of the phrase gang rape. 

A woman may not literally say no, but if 
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she is unable to consent to sex because of in- 
toxication, retardation or physical intimida- 
tion by a male group, then the offenders can 
be charged with rape. Even without penetra- 
tion, those who watch others have sex or 
secretly videotape the act are committing a 
violation that can result in conviction. 

Incident—Glen Ridge, a small town in 
New Jersey, prides itself on championship 
high-school athletics. The stars of the local 
teams are well-known and respected mem- 
bers of the community. 

On the afternoon of March 1, 1989, mem- 
bers of the high-school football team were 
hanging out in a park trying to kill the mid- 
semester blues. They met a 17-year-old girl 
who lived down the street from some of the 
boys. She had always wanted to be a part of 
this elite group, but her mild retardation made 
her an outcast to a group that thrived on per- 
fection. That is, until the boys sadistically 
recognized her usefulness. 

The group, about 13 in all, took the girl to 
the basement of one of their homes. They 
stripped the young victim and prodded and 
penetrated her vagina with broomsticks and 
mini baseball bats that the boys were thought- 

here men learn how to be sexual without being intimate.” 
ful enough to lubricate beforehand. At least 
one guy allegedly made the girl masturbate 
him while the others watched and cheered. 

For days afterward, many of the boys 
bragged about the event, assuming that taking 
advantage of an underage, mentally retarded 
girl would raise their already exalted status as 
star athletes. Only when three of them were 
charged with assault did the bragging stop. 

“Why would you brag about being abusive 
sexually?” asks Dr. Groth. “They [the offend- 
ers] must see this as some kind of conquest 
with no harm done. But you have to ask, 
‘What kind of a man are you that you have to 
force somebody to have sex with you?’ ” 

“Men have to think about the conse- 
quences,” concurs Dr. Liechty. ““What’s it go- 
ing to do to that other person?” 

There’s also the hidden consequence that 
members of a group risk spreading a variety 
of diseases that today can prove fatal. Never- 
theless, gang rape persists. 

Many psychologists find similar motivat- 
ing factors of anger and dominance among 
both the individual and group rapist. The 
crime and punishment of “Matthew,” a 33- 
year-old individual rapist, exemplifies some 
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psychological differences that separate the 
two kinds of offenders. 

Matthew. was adopted when he was only a 
year old and, until the age of 12, was beaten 
and forced to have sex with his adopted 
mother. She dressed him in women’s clothing 
as a form of punishment. Finally, authorities 
intervened and placed him in a Catholic 
group home for protection. While in the 
home, he was molested by a foster father. 

Matthew raped three times after he left the 
home, in each case forcing his victims to un- 
dress and fondle themselves in a manner sim- 
ilar to what his mother had made him do to 
her. He never penetrated or physically abused 
his victims, but masturbated, ejaculated and 
then released them. 

After each assault, he experienced a surge 
of guilt and depression and turned himself in 
to police. Although he begged for treatment, 
he was quickly paroled each time and would 
immediately rape again. Finally, he saw sui- 
cide as his only solution. After the attempt 
failed, authorities recognized a rape tendency 
in Matthew and provided help. 

While in therapy, Matthew met three con- 
victed members of the infamous New Bed- 
ford pool-table incident on which the movie 
The Accused was based. Unlike Matthew, 
who raped out of anger and confusion stem- 
ming from his upbringing, the perpetrators of 
that gang rape were raised in a classic male- 
dominated environment. 

“There’s a problem point-blank even when 
you’re a male in an average American fami- 
ly,” Matthew explains over the phone from an 
undisclosed location. “In society, when 
you’re growing up, women are automatically 
inferior and deserve to be exploited. When 
your dad’s out drinking beer, riding motorcy- 
cles, beatin’ up ma and having sex with other 
women, what are you gonna think growing 
up as a kid? 

“And even though they know [gang rape] 
is wrong, a part of them says, ‘Aw, this ain’t 
wrong. It’s just a lady here.’ ” 

Outside organizations are important in 
shaping a child’s mind. Religions, such as 
Christianity, profess male dominance in their 
dogma. Schools remain outdated and taciturn 
when it comes to sexual education. The 
media presents an overabundance of male- 
dominated images that use sex, often in unreal 
situations, to sell both movies and products. 

Pornography has come under attack by 
those, like Dr. Liechty, who view it as the 

“applause to rape” and the place “where 
men learn how to be sexual without be- 
ing intimate.” 

Others disagree. “Blaming pornography is 
removing responsibility from the person and 
placing it on something external,” says Dr. 
Groth. “There are a lot of themes of control 
and male dominance over women in movies 
like Gone With the Wind. Pornography is not 

(continued on page 120) 
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For an average price of $20, a street whore will gargle scum. A 
blorch into her vagina carries an average charge of 60 smackers. 
From street whores and “health” spas, to rent- 

a-cunt services and tits-in-your-beer bars, the 

American night is awash in a sloshing sea of 

jizz and pussy juice! 
Sure, AIDS, STDs and general antisex atti- 

tudes have put a crimp in the cooze, but a fist- 

ful of dollars can still buy gash. 
In some locations, some forms of sex biz 

have dwindled, but troll the whore-strolls of 

most major American cities, ring up the es- 

cort services or visit the massage establish- 

ments and Oriental health spas advertising in 

any alternative newspapers or yellow pages. 

An enormous flock of hot bimbos are eager 

to plug pecker into fuck-sockets. 
* * * 

Rule Number One: When cruising for 

commercial cooze, leave the Rolex, credit 

cards and excess cash at home. 
Anywhere ladies strut for bucks, a certain 

smell is in the air. That smell is testosterone. 

Guys who haven’t gotten laid in years and are 

as horny as hat racks; guys who have just 

drained their lizards and are feeling empty 

and pissed off; guys whose only hope of get- 

ting laid or stoned is to bop a chump’s skull 

and pocket his cash. 
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Rule Number Two: Even if a prostitute 

looks healthy, clean and sweet, use a rubber! 

Where the Girls Are 
1. Flesh Dancers 
The tit bar/peep scene varies from city to 

city, but certain common themes prevail. 

Many cities still have live peep shows with 

broads behind individual windows. Enter a 

booth, plunk in a token, and a sliding curtain 

rises. Through the glass, a girl or girls frolic 

nude or nearly so. Some peeps add a tele- 

phone, by which the young lady may be di- 

rected as she peels out of what little she’s 

wearing while the viewer spanks his monkey. 

Topless bars vary from town to town too. 

In some, the girls strip bare, lie on their backs 

and jerk their cunny lips open wide enough to 

plaster a dollar bill over their cervixes. In 

some they dance at individual tables or in a 

patron’s lap. In others, the G-string stays on, 
and pussy-flashing is frowned upon. Still oth- 

er joints are “stopless” rather than topless— 

the danseuses must wear tiny, nip-sized 

pasties to cover the tips of their titties. 

The girls at fair-to-good bars tend to be 

young, fresh and healthy-looking. And why 

“Hey, lady—choose me, and I'll teach you how to lick your own pussy.” 
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shouldn’t they be? Dancing’s good exercise, 
and the talent is picked for their looks. But tit 

bars are by and large dry hustles. The cus- 

tomer gets. to stare at painfully gorgeous 

babes right up close—close enough to stuff 

folding currency into their G-strings and get a 

wink and a smile in return. 
The customer, in all likelihood, will also 

leave the bar feeling hornier than he was upon 

entering. He’s now fair game for the street 

hookers that often circle in the shadows. 

2. Out on the Street 
The street-hooker scene in many American 

cities rolls on slightly less rambunctiously than 

in pre-AIDS days. For an average price of $20, 
a street whore will gargle scum. A blorch into 

her vagina carries an average charge of 60 

smackers. Cheaper fucks can be acquired, 

depending on a wide range of variables. 

One variable is race. Since more black 

whores than white patrol most American 

cities, African-American harlots tend to com- 

mand slightly lower fares than Anglos. An- 

other factor is the amount of traffic on a given 

night: A hooker is likely to reason that some- 

thing’s better than nothing when business is 

slow. Even the weather affects pussy pricing: 

On a particularly cold or rainy evening, a 

street whore may welcome the opportunity to 

warm up with a hot bone in her throat; on a 

warm and muggy night, she may want to cool 

down in an auto’s air-conditioned comfort. 

Twenty may well turn into ten; and 60 can 

be 40 or even 25. 
It’s not just ragged-out crack fiends out 

there offering their openings to all comers. 

Nice, white, angel-faced slut queens, with 

nothing behind their pretty faces but dick 

space, prance the street corners of many an 

American metropolis, wearing nothing but 

high heels and Victoria’s Secret underwear, 

raring to go, any place, any time, from pickup 

truck to ho’ hotel. 
3. A Touch of Ass 
For something a tad more upscale and ex- 

otic than a five-minute front-seat cocksucking 

from a street whore, a few extra dollars gain 

entry to Japanese/Korean/Oriental health 

spas, advertised in many local yellow pages 

under Massage. Presumably health in the Ori- 

ental medical pantheon demands regular and 

thorough siphoning of scrotal poisons. 

Forty dollah for house, negotiable tip for 

girl. A hot, little, high-heeled “masseuse” 

from the Pacific Rim escorts the cultural ex- 

plorer into a nice, clean massage room, lays 

him back on the padded table, squats on his 

prick and spins. 
Street whores vary in attractiveness from 

gruesome to beautiful; at the Oriental spas, 
the range is a bit narrower. The worst ass in 

the best parlors is fairly okay. The lady’s hair 

will be straight and black (unless she’s 

permed it), and the probably sparse hair on 

her twat will be slightly wavy rather than 

(continued on page 86) 
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“When I come across a 
headstrong mare that 
lacks proper respect,” 

declares 21-year-old 4 
equestrienne Vicky from ({/ 
MeMinnville, Tennessee><\ 

“I jump her, grab hers 
mane, dig in my spurs \* 
and break her down.” <. 

She’s fakin’. There’s a soft “¢> 
spot under her hard ass. 2. 
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keep so much sugar in= |") 
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Your fingers can do the walking. Thumb through the yellow pages 
to E for Escort Services, and an agency will contact a suitable slut. 
kinked. She won’t have much to write home 
about in the butt department, and unless she 
has invested in silicone, her knockers will be 

more suitable for cupping than for making 
into a choo-choo tunnel for dick. 

Many spa managements will not discuss 

sex offered by the girls in detail. Anything 
that goes on between the trick and the treat is 

subject to private negotiation. Expect prices 

somewhat above street rates and somewhat 

below escort-service charges. 
4. Room Servicing 
Climbing even higher on the pussy price 

scale, your fingers can do the walking for out- 

call hookers too. Thumb through the yellow 

pages to E for Escort Services, and call ’em 

up. An agency will contact a suitable slut. 
Don’t be shy about setting standards in 

terms of the lady’s appearance. Be very forth- 
coming as to preferences in age range, body 
type, hair color and skin tone. 

Be prepared to pay between $75 and $100 
as an agency referral fee, with prices for ser- 
vices rendered by the escort at least equaling 

the agency fee. A come-to-you cunt will cost 

between $150 and $200. 
Note: The strip-club information in this ar- 

ticle was prepared with the cooperation of 

Exotic Dancer, an annual city-by-city guide 
to strip clubs and dancer agencies in the U.S. 

and Canada. For ordering information, call 

817-485-1513. 
* * * 

1. Boston 
The economic collapse of the Massachu- 

setts Miracle has caused untold hardship and 

suffering for the citizens of Boston, and nu- 

merous benefits for fans of commercial sex. 

Boston’s red-light district, the Combat 
Zone, was saved from extinction by the col- 

lapse of property values on Washington Ay- 

enue, the Zone’s main drag. A number of 
strip joints are now having the last laugh. 
These include the Naked I Cabaret (666 

Washington) and the Glass Slipper (16 La 

Grange Street). 
In Boston clubs the babes are stark naked. 

They don’t need pasties or G-strings. Neither 

club charges a cover, and both serve booze. 
But while anything goes in the Zone, else- 

where in the city blatant sex establishments 

are forbidden; so hit the outlying towns for 
more strip clubs. 

The buck-naked broads at Alex’s, on Wash- 

BILLY 

ington Street in Stoughton, attract a genteel 
crowd of wankers. They attract a cover charge 
too—$7 to $15, depending on the night. 

Aside from the phone book, the Boston 
Phoenix is the paper of raunch record. The 

“Entre Nous” section features tons of ads for 
outcall slut services and incall massage estab- 
lishments, and competition is stiff. “Massage 

by women...$10 discount on Sundays with 
this coupon.” Sunday pussy discounts—a 
nice, devout touch for this Catholic town. 

The real Massachusetts Miracle is the 

number of white, middle-class girls who rent 

penis space on the streets of Boston proper. 

Check out the South End area around 

Tremont Street and Herald for a selection of 
young, attractive doxies. 

Many of the prowling trollops here will be 

dressed not in flashy garters, hot pants or lin- 

gerie, but in ordinary street clothes. Oh, that 
New England puritanism. 

2. Chicago 
Outwardly visible forms of commercial 

sex have all but dried up and blown away in 
the Windy City, but there is still sex to be 

bought here—just be a smart shopper. 
The ’70s saw topless joints galore—on 

Manheim Road, in suburban Lyons and on 
Half Day Road in the far west of the city. The 

few remaining outposts of sleaze in the city 

proper can be found on South Halston Street 

and on Clark Street—strip joints, porn booths 

and peeps. Total nudity is pretty much out. 
Likewise, the streetwalker is a vanishing 

breed. Some sluts still troll the West Loop 
fringe areas—on Lake and Racine and in the 
far South Loop, south of Roosevelt Road and 
Michigan Avenue. 

Meanwhile, outcall services have multi- 
plied dramatically. In addition to the trusty 

yellow pages (just under a dozen Oriental 
massage parlors advertise there), six to eight 
pages of display ads for outcall agencies are 
in the Chicago Reader. 

There’s a catch: Someone coming to Chi 

Town without a friend-of-a-friend referral to a 
specific escort agency may find it difficult to 

arrange a suck ’n’ flick via the phone. Unless 

he is known to the agency, a caller will be 
told most emphatically that his escort is for 

“dinner-plus only.” The agency fee alone for 
the honor of wining and dining a slut will be 

about $100. Attempts to get specifics about 
what the hired hole will eat result in a direct 

hang up. 
So tread lightly, but be clear and insistent 

about requirements in terms of age, hair color 

and so on. Arrange the specific suckee-fuckee 
details with the bimbette herself upon arrival. 

3-4. Dallas/Forth Worth 
The Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex is a 

quintessential example of urban sprawl, 
with the two cities spreading toward each 

other like amoebas in heat. The area’s sex 
scene is sprawled out too—small pockets 
of prurience scattered through deserted 
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“My fiance likes these! Do they come in red?” 



Dallas hookers recently disap 

we 

peared in the wake of a killer who mu- 
tilated three prostitutes with what was described as “surgical skill.” 
commercial neighborhoods like a glowing 
island in the night. 

Raunch establishments include 24-hour 
bookstores, topless bars and “bikini model- 
ing” fuck joints. The area also boasts one 
kind of sex establishment so surreal that it 
might have been invented by prostitutes from 
Mars: the all-night lingerie shop. 

In the midst of a strip of shabby stores will 
be a small business with windows housing 
cheap female mannequins—many missing 
limbs—draped in tawdry fuck-me under- 
wear. The door will be locked, but press the 
front buzzer, and a female emerges from the 
back. She may be Oriental. She is unlikely to 
be beautiful. She will usher the caller into the 
back rooms, where...get the picture? 

The negotiable house fee in bikini- and lin- 
gerie-modeling joints averages $40, and tips 
are in the same range. 

In Dallas, Harry Hines Boulevard between 
Northwest Highway and Royal Lane, and the 
surrounding area, offers several miles of late- 
night vice, including lingerie stores and tit 
bars galore—but the latter have mandatory 
G-strings. 

One complex at 3039 W. Northwest High- 

NITED STATE 
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way, near the intersection of Harry Hines, 
contains the Mansion, Players, Baby Dolls, 
the Fare and Déja Vu. Many of the girls danc- 
ing are in the cute-to-raving-beauty range. 
Admissions go from no cover to $5. Down 
the block, Caligula’s books porn starlets. 

In Fort Worth, Fantasy Foxx at Lindale 
and S. Loop 820 is a club that has totally 
nude dancers. The Foxx doesn’t serve alco- 
hol, but customers can bring their own. 

The Metroplex usually has a lively street- 
whore scene. Harry Hines street hookers walk 
the broken road, charging $20 to $30 for a 
blow, $40 to $60 for a suck/fuck. A handful 
of white girls cruise in cars, flagging down 
johns or parking on the shoulder with interior 
lights on. But street hookers recently disap- 
peared in the wake of a psycho killer who mu- 
tilated three prostitutes with what the Dallas 
Times Herald described as “surgical skill.” 

The Metroplex phone books offer well 
over 50 numbers of escort services. A dis- 
patcher gives a prospective client’s number to 
a hooker in transit. The girl calls in by car 
phone and further describes herself. The fee 
for the agency is $75 to $100, with the tip for 
the girl about the same. 

5. Florida: West Palm Beach/Lake Worth 
to Fort Lauderdale/ Hollywood 

From urban sprawl to beach sprawl— 
Florida’s east coast is one town after another 
devoted to the great American pastime of do- 
ing nothing: Retirement and vacation com- 
munities are nearly the area’s sole reason for 
being. Combine the large transient population 
with poor economic conditions, and beaches 
abounding with young females. Primo prosti- 
tution conditions. 

Much of the action, both street and other- 
wise, is centered on or near the north/south 
coastal road known as Route | (also called 

Dixie Highway or Federal Highway). In 
many areas, the mix on the street is about half 
white and half black or Hispanic, and the 
majority all drugged-up. Some nice-looking 
mamas, and many that look pretty grim. The 
astute shopper will be able to purchase a 
blowjob in the $10 to $25 range, and a 
suck/fuck for $20 to $50. 

Outcall services advertise in the local pa- 
pers and the trusty yellow pages. Look under 
E for Escort, M for Modeling and D for 
Dancers, of all things. Average price (com- 
plete) is $125 to $150. 

The club scene is varied too. In Boynton, 
the Showtime Lounge at 1115 N. Federal 
Highway has dancers that are merely topless, 
but “private nude dances” can be arranged. 
In Fort Lauderdale, the girls at Jiggles 
Lounge are totally nude. Call ahead to dis- 
cover if the gals in the club get as nearly 
naked as necessary. 

6. Los Angeles 
A few years back, armies of tramps strut- 

ted up and down Sunset Boulevard: fat 
whores, skinny whores, young whores, old 
whores. Whores on roller skates. Now there 
are none. The street-slut scene has moved out 
into the Valley, and the Strip is presently 
where the girls aren’t. 

Except in clubs. They get as naked as the 
day they were squirted out of their mommies’ 
squacks at the Seventh Veil (7180 Sunset 

Boulevard), Venus Faire (6452 Lankershim 

Boulevard), the Body: Shop (8250 W. Sunset 

Boulevard) and Star Strip (365 La Cienega 
Boulevard). 

The L.A. Star, one of the nation’s oldest 
sex rags, is still humping along, although 
many of its ads these days are for phone sex. 
Local directories do carry the usual Escort 
and Massage ads, but itchy fingers may find it 
a tad difficult to do the walking in L.A. be- 
cause there is no directory for the whole city, 
just area-by-area guides. 

7. New York City 
On a recent early-evening drive-through of 

the Lincoln Tunnel area in midtown Manhat- 
tan—a prime street-hooker zone for untold 
years—the sidewalks were bare, with hardly a 
hooker in sight in the entire 28th-to-S0th-Streets 
and Ninth-to-Eleventh-Avenues rectangle. 

(continued on page 123) 
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A sweet young thing was taken to a fancy restaurant 
by her elderly employer. After a few cocktails, the 
young lady ordered a paté de foie gras, an endive 
salad, chateaubriand, dessert and coffee, along with 
the most expensive bottle of French champagne the 
establishment served. 

The old gentleman stared quizzically at her. “Your 
mother feeds you this way?” he asked. 

“No,” replied the young lady, “but my mother 
doesn’t want to fuck me either.” 

Riccio What new use have West Virginia boys found 
for sheep? 
Answer: They get wool from them. 

| old retirees sat down for breakfast. “Christ, 
George, you look like shit!” one said to the other. 

“Yeah, I’m exhausted,” replied George. “I pulled a 
muscle last night.” 

“Pullin? a muscle shouldn’t make you tired.” 
“It does when you pull it a few hundred times.” 

dciiny came running home from school and cried 
“Dad, | don’t understand all of the words the big 
kids use.” 

“Well, sit down then, son, and I'll explain them to 
you,” his father said. 

“Okay, Dad, what’s a pussy?” asked Johnny. 
“You've seen your mother naked?” the father replied. 

“A pussy is the clump of hair between her legs.” 
“Well, then,” continued Johnny, “what’s a bitch?” 
“That, my son,” answered his father, “would be the 

rest of her.” 

To pass the time on a long flight, Pope John Paul II 
was working on a crossword puzzle. He leaned over to 
the archbishop and asked, “Begging your pardon, but 
what would be a four-letter word for woman that ends 
in U-N-T?” 

“Why, that would be aunt,” the archbishop replied. 
The Pope then asked, “Do you have an eraser?” 
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Farmes Hosea was happy that his new hired hand 
seemed to have increasing knowledge and motivation; 
so he decided he would take a much-needed business 
trip to the city, with his mind at ease about his farm. 
“Ill be gone for a week or so, Mel,” he told the new 
man, “and I’m leaving everything in your hands.” 

Mel slapped him on the back and told him to rest 
easy, but greeted his employer with a long face when he 
returned. “Got some bad news, Hosea,” he admitted. 
“Know those 28 prize heifers? Well, they got into the 
river during a storm, and all but six drowned. Then 
there was a fire in the barn, but we put it out before it 
got to the house.” 

“Jesus, I hope that’s all the bad news.” 
“Not quite,” admitted Mel. “During the storm it 

hailed, and we lost the whole crop.” 
“Oh, my God,” cried Farmer Hosea, “don’t you have 

any good news?” 
Mel’s face brightened. “As a matter of fact, I do. 

Remember those nasty bleeding spells your wife used 
to get every month? Well, I got them to stop!” 

The HUSTLER Dictionary defines German tampon as: 
a twatstika. 

A man first noticed his penis was growing longer and was 
delighted. But several weeks and several inches later, he 
grew concerned and went to see a urologist. 

While his wife waited outside, the physician exam- 
ined him and explained that, though rare, his condition 
could be corrected by minor surgery. 

The patient’s wife anxiously rushed up to the doctor 
after the examination and was told of the diagnosis and 
the need for surgery. 

“How long will he be on crutches?” she asked. 
“Crutches?” the doctor asked. 
“Well, yes,” the woman said. “You are going to 

lengthen his legs, aren’t you?” 

Bhasin: What does an African-American parrot say? 
Answer: “Polly want a white woman.” 

I. was the first day of the new term at Princeton, and a 
black freshman was learning his way around the cam- 
pus. Stopping an upperclassman, he asked, “Say, can 
you tell me where the library is at?” 

“My good fellow,” came the reply, “at Princeton, we 
do not end our sentences with a preposition.” 

“All right,” said the freshman, “can you tell me 
where the library is at, motherfucker?” 

HUSTLER Humor jokes are sent to us by our readers. 

If you've beard a gut-buster lately, why not send it 
our way? Submit your jokes on 3" X 5" cards, mailed 
in a sedled envelope, to HUSTLER Humor, 9171 
Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 
90210. If your joke is selected, well send you a check 

Jor $50. Sorry — we cannot return submissions. 
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; i of Sin! The King of Sleaze! The 

The Sy | 4 {) Raja of Ribaldry! The Sleaziest Man 
Alive! From the mid-1940s through 

the 1980s, David Friedman has been promoter, producer, writer, 

director, actor and distributor of the most legendary sex, sleaze 

and horror pictures ever made. 
Blood Feast. Two Thousand Maniacs. Ilsa: She-Wolf of the SS. 

Thar She Blows. Color Me Blood Red. The Erotic Adventures of 

Zorro. She Freak. Bummer. Scum of the Earth. Trader Hornee.... 

The list goes on, a catalog of dozens of outrageous films dealing 

graphically with two recurring primal subjects: sex and violence. 

A cinematic groundbreaker, Friedman helped push back the 

boundaries of what could be shown onscreen. In the *60s and 

\LL NEW 
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luring audiences with promises of sex, 
freaks and other forbidden horrors. 

* * * 

After World War I]—which Friedman 

spent stateside with the Army Signal Corps, 

showing gruesome venereal-disease films to 

fresh recruits—Friedman struck out on his 

own as a promoter and distributor of lurid, 

low-budget films, crisscrossing the states, 
using garish, misleading ads and carny razzle- 

dazzle to draw crowds into tepid, sexless sex- 

education and birth-of-a-baby flicks with titles 

like Mom and Dad and She Shoulda Said No. 

ao ae 
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early ’70s, he pioneered whole new genres 

of films that explored—and cannily ex- 

ploited—the most taboo areas of the 

American psyche. 
A champion of free speech—“I’ll defend 

any adult’s right to see any goddamn thing 

he wants to see” —Friedman was cofounder 

and longtime president of the Adult Film 

Association of America. For 30 years he 

fought First Amendment court battles across 

the country. , 

Film critic Jim Morton sums up Fried- 

man’s far-reaching career: “Few people have 

done more for sexual freedom in this coun- 

try than David Friedman.” 

And had a hell of a lot of fun doing it. 
* * * 

Freaks, Geeks and Pickled Punks 

David F. Friedman, 67, is a charming, in- 

telligent, distinctly unsleazy man who loves 

to laugh. Retired from filmmaking now, 
Friedman deserted Hollywood a few years 

ago for a hilltop manor in his boyhood 

hometown of Anniston, Alabama, where 

over half a century ago, young Friedman be- 

came fascinated by movies, show business, 
carnivals and circuses. 

“T first ran away to join a carnival when | 

was seven,” Friedman says. He spent much 

of his youth traveling with carnivals. He 
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worked as a barker for girly shows and freak 

shows, touring for a while with his own 

“pickled punk” exhibit—a sideshow attrac- 

tion of aborted fetuses floating gloomily in 

jars of formaldehyde. 
The spiel that lured gawking yokels into 

girly shows 50 years ago rolls easily out of 

Friedman’s mouth: “Hey, this is the show 

where they put it on, take it off, wrap it up, 

roll it out and throw it right at you! This is 

the show for those between the ages of 18 

and 85. If you’re under 18, you wouldn’t un- 

derstand it. If you’re over 85, you couldn’t 

stand it...” 
In many ways Friedman’s film career was 

an extension of his carny days. He was still 

Enter Herschell G. Lewis. 
In April of 1959 a momentous event oc- 

curred in the history of sordid culture: Fried- 

man met a lanky, young Chicago filmmaker 
‘|. named Herschell Gor- 

don Lewis. 
Friedman _ liked 

Lewis’s intelligence, 
his command of the 
English language, and 
his no-nonsense view 
of film as a money- 
maker. Lewis, in turn, 
was fascinated by 
Friedman’s flamboy- 
ant Southernness, 
roguish demeanor and 
carny lingo. Lewis 

was a master of ultra-low-budget techniques. 
Friedman knew what kind of films would 

sell, and exactly how and where to sell them. 

Most importantly, both men shared a sar- 

donic sense of black humor and a willingness 

to commit almost any outrage to film in the in- 

terest of making a buck. 
As Lewis put it: “I can shoot anything. I 

can shoot a garbage pile. I can shoot a man 

jumping off the Empire State Building, if 

you can get somebody to do that.” 
It was “the greatest team since Barnum 

and Bailey,” Friedman laughs today. 
* * * 

The Birth of the “Nudie-Cutie” 
In early 1961, sparked by a suggestion 
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from a burlesque-club owner, Friedman 
came up with a whole new type of sex film: 
the “nudie-cutie.” 

In previous American cinema, sex and 
nudity had always been presented in the 
guise of phony moralism, of providing sex 
education, of making a serious artistic 
statement or for other lofty-sounding, bo- 
gus reasons. 

Friedman decided to make a funny, un- 
pretentious film that would simply show 
horny males what they wanted to see: naked 
women. No hypocrisy, no phony moralism 
or pseudo-artiness. 

And thus, The Adventures of Lucky 
Pierre. Puffing furiously on cigars, Fried- 
man and Lewis banged out a gag-filled, 
pun-laden script in about five hours, de- 
scribing the adventures of a bumbling buf- 
foon always somehow 
running into curva- 
ceous, nude babes. 

A couple of days 
later, they rounded up 
some models willing to 
act in the buff and began 
shooting. 

Probably no one ever 
made a 35-mm film so 
cheaply. Lucky Pierre 
was shot in four days. 
Friedman and Lewis were 
the entire crew—Lewis on 
camera, Friedman _ han- 
dling sound. The actors 
clapped the slates at the be- 
ginning of each scene, threw 
down the slates, then began acting. 

There were virtually no second takes. The 
pair shot 7,400 feet of film and used 6,200 in 
the final film. The total cost: a bit over 
$7,000 for a full-length 35-mm film, com- 
plete with theme music (composed by the 
multitalented Lewis). 

By today’s standards, Lucky Pierre seems 
incredibly tame. No full frontal nudity, no 
strong language, and certainly no sexual 
contact, implied or graphic—just bare 
breasts and behinds, and a sense of good- 
humored naughtiness. 

But in the pre-eHUSTLER early °60s, 
Lucky Pierre was revolutionary—hot stuff 
for panting male audiences who stood in 
line to see it, drawn like moths to a flame by 
a Friedman ad campaign that promised: De- 
lightful Delectable Desirable Delicious 
Damsels Devoid of Any and All Inhibi- 
tions! Friedman’s posters further boasted 
that the flick was filmed in Cutie Color and 
Skinamascope. 

Along with Russ Meyer’s similar The 
Immoral Mr. Teas, filmed a year or so ear- 
lier, Friedman had ushered in a whole new 
form of sex film. During the next three 
years alone, more than 150 variations on 
the theme of Lucky Pierre would be 
ground out by imitators. 
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Adult cinema would never be the same. 
* * * 

Volleyball Epics 
Flush with success, Friedman and Lewis 

jumped into the burgeoning nudist-colony 
film market. Onscreen nudity was still for- 
bidden by many city and state censor boards. 
However, since nudism was a legitimate 
way of life practiced by thousands of Ameri- 
cans, showing nudity within the context of a 
nudist camp, without sexual overtones, was 
legally acceptable. 

Zero-budget entrepreneurs cranked 
out reel after reel of smiling, tanned 
nudists swimming, sunbathing, practic- 
ing archery and—especially — playing 
endless games of volleyball. 

In the four volley- 
bali epics that Fried- 
man and Lewis shot 
in Miami between 
1962 and 1963, 
Friedman hired 
beautiful models to 
replace the less- 
than-stimulating 
real-life nudists, 
added plots to 
what had been a 
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documentary genre, and even made “the 
world’s first nudist musical,” featuring a 
nudist nightclub singer. 

Friedman’s greatest innovation came 
while shooting Natures Playmates in 1962. 
Sick unto loathing of volleyball scenes, 
Friedman came up with an inspired substitu- 
tion: nude trampolining! Birthday-suited, 
buxom babes bouncing, flouncing, wiggling 
and waggling up and down on a trampoline. 

It might not have been great art, but it 
beat volleyball. 

* * * 

In between grinding out sun-and-skin pics, 
Friedman and Lewis made Scum of the Earth 
(1963), a story about a brutal pornographer 
who forces innocent, young women to pose 
for him. Scum was dark and violent, shot in 
black-and-white to add a primitive, mean, 
“dirty” look reminiscent of old stag films. 

Scum of the Earth was one of the earli- 
est of what the trade press would dub 
“Roughies ”— hard-boiled action flicks 
combining sex with violence. Like Lucky 
Pierre, Scum of the Earth would inspire 
endless imitators over the next decade. 

* * * 

“Whatever small place I have in posteri- 
ty,” Friedman has written, “is due mainly 
to a really revolting little movie I produced 
in 1963.” 

Blood Feast. 
It was January of 1963, and Friedman and 

Lewis were worried. Nudie-cuties profits 
seemed uncertain as armies of filmmakers 
hacked them out, flooding the market. The 
pair needed a new subject matter, something 
no one had yet exploited, something the 
major studios wouldn’t touch. 

They made a list of vile, shocking, forbid- 
den film topics: Nazi slave camps. Torture. 
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Miscegenation. Con-man evangelism. Gore. 

Gore. No one had shown that before. 
* * * 

““Gruesomely Stained in BLOOD COLOR!” 

Opportunity knocked. The pair was hired 

to shoot yet another nudist film in Miami, 

this one starring 48-24-36 stripper Virginia 

“Ding-Dong” Bell. Bell: Bare and Beautiful 

was a typically ridiculous nudist film: A 

millionaire falls in love with Bell, woos her 

in a nudist camp, rescues her from danger 

and wins her heart. 
After shooting the last volleyball-epic 

scene, Friedman and Lewis plunged ahead 

with their talked-about gore film, using 

many of the same crew and cast from Bell. 

First they had to find the right blood. 

As Friedman puts it: “The principal prop, 

the principal visual effect, the principal ev- 

erything of Blood Feast was blood—buck- 

ets of stage blood.” 

Traditional stage blood wasn’t realistic 

enough—and it couldn’t be safely swal- 

lowed. That second point was important, as 

actors would be spitting, oozing, drooling 

and vomiting blood from their mouths 

throughout the film. 
Lewis hunted up a Miami cosmetic com- 
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pany—with the wonderfully ironic name of 

Barfred—who concocted gallons and gal- 

lons of the most gruesomely realistic blood 

ever seen onscreen. The stuff was safe to 

hold in the mouth, even to accidentally swal- 

low. However, Friedman and Lewis careful- 

ly neglected to mention that one of the main 

ingredients was Kaopectate. 

Before Blood Feast, whenever anyone 

died onscreen, there was little blood shown, 

even in horror films. Victims gasped, clutched 

their little wounds and fell over quietly. Death 

was politely implied, rarely shown. 

Blood Feast changed all that forever. 

Limbs would be hacked off screaming vic- 

tims. A woman was skinned alive. An eye- 

ball was popped out. Breasts were sawed off 

and cooked in an oven. A skull was cracked 

open, and the brains scooped out. A maniac 

graphically tears out a young woman’s 

tongue by the bloody roots. 
There had never been anything remotely 

like Blood Feast. As Friedman laughingly 

puts it: “No one had dared to dream.” 

Besides blood, the only real props were 

animal organs, entrails and bones, obtained 

from a local meat-packing firm and used to 

truly disgusting effect throughout. 

Blood Feast’s plot was grisly, ludicrous 

nonsense, partly typed out, partly impro- 

vised and partly scribbled on cocktail-lounge 

napkins. It told the story of Fuad Ramses, a 

mad Egyptian caterer who slaughters nubile 

virgins, collecting various body parts in or- 

der to prepare the “Feast of Ishtar,” a dis- 

gusting ancient Egyptian rite designed to 

bring the nasty goddess Ishtar back to life. 

Friedman and Lewis didn’t waste time or 

money. Blood Feast was shot in a quick five 

days for around $24,000. 
* * * 

Vomit Bags and Critical Acclaim 

Friedman and Lewis knew they had 

something different. The first sign came 

when a film-lab worker threw up while de- 

veloping the film. Friedman asked his wife, 

Carol, after a private showing, what she 

thought of the film. She gave a one-word re- 

view: “Vomitous!” 
Friedman ordered thousands of vomit 

bags to be handed out to ticket buyers, each 

emblazoned: You May Need This When 

You See BLOOD FEAST. 
Friedman and Lewis went all out. The 

poster was an eyeball-blaster: a maniac 

butchering a semiclad beauty with a meat 

cleaver. Blood ran from the victim’s wrist to 

spell out the film’s title in gore-dripping let- 

ters: BLOOD FEAST! 
You'll Recoil and Shudder as You Wit- 

ness the Slaughter and Mutilation of Nubile 

Young Girls—in a Weird and Horrendous 

Ancient Rite! 
And it was filmed in: BLOOD COLOR. 

For the trailer, Bill Kerwin, one of the 

actors, faced the camera and, in serious, 

concerned tones, urged “those with heart 

conditions or under the age of 16...not to 

attend this motion picture.” 
But would anybody pay to see such a 

thing? For that matter, would any decent ex- 

hibitor dare show such a monstrosity? 

Nervous, the two decided to give Blood 

Feast its world premiere at a Peoria, IIli- 

nois, drive-in. Feast was a sensation in Peo- 

ria, with cars backed up two miles from the 

theater. 
The box-office smash eventually grossed, 

so to speak, over $6 million. 
All across America, unsuspecting film- 

goers screamed in horror, or watched in 

shocked silence, or fainted, or ran from the- 

aters in disgust and horror. Or threw up. 

For many stunned viewers, Blood Feast 

was the cinematic equivalent of having two 

fingers rammed down the throat. John 

Waters, creator of the notorious Pink 

Flamingos and numerous other sleaze clas- 

sics, recalls watching Blood Feast in a lo- 

cal Baltimore drive-in and laughing in 

amazement at “teenage couples hopping 

from their cars to vomit.” 
With its unprecedented sadism, gore and 

violence, Blood Feast had virtually no cen- 

sorship problems in America (though it was 
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banned outright in numerous foreign coun- 

tries for its extreme violence). 

That doesn’t surprise Friedman. 

“In the U.S., sex is the big taboo, but vio- 

lence is fine,” he notes. “God help you if you 

show somebody touching a lady’s breast, but 

it’s okay to cut it off with a hacksaw. That’s 

what American censorship is all about.” 

Blood Feast revolted and horrified main- 

stream American film critics. The L. A. 

Times denounced it as “grisly, boring 

movie trash...a blot on the American film in- 

dustry.” Newsweek labeled it “abominable... 

garbage.” 
Even today, nearly 30 years later, Blood 

Feast shocks viewers and remains contro- 

versial. Hundreds of articles have been writ- 

ten, and continue to be written, about it. It 

regularly shows up on worst-films-of-all- 

time lists. At the same time, critics with an 

appreciation for low-budget horror rank it as 

an all-time classic. Friedman says it still gets 

bookings in Carolina drive-ins. 

Love it or loathe it, Blood Feast is the 

great-granddaddy of the splatter/slasher/gore 

genre that is an industry staple today. Fri- 

day the 13th, Dawn of the Dead, Hal- 

loween, Texas Chainsaw Massacre —these 

and a thousand other atrocities are all de- 

scendants of a manic bit of inspired, ultra- 

low-budget sleaze, ground out in a couple 

of days as a lark. 
Years later, when Lewis learned that the 

prestigious French film journal Cahiers du 

Cinéma had listed him as a subject worthy 

of further research, his laconic reply was: 

“Well, they also say that about cancer.” 
* * * 

“The Great Clown Prince of Derma- 

pixville” 
Delighted by Blood Feast’s amazing suc- 

cess, Friedman and Lewis knocked out two 

more low-budget, high-shock films: Two 

Thousand Maniacs (1964) and Color Me 

Blood Red (1965). 

Then Friedman broke up with Lewis — 

“Honest people, friends, arguing about 

money —stupid,” he now says—and head- 

ed for Hollywood. He churned out a series 

of soft-core sex films that soon made him 

the largest producer and distributor of adult 

films in America. 
Friedman’s ’60s soft-core flicks stand 

head and shoulders above most of the thou- 

sand or more made during that decade for 

two reasons. One was quality. Friedman 
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“You must be new around here.” 

used top talent, like a young cameraman 

named Lazlo Kovacs, who would go on to 

win an Academy Award a few years later. 

The major difference was Friedman’s 

trademark: a wild, zany, boisterous, elbow- 

in-the-ribs sense of humor. Friedman’s best 

sex films—scripted by himself—are filled 

with vaudevillian gags, inside jokes, puns, 

parodies and inane plot devices. Friedman 

finds sex inherently funny—“I laugh when I 

screw,” he says—a sense of ribaldry reflect- 

ed over and over in his films. 

He gave his characters, cast and crew 

cornball monikers like Peter B. Hard, Linda 

Hand, Mona Lot, Joy Boxe, Daisy Chaney 

and the immortal Phil Latio, a regular char- 

acter in Friedman’s films, showing up as 

Sergeant Felipe Latio in 1971s The Erotic 

Adventures of Zorro. 

The plots frequently parodied Holly- 

wood clichés. Trader Hornee (1970), 

judged the best adult film of 1965-1970 by 

the Adult Film Critics Association, mocked 

every cliché of Hollywood jungle pics, 

from blond jungle goddesses to girl-nap- 

ping gorillas. 
Starlet (1969) was a tongue-in-cheek 

exposé of Hollywood and the sex-film in- 

dustry —set, wryly, in Friedman’s own 

company, Entertainment Ventures Interna- 

tional, with Friedman playing a sleazebag 

pornographer. 
Friedman’s humor shows up best in his 

coming-attraction trailers, which were, in a 

sense, celluloid versions of the old girly- 

show come-ons he had mastered years ago. 

In the trailer for Starlet, a deadpan an- 

nouncer booms out: “If you are under 18, 

you are breaking the law by even seeing this 

preview!” 
“An expedition was mounted...” begins 

the announcer, as the camera cuts to a cop- 

ulating couple. The voice-over promises 

“a story that will drain your emotional 

fountain.” 
The Erotic Adventures of Zorro proudly 

proclaimed to be “the only picture rated Zi) 

The middle to late °60s were a golden 

time for Friedman. The money was rolling 

in, he was king of the roost—“the Great 

Clown Prince of Dermapixville”—and he 

was having a blast writing, producing and 

sometimes acting in his funny, bawdy 

“crotch operas.” 
* * 

Homicidal Freaks and Nazi Lust Slaves 

Friedman didn’t entirely abandon the horror 

and gore genres. 
She Freak (1967), widely available on 

video today, is an overlooked sleaze clas- 

sic. Basically a rewrite of the 1932 horror 

masterpiece Freaks, which had fascinated 

Friedman as a kid, but doused with extra 

sleaze, violence, Deep South seediness 

and black humor, She Freak also benefits 

from highly effective acting, including 

Friedman himself as a smarmy freak-show 
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barker luring yokels into an exhibit of un- 
speakable horror. 

And then 1974’s infamous J//sa: She-Wolf 
of the SS. 

“People always ask me if I’ve ever been 
ashamed of anything I’ve ever done,” he 
says, “and I’ve always said no.” A pause. 
“Possibly, if I said yes, //sa is something I 
would be ashamed of.” 

Friedman was hired by a Canadian com- 
pany to produce //sa. “I was a hired merce- 
nary,” he says, almost as if excusing his 
participation. The company wanted the ulti- 
mate in sadism, degradation and brutality. 

They succeeded. 
Iisa , with stacked, blond ice goddess Di- 

anne Thorne as a ruthless Nazi prison-camp 
warden conducting depraved experiments 
on inmates, is one of the most brutal films 
ever made. Its twisted sex, sadism and tor- 
ture made even the man who made Blood 
Feast uncomfortable. “Sheer, unadulterated 
torture,” says Friedman. 

Ironically, all this depravity and degrada- 
tion took place on the abandoned sets of the 
TV show Hogan & Heroes. 

Fed up with the film for various rea- 
sons, mostly financial, Friedman washed 
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his hands of it. His name doesn’t appear 
on the credits. 

* * * 

Hard-Core Days 
By the dawn of the ’70s, the sex-film 

market was rapidly changing. Bill Osco, the 
Mitchell Brothers, Alex de Renzy and others 
had begun showing explicit sex, complete 
with close-ups, full penetration and cum- 
shots. More and more audiences followed. 
By 1971, the market for soft-core porn had 
dried up. 

Friedman reluctantly switched to hard- 
core, eventually making several films—in- 
cluding Seven Into Snowy (1975), Chorus 
Call (1976) and Matinee Idol (1984)— 

notable for their production values, acting 
and zippy, humor-filled plots. 

Friedman pops a tape of Matinee Idol 
into his VCR. 

As the film gets under way, he points 
with pride at the performances of the ac- 
tors—John Leslie, Jessica St. James, Her- 
schell Savage, Chelsea Manchester, 
Colieen Brennan. 

“See? These kids could act,” he says. “I 

wanted ’em to act, not just fuck and suck.” 
Friedman emphasizes the film’s high pro- 

duction values, light years better than typical 
porn grunge. When the movie gets to the 
first hard-core scene, Friedman—zimpatient 
with the way the fucking and sucking slows 
down his plot and dialogue—hits his remote 
control and fast-forwards through it. 

“I’m the only guy in the world who fast- 
forwards the sex scenes,” he laughs. “They’re 
the most boring things in the pictures.” 

In the final climactic love scene between 
Leslie and St. James, the camera fades out 
before the two characters bone. No explicit 
intercourse. No penetration. Friedman be- 
lieved it was more romantic, more arousing, 

more dramatic that way. 
Hard-core changed the whole sex-film 

business. The qualities Friedman valued— 
lavish plots, humor, titillation—weren’t 
needed, appreciated or desired in hard-core. 

Friedman wanted to make movies, not 
just copulation documentaries. Hard-core 
had taken all the fun out of making sex 
films. In 1988, a wealthy man, he got out of 
the film business. 

* * * 

Friedman seems content today, staying 
busy around his Anniston home. There are 
new releases of some of his sleaze and gore 
classics. There’s Sex and Buttered Popcorn, 
a video history of early exploitation films 
Friedman lovingly wrote and assembled. 

Friedman buried the hatchet with his old 
partner Herschell Gordon Lewis (now a mil- 
lionaire ad writer), and the two occasionally 

kick around the possibility of teaming back 
up for Blood Feast II. 

Friedman’s contracted to write a history 
of ’60s soft-core films. And he’s negotiating 
to buy a carnival. 

Most notably, this year Friedman pub- 
lished the first volume of his autobiography, 
A Youth in Babylon: Confessions of a Trash- 
Film King (Prometheus, $19.95). Reviewers 

and film writers across the country praised 
its rollicking, humorous style and fascinat- 
ing tales of the near-forgotten years of out- 
law filmmaking. 

All this praise and respectful attention has 
brought Friedman an ever-widening main- 
stream respectability. Friedman recently ap- 
peared on 7o Tell the Truth. 

The night before a HUSTLER reporter in- 
terviewed him, the King of Sleaze was the 
honored guest speaker at the local Kiwanis 
Club. Before community leaders he earnest- 
ly extolled the virtues and glories of his 
hometown (“Hollywood Insider Praises An- 
niston,” read the headline in the next day’s 
Anniston Star). 

Success, fame and respectability —the 
end rewards of 40-plus years of trafficking 
in cinematic sin, sex, sleaze and gore? 

Friedman may well have pulled off his 
biggest score of all. Sitting in his study, grin- 
ning, chewing on a cigar, sipping a Bloody 
Mary, he’s absolutely delighted with the way 
it’s all turned out. § 
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scious homosexual 
a creation of the attitude, but simply a reflec- 
tion of it.” 

Long before the advent of pornography 

and television and, in fact, as long as man has 

existed, so has rape. The Bible contains tales 

of sexual assault as early as the opening book 

(Genesis 34) where Dinah, the virgin daugh- 

ter of Jacob, left her house to visit some fe- 

male friends and was accosted by the son of a 

prince who “took her, and lay with her, and 

defiled her.” 
Gang rape is one of the many unfortunate 

by-products of war. The camaraderie of men 

at war, the heroic figures of strangers con- 

quering a strange land, led to the use of the 
penis as yet another of the warrior’s weapons. 

World War II presented wartime gang rape 

both in Europe by German soldiers as they 

invaded Belgium and in the Far East where 

the Japanese committed similar atrocities 

against the Chinese in what became known as 

“The Rape of Nanking.” Wives and daughters 

of the defeated were forced to service as 

many as 50 Japanese soldiers a night. When 

the victory train was finished, a stick was of- 

ten shoved into the worn-out vagina and the 

head of the victim severed. 

@ body of a woman. 
For American fighters, Vietnam proved a 

raging battlefield of sexual aggression. The 

sense of anger to both the no-win situation 

and the enemy escalated beyond normal hu- 

man proportions. In one incident, a girl was 

abducted by a squad of five men on a recon- 

naissance mission and held captive for five 

days of continuous rape before she was killed 

and her crumpled body buried. Those in- 

volved later rationalized in court that in the 

jungle the pressure to maintain allegiance to 

the platoon included taking part in whatever 
the group was doing. 

Even today, without war, gang rape per- 

sists in many tribal cultures as a socially 

accepted way for men to maintain their 

dominance. Both the Mandurucu Indians of 

central Brazil and the Iatmul headhunters of 

New Guinea use gang rape to keep their 

women obedient. 
Here, in a more civilized nation, gang 

rape persists in the jungles of our streets and 

schools. In a highly publicized attack in 

Central Park, several youths raped a female 

jogger, beat her with a brick and left her for 

dead in a night of uninhibited violence that 

created the phrase wilding. 

“Be patient, sugar. I'll find it!” 
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The members of that group, like those in 

fraternities, sports teams or wartime platoons, 

spend so much time within an all-male mi- 

crosociety that women become peripheral to 

the immediate needs of the group. 
Author Peggy Reeves Sanday suggests in 

Fraternity Gang Rape that the men are 

quenching a subconscious homosexual desire 

for one another through the body of a woman 

who is often unconscious from alcohol and 

fear. The men are getting off not on contact 

with the woman, but from witnessing another 

man’s machismo. 
“I think that’s stretching it,” opines Dr. 

Groth in response to the homosexual over- 

tones. “How do you prove unconscious ho- 

mosexuality? I don’t think a group of men 

who assault in a gang have any more interest 

in having sex with one another than a group 

of guys who go hunting together really want 

to kill each other.” 
“{But] the men who participate do have 

some confusion about their sexuality,” insists 

Dr. Liechty. “Some vicarious enjoyment is re- 

ceived in the false sense of closeness with 
these other men.” 

Ironically, the convicted rapist often be- 

comes the raped as the gruesome by-product 

of incarceration. 
Many convicted sex offenders wish they 

had sought help when they first experienced 

the urge to rape. So do their victims. 
“The best favor you can do for potential 

victims is to keep them from becoming vic- 

tims,” explains Dr. Berlin. “You can only do 

that by dealing with the offender. It’s impor- 

tant to counsel victims after the fact, but it is 

after the fact. There’s a real need for resources 

so that those offenders who want help can 

have it and not victimize innocent people.” 
Although a variety of programs help 

drug abusers and victims of sex crimes, no 

such resource is available for the potential 
sex offender. 

“It would be great to have a hotline,” 

Matthew suggests, “like an 800 number so 

that if you want to go rape a lady, you could 

call and say, ‘This is how.1 feel right now....’” 

But would potential offenders actually pick 

up a phone and dial? It’s still the determina- 

tion of the individual how he will react if he 

recognizes the urge to rape or witnesses a 

gang rape in progress. Some might seek help. 

Others might join in or just watch. 

It takes courage for an individual to say to 

himself or to a friend that women are not the 

enemy and deserve the respect that men re- 

serve for themselves. Unfortunately, until 

some resource provides help or the male per- 

sona undergoes a dramatic redefinition, the 

abuse of women will persist. 

For those who experience unwanted sexual 

yearnings or simply want to discuss their sex- 

uality with someone confidentially, contact 

Dr. Fred Berlin or his Johns Hopkins clinic 
staff at 301-955-6292. 
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Two blondies in corsets and high heels were both cute as the dick- 
ens, offering to allow a penile probe of mouth and throat for $20. 
On a second circumnavigation, still no 

street poozle. But the third try was the 
charmer (the time was a little after mid- 
night): Suddenly the streets were jumping 
with snatch! Black ones, white ones, brown 

ones, dressed in high heels, in hotpants, in 
underwear... 

There were some nightmares: A short babe 
in red shorts who looked great from down the 
block became a crack-ravaged hell vision up 
close. But then two blondies in corsets and 
high heels were both cute as the dickens, of- 
fering to allow a penile probe of mouth and 
throat for $20. The subsequent transfer of 
member into the lower portion of delightful 
femme anatomy would carry a $60 tariff. 

Times Square’s sleaze factor is ever eroded 
by gentrifiers, but strip joints, video peeps, 
live-sex shows and one-on-one booths sur- 
vive and thrive. A visit to the Big Apple is 
not complete without a stop at Show World, a 
multistoried Bloomie’s of porn. 

Several swing clubs are still in operation, 
and the city teems with Oriental dork-draining 
spas, outcall and walk-in slut sevices, S&M 
dungeons—if it’s a physically possible sex 
act, it can be purchased in New York City. 

Screw magazine is the best guide for a Big 
Apple sleaze crawl. Its “Naked City’ listings 
are quite complete—though often less than 
completely accurate. 

8. Philadelphia 
Philly’s a nice place to visit. Walk on Arch 

Street around 13th, and find a number of live 
peeps and adult book/video/accessory empo- 
riums. A few blocks north on 13th is one of 
the cleanest Oriental spas. 

Although quiet on several recent drive-bys, 
Broad Street between Tasker and Snyder re- 
portedly has later-night street-scene slut ac- 
tion. The corner of Broad and Tasker boasts 
the Dolphin Bar, a rough-and-tumble inner- 
city titty joint. 

Worth the extra expense of the toll is a 
drive across the Ben Franklin Bridge into 
scenic New Jersey. Just over the bridge, on 
Admiral Wilson Boulevard, whores line the 
highway both late and early. 

A wide assortment of street gash follows 
the Market-Frankford elevated train line into 
the white, working-class Kensington neigh- 
borhood. The actual prostitution pockets shift 
from moment to moment. But somewhere 
along Kensington Avenue, a nice piece of 
poon with the precise parameters of race, age, 
attractiveness and price level awaits. 

9. San Diego 
Sex-biz professionals complain that San 

Diego is the least-wild part of Southern Cali- 
fornia. Topless dancers in clubs serving liquor 
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are required to be fingerprinted and to obtain 
photo-ID “nude entertainer permits.” The Al- 
coholic Beverage Commission (ABC) rules 
are luridly detailed. Dancers are prohibited 
from performing “acts of or acts which simu- 
late sexual intercourse, masturbation, 
sodomy, bestiality, oral copulation...the touch- 
ing, caressing or fondling of the breasts, but- 
tocks, anus or genitals...” Did you come yet? 

One of the more congenial topless bars in 
town is Dancers, at 7094 Miramar—relaxed 
and friendly, it’s not too disgustingly whole- 
some. There are three nude clubs too: Les 
Girls, The Body Shop and Tops & Tails. Al- 
cohol isn’t served with the naked pussy. 

Don’t look for any hooking in the clubs. 
“We'd get closed down in a heartbeat,” as- 
sures one manager. But street prosties circle 
within cruising distance. Mainly black and/or 
transvestite hookers can be found on El Cajon 
Boulevard. A mixed bag of pros can be found 
in the downtown area on the lower portions 
of Fifth, Sixth and Seventh Avenues, below 
Broadway. Midway, in the Rosecrantz area, is 
the place for Caucasian twat. 

The trusty phone book once again pulls 
through with a healthy helping of Escort ads. 

All in all, anyone who can’t get laid in San 
Diego either doesn’t have any money or 
know how to dial a phone. 

10. San Francisco 
Free love, Summer of Love, love chil- 

dren...forget it, sucker. Those days are fin- 
ished. What’s left in Frisco isn’t too terrible: 
There’s still love to be had out there; it just 
ain’t free. 

The Mitchell Brothers produced the famous 
Behind the Green Door, and their O’Farrell 
Theatre, at 895 O'Farrell, is an enjoyably 
sleazy scumatorium, with totally nude strip 
shows where girls circulate through the audi- 
ence after peeling. The theater also boasts sex 
performances, porn movies and private viewing 
booths. Likewise, the Market Street Cinema 
(1077 Market Street) and Regal Show World 
(1046 Market Street) have totally nude dancers, 
one-on-one booths, peeps and porn tapes. 

The hookers in the Mission District around 
Capp and 17th Street are pretty grim. For a 
wider selection of street sluts, cruise San 
Pablo Avenue all the way from Berkeley into 
Oakland, and MacArthur Boulevard in Oak- 
land between Broadway and San Pablo. 

The local sex rag, the Spectator, features 
page after page of sex classifieds. Once again, 
hit the phone directory (over five Escort 
pages and eight of Massage offerings, many 
Oriental). All in all, the Summer of Love it 
ain’t, but one shouldn’t have any trouble get- 
ting fucked in Frisco. & 

“Well, you wanted me to sit on your face!” 
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AMATEUR PHOTO CONTEST 
MODEL RELEASE ENTRY FORM 

To enter HUSTLER Beaver Hunt you must fill out and send this 
release and COPIES OF TWO FORMS OF |D, ONE WITH PHOTO 
(.¢., driver's license, passport, work or schoo! ID card or photo 
ID issued by a state). Second ID can be a birth certificate, selec- 
tive service card, baptismal certificate, Social Security card, credit 
card, marriage certificate or immigration card. Send photo copies 
not originals. Send two or more sharply focused color prints or 
slides. Showing pink is optional at entry stage. All photos become 
the nonreturnable property of HUSTLER Magazine, which buys al 
rights in perpetuity to photos we publish. If we publish your photo 
you'll win $250 and a chance to be chosen for an extended pic- 
torial worth $5,000. Send photos, IDs and release to HUSTLER 
Beaver Hunt, 9171 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90210 

Please Print 

Model's Name 

Any Alias, Nickname, Stage or Pro Name 

Name to Be Published 

Date of Birth Phone (include area code) 

Model's Social Security Number 

Address 

City 

Occupation 

Hobbies 

Sexual Fantasies 

WIN $5,000 GASH 
NEW ID LAWS, SEE DETAILS BELOW 
NOTE: PRIZE MONEY SENT TO MODEL ONLY 
In consideration of $250, | hereby give HUSTLER Magazine, 
its affiliates, successors and assigns, and those acting un- 
der its permission or upon its authority, full rights and ex- 
clusive permission in perpetuity to copyright and/or publish 
any photographs of myself with or without my name and to 
make any changes or any additions whatsoever to such pho- 
tographs, portraits or any of the above information, whether 
true or fictional. | understand that editorial matter will ac- 
company these photos and that my photographs can be pub- 
lished in other affiliated magazines. | certify that | am of full 
age and am possessed of full legal capacity to execute the 
foregoing authorization. 

WARNING: ANYONE SIGNING THIS RELEASE FORM OTHER 
THAN THE MODEL WILL BE SUBJECT TO MONETARY 
DAMAGES AND/OR CRIMINAL PROSECUTION. 

| DECLARE UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY THAT ALL OF 
THE INFORMATION | HAVE GIVEN ABOVE IS TRUE AND 

Include Separate Sheet if Necessary CORRECT 

Photographer 

Address Model's Legal Signature 



Couch-lovin’ : 
, 20-year. : 

derobics and ai ic old Austin from New 
eay York. j 

GACY restaurant during or Hunt fantasy ist mi or, is 0 housewife into 

Foxfire is the name of this 27-year-old 

nude dancer from Dayton, Ohio. Her 

hobbies include working out and writing 

poetry. She dreams of three men, each concen- 

trating on a special area, filling her totally. 

HOLIDAY ISSUE HUSTLER 
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TTT Ltr. 

PUDGSAH Aq oj0y4 

love to have sex 35 
nd. Who's on first? 

Torpedo-titted Paula is a 21-year-old 

supervisor at a pizza parlor. She makes 

her home in Mansfield, Pennsylvania. 

Skiing, horseback riding and swimming are her fave 

hobbies, and her Beaver Hunt fantasy is to have sex on a 

merry-go-round. That's a first, folks. 

HOLIDAY ISSUE HUSTLER 
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SINGLES 
BULLETIN BOARD 

ae 

PHOTO BY TANNER COLE / DESIGN BY WORLD MARKETING BEVERLY HILLS 

FROTIC FANTASIES 
CHOOSE FROM ANY TYPE OF WOMAN 
AND HEAR HER MOST SECRET DESIRES 

BACK ROOM 
ONE ON ONE © 

— 

TAKE IT INTO YOUR OWN HANDS AND CALL NIE 

1-800-76-PUdo! 
TOLL FREE $2.98 PER MIN. DISCRETELY BILLED TO V/MC ADULTS ONLY 



Adult callers over-24 only 
please. $2 a minute. 

BUSTY FANTASIES 
1-900-680-4600 
HOT LESBIAN FANTASIES 

1-300-680-4700 
SHORE, EES 

We do it all night long s 
(and all day long, too). ‘ 
Real names and home 

phone numbers of ladies for Wwe 
LIVE one-on-one action SS 

the way you like it. Adults over 21 only. 
$2 a minute 

~ NOW-MEET. WOMEN BY:PHONE. 
1-300-303-8400 

$2 a minute. Adults over 21 only. 



Why Fantasize... “Sj 
when you can have 

FR | 

Women want to make a date with you now! 

Personal ads arranged 

by Area Code from 
$1/min. $2 first min. with Private Voice Mail. 

Women who want to Adults Only ¢ Touchtone Phones Only 

meet men In your areas = “The Line Women Like Best!” 

Also try 

No Credit Card Needed! 

aA 
CONNECTION 

Women’s Phone Numbers $2.50/min. Feminine Confessions Men’s Personal Ads 

(arranged by area code) $2/min. $2.50/min. 



WET PANTY GIRLS WILL DO IT WITH YOU! 

212-643-2698 
CALL FOR FREE HOT SAMPLES. Adults Only 

INSTANT SEX CONTACTS! 
24 HOURS/ALL POINTS USA. MC/V 

1-800-678-2548 
Adults Only. $2/minute. V/MC 

TREAT ME LIKE A SLUT. 
I NEED IT BAD! (sts mcm 
1-800-688-6833 

Over 18 only. $2/minute. V/MC 

FREE SAMPLES 
HORNY WOMEN WANT TO TURN YOU ON 

215-747-4730 
Adults Only 

TALK LIVE WITH LUSCIOUS LADIES 
FIND OUT HOW! NO CREDIT CARD 

DIAL 1-900-903-7777 
$2 a minute. Adults Only 

X-Rated Fanasies 
1-800-876-6106 

Uncensored Hot Sex 
1-800-753-2882 

Over 18 only. $2/minute. V/MC 

HOT 
LESBIAN FANTASIES 

1-900-680-7777 
$2 a minute. Adults Only 

BISEXUAL GIRLS 
Do It For You! 

1-900-903-8800 
$2 a minute. Adults Only 

HORNY VIRGINS 
Tight, Wet, Luscious 
1-800-627-3699 

$2/minute. Adults Only. V/MC 

SPANK ME 
Bad Girls, Hot Fantasies 

1-800-477-2868 
Over 18 only. $2/minute. 

LESBIAN FANTASIES 
women who do it together 

215-472-0918 
Adults over 21. 

BITCH GODDESS LETS YOU 
LICK HER LEATHER. 

1-800-677-9447 
Over 18 only. $2/minute. V/MC 

FREE PHONE SEX! 
SAUCY SAMPLES TO GET YOU HARD 

212-643-2696 
Adults Over 21 Only 

SHOOT ON MY FACE. DIRTY SEX! V/MC 

1-800-933-WETS (9387) 
Adults Only. $2/minute. V/MC 

ADULT CLASSIFIEDS 
| LOVE TO TALK DIRTY —-FREE SAMPLE 

212-643-2690 
ver 18 only. 

LADIES HOME 
NUMBERS 

1-900-884-1233 
$2 a minute. Adults Only 

SPECIAL INTERESTS? 
You Know What We Mean! 

1-900-903-8500 
$2 a minute. Adults Only 

HOT BUSTY FANTASIES 

1-900-680-4300 
Adults Only. $2 /minute. 

Oriental Girls seek 
American Men. 

1-900-903-DOLL 
(3655) 

Adults Only. $2 /minute. 

Oral Fantasies 
Free Phone Jobs 

215-472-0827 
For Adults Only. 

Lonely Housewives 
Your Fantasy can Come True 

1-900-680-6800 
$2 a minute. Adults Only 

| Swallow Anything 
Let me Show you 

1-800-825-WETT 388) 
$2/minute. Adults Only MC/V 

| LOVE 69 
Eat Hi sweet Pussy while 

| suck your cock 

1-800-866-3233 
MC/V $2 a minute. Adults Only 

Shoot your Load! 
Hot Phone Sex 

with a California Model 

Call Melanie 1-800-950-6423 
Adults Only. $2 /minute. MC/V 

| want to Make You Cum! 
1-800-477-6423 

$2 a minute. Adults Only. MC/V 

Listen to me Scream in Ecstacy 
I love to Masturbate while you're Listening 

1-800-753-5239 
Adults only. $2/minute. MC/V 

BUSTY BLONDES 
FREE SAMPLES 

212-643-2675 
Adults Only. 

TWO GIRL FANTASIES 
1-900-884-6969 

$2 a minute. Adults Only. 

\ SOVE XOKOXOXO Dig— 

Call Now-—1-900-903-7900 
I’m writing to introduce you to 
Terry’s Live Talk Party. Yes, now 

get together with one of my 
irls-feally hot, pleasant girls 

oO make you so happy. 
It’s Not li from ose big compa- 
ni@s, Terry’s Live Talk Party is 
very personal. Talk to live girls 
anytime /you need it. Call Terry’s 

Dial 14900- 
03-7900. It’ hay 

na it’s really differént. And I 
/know you’re going to like it. | 

ADULT ACTION 
Lovely Ladies —they’re ready for dates 
and they’re ready for mates. For 
Friendship, Romance and Adult Fun. 
Call Now! 

Strictly for adults over 18 only. $2 per minute. 

LIVE! 
1-ON,1 
vimsara Pho 
EXPERIENGE-- NAL 

LADIRS ARE WAI 
TO TAKE YOUR C 

LIVE NOW 

1.900 | 
908. 3400 
es vrs NG Ont Only Feu | 
Arer Bee, 2 

ae 6 



EXPLODE WITH ENERGY 
BUY 2 GET 1 FREE* 

* 800-345- 3541 
(IN IOWA CALL) 
712-323-0639 

20 
! 

5 - 

NEW: 
15 new 

ae 7 T™M 
aa Lad 

36-24-36 BLUE 30-30 
OVERPOWERS YOUR APPETITE RESTORES ENERGY WITH 175 MGS OF CAFFEINE 

WITH 75 MGS PHENYLPROPANOLAMINE HCL FOR WORK OR PLAY REVITALIZE YOURSELF! 

AS STRONG A DIET AID AS YOU CAN BUY WITHOUT A PRESCRIPTION T&M Dist Dey PO Box 22 

ENERGY TABS & CAPS (To Re STORE MENTAL ALERTNESS) HOW TO ORDER 

CAFFEINE 1. Call toll free and order C.0.D. We ship daily and you pay upon delivery. P ; scl : 

4. 357 MAGNUM TAB. .(. 200 mg : : . 2. Take advantage of our Quantity Savings and send your money order with the 
22. 357 MAGNUM CAP “ 200 mg coupon below to: 

14. LARGE PINK HEART 4 200 mg 
2. 30/30 TAB ra 175 mg : T&M ist vert. 

15. BLACK MOLE CAP / / 175 mg . : P.O. BOX 228, COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51502 

17. WHITE MOLE CAP . ‘ _. . 150 mg i : q 
11. WHT/BLUE SPEC TAB ‘tf LN \ Lb 150) i 100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! © 

3. 20/20 TAB \ “sh BUY 2 GET 1 FREE* 
DIET AIDS FA EHE EOP ANGERMNE (T@ CURB THE APPETITE) | 

% \ PPA CL 100 CT | Send your money order to Dept. 24 2°... 

18, RED/CLEAR CAPSULE i ~~ $25.00 $. T&M DIST., P.O. BOX 220, COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51502 No Personal Checks 

20. 36-24-36 TM CAPSULE \ ? i 25.00 Hl | NAME 

21. 36-24-36 TM CAPLET if 25.00 A a —— 

y ADDRESS ae 

L 
CITY/ST/ZIP 

QUANTITY 

BRONCHODILATOR (For THE TEMPORAR IEF OF PAROXYSMS OF ASTHMA) 
_ EPHEDRINE HCL 100CT 250 CT 500 CT 

| 

1, MINI PINK HEART 25 mg $7.50 $14, 50 $17.50 | 

5. THIN OR THICK 25 mg 7.50 14.50 17.50 A | 

19, EPHED 25 CAP 25 mg 8.00 15.00 17.50 l 

| 

ALSO AVAILABLE DIPHENYDRAMINE 
10. SLEEP AID a 50 mg $8.50 N/A $25.00 

CAUTION: INDIVIDUALS UNDER MEDICAL CARE SHOULD CONSULT THEIR PHYSICIAN. NO SALES TO MINORS. 

*THIS COMBINATION IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE ‘BUY 2 GET 1 FREE"’ OFFER. SAFE TAMPER RESISTANT PACKAGE. 

CAUTION: INDIVIDUALS UNDER MEDICAL CARE SHOULD CONSULT THEIR PHYSICIAK : r b n = 



Talk to 
California Girls 

1-818 
788-LOVE 6 83 

$1.50 per min. 

WL 
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HOT DREAMS! 
Her Fantasy Will Be 

5 Your Pleasure 

ADULTS ONLY. JUST $2.00 PER MINUTE. 



— 

BIG 
BUSTY 
BABES 
1-800- 
627- 

4789 
{ 

ALL CALLS $2 PER MINUTE. 
| ADULTS OVER 18 ONLY. VISA/ 

Ny | ae 
‘ 

ALL we. $2:-PER MINUTE. ADULTS OVER 18 ONLY || MASTERCARD. TOUCHTONE 
VISA/MASTERCARD. TOUCHTONE PHONE REQUIRED. | ||. PHONE REQUIRED. 

SPC riLi yer 
FANTASIES 

200 - erp pa 



— Se 
»—« PHONE SEX — 

5 Body Parts © No lun ON ON lation Neede 

$1.99 Per Minute YUUUTIVE' I | . Sila Per dedie : 9 

$3.00 Per Minute 468186 

Sexual Confessions ¢ Erotic Stories & Much, Much More 

Must Be 18  Discreetly Billed To Visa/MC 



Every girl dreams of being a 
centerfold, and every guy 
dreams of talking to a 
centerfold girl. 

You'll be surprised how warm 
and friendly these beautiful 
aia a are. 

Call now a talk live. ta a 
dream girl. A beautiful dream 
girl is waiting to talk to you! 

Samantha 5 er? 

‘Tracy's s girls 

Bedivce's girls 

Suzette’s girls 

STRICTLY FOR ADULTS ONLY. 
Just $3.50 per minute. 



) their er 
” )Secrets mn i 

1-900-726-1516 1-503-445-0078 
Ecstatic Adventures $2.50/min. Ladies Connection $2.50/min. 

Explicit Confessions = 

1-900-990-0031 & Fantasies 1-908-225-8660 
Confession Playmates— $2.50/min. Feminine Love 

Connect with other callers! : $2.50/min. 

$2.50/min. 

ONE-Gi-ONE LIVE! 

1-800-677-FOXY (3699) TALY To A FUN GIRL! 
Expticir CONVERSATION PRIVATE 

VISA/MC ONLY $1.99/MIN. ONE-ON-ONE! 

Also, 
MEET WOMEN IN YOUR LOCAL AREA WHO WANT TO MEET YOU! $1/min. $2/first min. 

‘65 WOMEN’S PHONE NUMBERS ARRANGED BY AREA CODE $3.00/min. 

ADULTS ONLY! 

INTERWEST COMMUNICATIONS 1-800-321-1634 



NANCY NEEDS IT BUSTY 
BABES 
HOT PHONE 
FANTASY 

‘nay 
Sin a — 
vz 

a 

con =} " on LP 77 

the way "Fg A: I. 1900 
want i “c 23: os 
1-900 yf 3 

680-7070 6 18+. $2 dd > 
ADULTS OVER 21 ONLY. = FG ! $2 PER MINUTE, = 
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 TeR00sTIRa Yo AuSilatn 

1-900:446-T RY. dN 
Are You Lonely? Shy? $1.99 Per minute & up. Prices may vary per programme. Billed direct your phone. 

In Need of some 

) 4, LIVE SPECIAL TREATMENT RLV AVEO) 

ae 029992 Osis 
98¢ PER 1/2 MIN ¢ BILLED DISCREETLY 

Conversation or 

would you like to just 

Listen to others...? 

Call Anytime 24 Hrs. 

- 

“>, TO YOUR CREDIT CARD. 
scp, 18 OR OLDER. 

® Live Talk w/ Girls 

® Wild Messages 

© Crazy Confessions 

@ One-On-One 

Love Line 

ALL LIVE! 
BEST QUALI! 

100% GUARANTEED! 
$1.49 PER % MINUTE 

* Billed Discreetly to VISA or M/C 
as FUNTALK NETWORK 

© Have your VISA or M/C # ready 

to enter by touch tone phone 

© Must be 21 years or older 

_ NOT A Weconmnuet wo Panery uie irs, 

ey me seat kat d ate 



Your Ultimate 
Fantasy Clans True! 

1-900-VIRGINS 
> min (847-4467) 

** $5 1ST MIN., 98¢ EACH ADD'L. 2 MIN. *$3 1ST MIN., $1.98 EA. ADD'L. Mi 

KIM CHRISTY’S 

ghee 
ENCOUNTERS 

A Hardcore Collection of 

The honeys are horny, the 
hunks are hung, and the 
She-Males have what it 

* \ é- 

takes to satisfy their desire! am. r 
Each tape approx. 60 minutes r , 

VHS format only ; 

O BLACK AND WHITE CAPER. See what hap- 
pens when two black beauties take it out cn the poor 
white house boy. 
O) THE VOYEUR GETS HIS. Sulka, the world’s 
most incredible transsexual gives a peeping Tom 
more than he bargains for! 
O THE TRUTH ABOUT JENNIFER. Mark discov- 
ers a startling secret between his sweetheart’s pretty 
legs. 
OC) TV THERAPY. A housewife gets turned on by 
Jennifer and her own transvestite husband. Kinky 
sex at it’s bizarre best! 
O ORGY AT POYSINBERRY BAR. Cameras in- 
vade New York City’s wicked, infamous dens of 
she-male sex and perversion, to film the Big Apple’s 
wildest orgy scenes guaranteed to pop your cork! 
OC) CANDY’S MAID. Just when you thought there 
was nothing new in erotic films, here comes wild, 
kinky and bizarre Candy, one of the most voluptu- 
ous and seductive she-males! 

O oO 
Add $3 for shipping & insurance * RUSH SERVICE $2 EXTRA 

mail to: SUPERB VIDEO Dept. HU13 
P.O. Box 35650, Los Angeles, CA 90035 

Super-Hot Vi 
nly $12.95 

3 BONUS VIDEOS ee” FREE! 
2'f Incredible Hours Of Nonstop Adult Video Action! 

Scarlet Fantasies — Burning 
with desire! Sizzling starlet 

Cameo gets deep 

satisfaction from manly Cal 

Jammer...Nina Hartley and 

Sunny McKay explore 

sapphic sex...and 

statuesque Jennifer Stewart 

treats super-stud Tom Byron 

to a steamy afternoon of 

sexual abandon. 

Battie Of The Squirts — 

You can see ’em cumming! 

Watch sizzling beauties 

Terri Lynn, Fallon and Nikki 

Charm make love to 

handsome guys and saucy 

babes and explode with 

gushing, wet female orgasms. 
NIKKI CHARM 

The Legend of the Kama Sutra — This erotic classic— 
banned for over 70 years—now comes to life in this action- 

packed video. In lavish settings, you'll see buxom Christy 

Canyon and luscious newcomers enjoy classic and unusual 

sex positions — all 

shown here in 

explicit detail. A 

must for every sexual 

connoisseur. 
BARBARA DARE 

Shaved & Dangerous — Lovely Diedre Holland turns on 
hubby John Dough by shaving her marvelous muff clean as 

a whistle. Then see Tori Welles and Jennifer Stewart make it 
with hot and horny cops, Axel Wolfe and Jerry Butler. 

Nonstop erotic action! 

Plus — Yours FREE 
WET! WILD! WICKED! — This trio of sexy sizzlers is so hot, we 

can’t describe the action here. We can say that they feature 

stars like Barbara Dare, Heather Hunter and Tori Welles (in a 

grinding ride that drives Randy West wild) plus lesbian sex 
that'll take your breath away! 

CHRISTY CANYON 

CLIP AND MAIL WITH PAYMENT TODAY! Adam & Eve P.O. Box 900, Carrboro, NC 27510 

MONEY-BACK ss yes! Send my 4 HOT VIDEOS plus my 3 FREE BONUS VIDEOS in plain 
sae packaging. | understand I’m covered by your 30-day money-back ee 

guarantee. All videos will arrive on one videocassette. | #2491 
Check (/) one: | want my videos in 4 VHS J Beta format. 

Method of Payment: 4 Check or Bank Money Order 
(Sorry, No Cash Or COD's) 

Charge my: IVISA 4 MasterCard 
VIDEO 
TOTAL $12.95 

DELIVERY & 
/ HANDLING % 3:00 

ACCT. NO. ~ EXP. DATE 
dena RUSH SERVICE g 

Been ADD $2.00 CATALOG NAME (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 
ORDER ¢ 
TOTAL 

ADDRESS 

By submitting this order, | certity 
that | am an adult age 18 or older 

CITY STATE ZIP (Age 21 in AL, MS, NE, WY). 
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_ The Best Private 

— MC/VISA AS GAMMA U 
k » 800 GROUP ON 

Make the call — 
we'll make you cum 

New! 

Phone sex! 

. 1-818-990-ORGY 

= HOT LIVE! 
ehess-Lovesce3} 
1-800-933- SINN(7466) 

Bt Vy GROUPS 
ONE*ONeONE 

Have your card ready. 

= 776-HOTT & 
= 1 34-SEXY & 
= 877-WETT2 
=776-L1P9 & 
=776-TALK & 
= 877-KISS§ 



800 © 735 + 6969 
800 ¢ 735 ¢ 6969 

Call Now ... Cum Now! 
Your Cock Will Thank You For It! 

1-800-444-CORA 
$1.49/1/2 Min./VISA-MC-ConnectCard/Must Be 18 



LOLA 
LOVES IT* 

WOME 
IN JAIL 

Seek Boyfriends and Husbands 
Introducing America’s most 
exciting dateline-for women 
who will soon be released 
from jail-and men who want 
to meet them! 
They’re sexy and attractive. 
They’re sorry for what 

they’ve done. And they 
haven’t been with a man in 
a long, long time. Can you 
help them out? Do you 
want to meet a woman who 
will really appreciate being 
with you? 

now 1-900-680-JAIL 
§ 245 

THEY’RE GETTING OUT SOON AND 
THEY NEED YOUR COMPANY. 

$2 a minute. ADULTS ONLY 

..SO DO SUSAN, JANE, 
ALEXIS, WANDA, JENNIFER, 

DOROTHY AND LINDA 

| oe 

x ’ a 

WOMEN’S SECRET FANTASIES‘ yES 

1-900-8 
WOMEN’S SECRET OBSESSIONS 

1-900 
WOMEN’S PRIVATE CONFESSIONS 

1.900903. 6 
PLUS, mae | gke NA ers WOMEN N CHEAT 

All Calis jet Pg a minute. Adults Only. ‘ 



CALL & 
EXPERIENCE 
THE HORROR 

| & ECSTASY OF 

“LEATHER BABE”! 

1-900-463-7325 
Cum into my darkness! $3/min 

MISTRESS 
RAQUEL 

Py 
(PEE)) 

MIC, VISA, AMEX 

nla 

854-3425 
DIRECT CALL BACK 
UPON REQUEST 

Sexual 
Aides: 

How to order them 

without embarrassment. 

How to use them 

without disappointment. 

Pata eee ee ea aaa aaa eae aa a a ale al al a alas 

= 
U.S. & 
CANADA 

eg 

Partyline ° Hot 1-on-I » X-Rated Fantasies °-& More! 

99¢ per 1/2 min. « Billed as Carolina Comm + Must be 18 + Prices subiect to chanae without notice « (TWC-20) 

Tee people are interested in improving 
the quality of their lives and exploring 

their own sensuality with options from the 
Xandria Collection. 

The most important aspect of satisfaction is 
trust. Trustus...thoughtful consideration goes 
into each product in the catalogue. Quality, 
value, and sensual appeal are all important 
elements, as are you, the customer. 

What is The Xandria Collection? 
It is a very special collection of sensual 

products. It includes the finest and most effec- 
tive products available from around the world. 

Products that can open new doors to 
pleasure (perhaps many you never 
knew existed)! 

Our products range from the 
simple to the delightfully complex. 
They are designed for both the timid 
and the bold. For anyone who’s ever 
wished there could be something more 
to their sensual pleasure. 

The Xandria Collection has a 
unique three-way guarantee. We’ve 
had the same, no worry guarantee for 
the past 17 years (since 1974). 

First, we guarantee your privacy. 
Everything we ship is plainly pack- 
aged and securely wrapped, with no 
clue to its contents from the outside. 
All transactions are strictly confiden- 
tialand weneversell, give or trade any 
customer’s name. 

Second, we guarantee your satisfaction. If a 
product seems unsatisfactory, simply return in 
within 60 days for a replacement or refund. 

Third, we guarantee the quality of our prod- 
ucts for one year. If it malfunctions, simply 
return it to us for a replacement. 

The Xandria Gold Collection...a tribute to 
closeness and communication. Celebrate the 
possibilities for pleasure we each have within 
us. If you’re prepared to intensify your own 
pleasure, then send for the Xandria Gold Col- 
lection Edition catalogue. It is priced at just 
$4.00 which is applied in full to your first order. 

Write today. You have absolutely nothing 
to lose. And an entirely new world of enjoy- 
ment to gain. 

| P.O. Box 31039, San Francisco, CA 94131 | 
Please send me, by first class mail, my copy of the Xandria 
Gold Collection Edition catalogue. Enclosed is my check | 
or money order for four dollars which will be applied 
toward my first purchase. ($4 U.S., $5 CAN., £3 U.K.) 

Name 

City 

lam an adult over 21 years of age: (signature require: 

| 
| 
| 

Address 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 
| 

State Zip | 

0 | 
| 

Xandria, 874 Dubuque Ave., S. San Francisco, CA 
) | 94080. Void where prohibited by law | 



SGENIES OF 

o | ; 
won't believe your eyes! paper Esch video is guaranteed to contain the exact stars of your 

choosing recorded in high resolution, HQ video in totally full length hardcore sex scenes. 

NEW CUSTOMERS: BONUS!! 
We're looking for new customers. We're convinced When buying all 100 video's you'll 

that once you see the great products we have for receive 10 Hardcore magazines 

sale you'll order again and again. absolutely FREE! 

O Stacey Lords O April O'Toole a — O Purple Passion Michelle Monroe 

O Chessi Moore O Nikki Randall © Ona Zee QCarol Cummings Q Sharon Mitchell 

O Velvet Touch O Kimberly Kane Kimi Gee QCAmber Midnight © Charlotte Leigh 

O Barbara Dare O Suzi Bartlett O Gidgette O Tammy Reynolds O Kathleen Gentry 

O Alicia Adams O Chantel Leane O Kari Foxx OChristy Canyon © Samantha Strong 

Q Lauren Brice O Desiree Mills O Para-dice O Bridgette Aime Stephanie Adams 

QO Dominique 

O Tori Wells 
Q Lynn LeMay 

+7 a Leni OQ Bunny Bleu 
sang gt ll O Ebony Ayes a t 

O Nikki Charm CMegan Leigh OBlondiBee =) Fefe Bardot Q Christy Kieth 
Q Tracy Adams Angel Kelly © Kelly Blue Anna Devine Q Lauren Hall 
O Vera Butler OQ BrandiWine © Barbi Dahl O Holly Ryder O Jamie Leigh 

O Buffy Davis QGinger Lynn GAmberLynn (© Tanya Sweet O Stacey Bell 

Brandy Alexandre Busty Belle Tamaralee (Alexandria Quinn Q Desiree Fox 

ChHeather Sinclaire  QeEricaBoyer Lisa Perry O Janette Littledove Q Sharon Kane 

O Patricia Kennedy  QTrinity Loren © Dusty Rose Suzanne St. Lorraine Patty Plenty 
O Renee Foxxe 

O April Rayne 

QO Candace Lee 
O Susan Vegas 
O Sabrina Dawn 
Q Nina Hartley 
O Penny Morgan 

o. O Mistress Renee 

Customer 
ft ae Satisfaction 

ive -\ = Inquires Only 
219-942-0303 

All models are 18 yrs. of age & older. PRICES: QAny 10for$10|_POSTAGE/HANDLING 
Records on file. Q Any 50 for $15 Q Any 10 add $3 O Any 50 add $4 

Use entire ad to order: QO All 100 & Bonus $19 Q All 100 & Bonus add $5 

FOXY VIDEO Dept. ABY1 
P.O. BOX M877 Name. 

Gary, IN 46401-0877 

Please rush the items indicated. 

| enclose $ as payment in full 

Q Send COD | endose $5 extra as deposit 

O Add $2 for Guaranteed Delivery Ins. 

Canadians remit in US funds add $3 

Please specify: O VHS BETA 

Address. 

City 

State. [A 0 AE SS OEE 
No orders shipped without signature 

a 

Signature Age/B-date 
lam 19 yrs. or older & request this material 

“24-NASTY 
$3/min. (62789) 

927-7000 
ONE CALL PER CUSTOMER 

NO CHARGE EVER! 
OF AGE 

Ask for me! 

Blondie 

a 4 
983-4609 | ad 
AE/V/MC DIRECT CALL BACKS 



CALL 
NOW EX ORGY! 

4a i) 

Ww 

ON 
pox | Your complete source for adult entertainment, hundreds of 

XXX videos, magazines, stimulating fantasy items, sex toys and 

novelties. Fast delivery. Privacy and satisfaction 

guarantees. Discount prices on a top quality collection! 

, GO New updated hot superstar : 
preview tape of 120 different 

sex stars. 120 minutes. 
#PRV1 $9.95 

(Refunded on next order) 

Q All new action packed 
previews teaturing 22 
nasty newcommers. 

60 minutes. 
#VCT12 $4.95 
(Refunded on 
next order) 

: USE ENTIRE AD TO ORDER 

Q 45 different movie previews. QO 30 previews, interracial and all 
60 minutes. #VCT5 $4.95 black movies. 30 min. #VCT9 $4.95 
(Refunded on next order) (Refunded on next order) 
Q 105 different movie previews. OU 20 previews, Gay and Bi-sexual 
150 minutes. #VCT7 $9.95 movies. 30 minutes. #VCT10 $4.95 
(Refunded on next order) (Refunded on next order) 
Q 45 previews of new starsand_ 75 minutes of the hot Angela 
movies. 60 minutes. #VCT8 $4.95 Baron in 28 scenes. #VCTIT $9.95 
(Refunded on next order) (Refunded on next order) 
Send to: NAME 

LEISURE TIME PRODUCTS 5 Dept. ABY1 
P.O. Box 827 Gary, IN 46401-9900 ADDRESS. 

Q YES! Send my FREE catalog 
immediately! Video purchases enclose CITY 
full amount plus $4;25 P/H. | enclose 
QO Check Q@,Money Order STATE, 77 giP. 

DO N@T SEND CASH! SIG/B.DATE_/ 

Specify 9 VHSO'BETA ; lam 18 or older and request this material 
VISA/MC CALL 1-800-874-8960 No orders shipped without signature 

< a aN magine My <\ a 
~S aS Luscious fearon 

4 = 2 . 

-300-765:4878 ( 

PARTYLINE x | 
THROBBING LON x fam 
X-RATED FANTASIES 
& MORE! 
24 Hours LIVE! 

Have VISA/MC READY! 
Touchtone Phones Only / 

-99¢ per '/, min. ® Billed as Carolina Comm. * Must be 18 © Prices subject to change without notice * (TWC-29) 

29-9 Ss On88: 9 
-99¢ per 1/2 min. ¢ Billed as Carolina Comm. ¢ Must be 18 

Prices subject to change without notice * (TWC-37) 
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Meet Sensuous Seductesse 
Call and be the 
Man of my 
Dreams! 
¢ Instant 

contacts 
in your 
area! 

Private 
Voicemail! 

chy | 
You will play / 
bymyrules | 
...orelse!! 

CREE EE COR EE REE REE EE EEEEEELE EL ELEC ECE CECE 

FREEEROTICA 
LESBIAN COUPLES NEED MEN 

FOR INTIMATE PLEASURE 

FREE SAMPLES 

PHONE KINK!! STEAMY-Just the way you like if. 
800-873-4739 24Hrs. VIMC 

LET'S FUCK-GIRLS, GUYS, GAYS 401-946-5526 VIMCIAE 
SUZETTE’S DREAMLINE. BRING YOUR DREAMS TO LIFE. 
OVER THE PHONE. 4-800-826-8922 Major credit cards 

BASGzap 892 | JUICY FANTASIES SHOOT ON MY FACE! eee Only. 
* J _ LIVE PHONE FANTASY—1-800-544-1068. 

1-800-933 WETS (9387) 24Hts, Free Call Back. Credit Cards 
Adults Only. $2 a minute. VIMC é MISTRESS TERES A 8 Her TEMPTRESSES Le s Talk 

ease & lormeni you by phone. Ca 

TSALLFORFREE SAMPLES. |__ubtetr tig suns . . (Major creait cards) 

“HOT TALKING PERSONALS” 4-900-646-4646. Listen or Record. 
212-643-2671 StraightiKinky. $2/min. FREE INFO. 305-565-4455x9449 
Adults Over 24 Only. Fae ADULT VIDEO CATAIOU Packed Wine La ; 

releases ai discount prices! Fast service 525" 

SPECIAL INTERESTS? SLAVE TRAINING. Serious 30 min. Tele-Workouts. 

You Know Exactly What | Mean! 242-472-2769 or 204-487-4733 VIMCIAX 24hrs. 

1-900-6 
$2 a minute. Adults Over 18 Only 

LESBIAN LOVERS DO IT FOR YOU! 
4-900-933-4511 

$2 a minute. Adults 18+. 

Wild Wet Party Girls Will do it With You 
TALK LIVE TO LUSCIOUS FRIENDLY LADIES 

HOT 
LESBIAN FANTASIES 

1-900-646-7100 
$2 a minute. Adults Only. 

X-DRESSERS! EROTIC 4/2Hr. Tele-Sessions. 201-487-4733 
or 242-472-2769 VIMCIAX 24 hrs. 

SEXY LATIN, ORIENTAL GALS SEEK MEN. Free Photos. 
4-900-903-3131 LATINS. Box 1746-H Chula Vista, CA 91942-1746 or 

$2.95 Per-Minute. Over 18 Only. call(24hrs) 649-425-1867 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

s | 
| 

: TALK LIVE WITH LUSCIOUS LADIES 
FIND OUT HOW! NO CREDIT CARD 

| DIAL 1-900-646-7500 
| $2.a minutes. Adults Only. 
| ~~ DIAL A MISTRESS. Strict 30 min. tele-workouts. 
| _242-242-2620 or 204-487-4733 Visa/MC/Amex 24hrs, 

INSTANT SEX CONTACTS | /'LLSWALLOW YOUR CUM Call 401-946-5526 V.MC-AE 
24 HOURS/ALL POINTS USA Visa/MC | ANGIE'S ANAL PLEASURE—-800322-ANAL mojo credit cards 
4-800-678-2548 FUCK MY HOT VIRGIN PUSSY 404-946-5526 VIMCIAE 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

FREE PHONE SEX! 
HOT PHONE JOBS TO GET YOU HARD 
212-643-2696 

Adults Over 18 Only. 

2 minute. Adults Only VIMC TALK LIVE WITH CANADIAN NYMPHOS! $4.98/min. 
a2 per mine Mu VIMCIX Call 4-800-456-3324 or 4-416-924-1940 Free to Join 

LADIES HOME NUMBERS | ot aneTan enn 
1-900-903-1515 ILOVE TO HAVE SEX. DO YOU? Call Me Anytime 

$2 per minute. Over 18 only. 4-800-365-0600 VIMC 

TWO GIRL FANTASIES LADIES HOME 

Meal mie Aker 48 only. Leu n 

The Wilder The Better 
Do it on the Fetish Line 

$2 a minute. Adults Only. 
4-900-370-9949 Date sexy ladies! $4 min/$2 4st min 
4-900-420-6370 Wild confessions-DATES $2 MIN 
4-900-420-8370 HOT DATES-ADULTS ONLY $2 MIN. 

LIVE CDN. SLUTS $1.98/min. 4-800-456-3324 or 1-416-924-1940 
FOR QUALITY AND THE PHILOSOPHY OF “YOU GET 
WHAT YOU PAY FOR” Call the Best 1-800-688-0600 

#4 VOTED THE “TOP 8” NATIONWIDE! 

1-900-680-1991 | 
Over 18 only. $2 per minute. 

Let’s Come Together! 
1-800-753-2882 

$2 a minute. Adults Only MC/V 
FREE SAMPLES 4-800-FON-ORGY - 1-800-FON-SSEX 

HORNY WOMEN WANT TO TURN YOU ON sacodonient «eau: 
212-643-2665 366-7789 729-6725 

Adults Over 24 Only. 1-800-SAY-TITS-  1-800-SEE-HARD 
729-8487 733-4273 

4-800- sip BABE - 1-800-829- yok 
776-2223 4769 
MCIV - Adults Only! 

CHEAP CAROLINE’S CUM LINE VIMCIAE 602-569-6100 

HOT LESBIAN FANTASIES 
1-900-903-2222 

$2 a minute. Adults Over 18 Only. 

Let’s Cum Together 
Hot Phone Sex with a California Model SPECIAL INTERESTS? 

Call SAND 1200-755 528 You Know hat We Mean 
' 1-900-646-9700 

FREE SAMPLES I’m Wet & Horny! 
215-747-4740 

Adults Only 

TALK LIVE WITH LUSCIOUS LADIES 
FIND OUT HOW! NO CREDIT CARD 

1-900-903-8600 | 
Adults over 24 only. $2 minute. 

$2 a minute. Adults Only. 

FINGER-LICKIN HOT FUN! 4-900-HOT-TONGUE $2/min. 
COLUMBUS COLLEGE CO-ED $1.00 per min. 7 Days. 

AWeek. 24Hrs A Day 614-268-8300. VIMC/CB/AMEX/DINIDIS/MO. 
Call Us And Help Us With Our Education. 

OH DARLING! I’M SO LONELY! 
Sexy Ladies pay YOU for your Special Services FUN & 

| CASH Details $4.00 Special Services, P.O. Box 100046, SISAL ISSSSSISSSSSSHSSSSSSHSSSSSSASSSSSSLSYSHSISSFSIISSISIFIFILISFSLIFIFFILFFISIISSIFIFSISFIFIFIFIIIS 

b/ Ot” it itt a.!lU=—=— —_ -— - ————— mane 6 

TALK LIVE TO ME PLEASE | _Fort Lauderdale, FL 33340 or call Linda (305) 785-5416 2) 
4-900-786-7511 l ONE ON ONE CONNECTION 818-788-8564 ‘No Credit 

Strictly Adults Over 24. $3.50 per minute. Card* Adults Onl « 
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The Royal Classic’ “#2iss, * AND IT VIBRATES! 

Safe! Feels and Looks Like Flesh. | In Plain Brown Package. 

Send to: Playhouse Products 
3 P.O. Box 3530 Cherry Hill, NJ 08034 
© - a 
3 ¥ ¢ Please send me ___ handcrafted ‘‘Royal Classic(s)’’ HU1391 

i Size* Non-Vibrator Model Vibrator Model Color 
= C64” x 136” (1 $44.95+s3PaH ©) $52.95+s3 Caucasian 
g 18" 2's” ©) $49.95+s3PaH (1 $57.95+s3 1) Mulatto 
Ke] N.J. residents add 7% Sales tax C) Black 

8 Enclosed is my (i Check (i Money Order P You can now buy this beautifully designed 
= or charge |) Visa 1) MasterCard in the amount of $___ heavy duty HYPEREMIATOR™ (Organ 

§ No Expires Enlarger) direct from the Factory. Shipped 
m MO. YR. very Promptly and Discreetly packaged. 

Name P LUS | 

> 1 Address FREE 

Sexual 
City State Zip Catalog 

We guarantee our Hyperemiator will get the 
following results for you, or your money 
refunded: 

® Increase size of organ, both diameter and 
length. 

® Obtain immediate rigid erection, even 
though normal erection may be difficult. 

® Cause penis to be more sensitive to touch. 
® Increase staying power. 
@ Intensify excitement and desire. 

A FIRST: The above result’s are obtained only 
with the Special Built Pulsating, Retained 
Vacuum and Triple Valve system. None other 
has this unique feature. 

What you receive when you place your order with us: 

© A complete Hyperemiator with instructions, dis- 
creetly packaged, ready to use. 
co PLUS - A Certificate of Warranty, guaranteeing a 
full refund if not completely happy with your results. 

For this complete bargain package - Order Now, 
direct from the manufacturer and save Money. Your 
price from us is ONLY $29.95 - If you purchased this 
same Quality item from a distributor you would pay 
$50.55. Save $20.60 and still get the best there is. 

ORDER NOW FROM 

UNIQUE PRODUCTS, INC 
P.O. Box 721440 @ Houston, TX 77272 

Please rush me ___ Special Built Heavy Duty Hyperemiator 
(Organ Enlarger) for just $29.95 + $4.00 shipping & special 
handling (Overseas and Canada add $5.00 extra) 

“kam your 

big, hard GANGIFUCKINGE&SSUCKING: 

oe ee é~ |1-800-888-HE AT 
hungry 
asshole 3 — \ 1-800-999-G, INA, 

99¢ PER 1/2 MIN. * MC/VISA 

Name (please print) 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Enclosed please find money order check in the 

amount of: (cash not accepted) 
* DEEP, KINKY x 
T-ON- L-ACTION! 

800-765-.US, 
NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 

$ Subtotal (Patent Pending on 
$ _$4.00___ Shipping & Handling this Special Unit) 
$ Total — ADULTS ONLY — 



1900 
370-9100 

LIVE ! 

LOVELY ! 

WICKED ! 
r 3 

$2.00 A MIN. 6 4 

800-433-0069 | 

1-900-463-4332 
$3/mi 

Your 
Ideal 
Mistress. .' —— 

for the 

ultimate 

experience 

981-1011, 
DIRECT CALL BACKS | ~ 

24 hrs every day 

THE FANTASY 
CONNECTION 

Call Toll Free - 24hrs 

Canada 

WA creative 
sexy girl of 

' your dreams 
\ will call you 
back immedi- 
ately for a ro- 

mantic ex- 
perience, of 
anything 
your 
desires. 
MC/VISA 

Put a little 
in your life! 



I¢s Your 

Love Life. 
Are You Ready? 
What you dois your business. How you do 
it is ours. If you're ready to explore, 
discover The Stamford Collection. 

Videos, books, condoms, sex toys, lotions 
and lingerie...and much more. Since 1969, 
we've fulfilled over a million orders for 
satisfied customers. 

We ship in discreet packages and WE 
NEVER SELL OR EXCHANGE NAMES. Are 
you ready? Here’s a great way to start. 

PLEASURE SWING. 
For extra easy 
access to your 

\ lover. Attach to 
eiling in minutes, 

Light-weight mylar 
mirror hangs on 
ceiling or wall. 
54x40” No tools 
needed. 

$16.95 Now $12.95 

PLEASURE GRIP 
Unique ring designed to 
maintain erection and 
show. off your assets. 
Sm., Med., Lg 

$12.95 Now $11.95 

THE PLEASURE 
SOURCE ™ 

Multi-speed electric A 
personal ree 6 
with 7 attachments @ a 9 
for pleasure from 
your head to your eo? 
oes. 
$32.95 Now $27.95 

FREE 12 CONDOMS. Includes ribbed condoms, 
ultra-thin, contoured, colors and more. $7 
value. Just send $2 postage and handling. 

FREE 40 PAGE CATALOG WITH EACH ORDER 
The Stamford Collection, P.O. Box 1160, LIC, NY 11101 

Dept. HA13 i 

FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if not 
| delighted, VOID OUTSIDE U.S.A. I 

By ordering, you certify that you are 21 or older. 

O #1 PLEASURE SWING $49.95 I 

| QO #2 CEILING MIRROR 12.95 

O #3 Smli #40 Med #5 O Lge PLEASURE GRIP 11.95 

O #6 THE PLEASURE SOURCE TM 27.95 

O #7 FREE 12 CONDOMS (Include $2 P&H) 

O visa ORDER TOTAL 
| 0 master Card ADD $2.00 P&H 
| Exp. Date______—- FINAL TOTAL 

Card # ($10 Min: Charge) 

Signature 

| Name 

Address 

ORY cee) State p 

LCHARGE IT BY PHONE 1-800-356-632 5 
— ee eee 

ALL STAR TIT QUEENS? FURS 
CHRISTY CANYON eA He 

OMOlL.¢H WoL 

QO Vol. #10 Vol. #2 

—— 
CARUAJFERRARIDY 

ve " Se ee 

OQ Vol. #10 Vol. #2 

2 ViOES#3 

QO Vol. #1 O Vol. #2 QO Vol. #1 O Vol. #2 0 Vol. #3 

ACW In Oitry. 
These larger than life busty beauties 
have graced the pages of popular men's 
magazines in recent months. For your 
pleasure we have captured these double 
"DD" delights on video in uncensored, 

| explicit action with the most dynamic 
| studs in adultfilms today. Featuring every 
| form of Tit Action known to man, YOU] | 
WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES!!! 

| And with due respect to your privacy, 

| packaged and securely wrapped without} | 
| the slightest indication of its contents. 

TAMMY,REYNOUDSaaae & 

O Vol. #1 O Vol. #2 

BETTY: BOOBSINe 
a = S 

3 is Ns me 

OQ Vol. #10 Vol. #2 

OUR GUARANTEE: 
Each video is guaranteed to 
contain the stars of your 
choosing, recorded in high 
resolution, HQ video in to- 
tally uncensored full length 
hardcore sex scenes. You 

must comletely satisfied or 
return for a prompt and cour- 

teous credit towards future 
OQ Vol. #10 Vol. #2 purchases. 

USE ENTIRE AD TO ORDER 
Send To: PRIZE VIDEOS pep 

OUR SPECTACULAR PRICES 
QO Any 1for $8 O Any 10 for $13 O Any 25 for $17 

Q ALL 50 FOR THE LOW PRICE OF $22.50 

Please Specify: Q VHS O BETA 
Canadians Remit in US funds. No foreign COD's 

QO Send COD, | Enclose $8 Extra plus $4 P/H 
Ol am over 19 years old and request this material. 

/ / 

t. ABY1 

Rush items indicated. | enclose $. 

Name 

Addr. 

City. 

Date State 

P.O. Box 12007 Merrillville, IN 46411 

plus $4 P/H 



1-900-468-4386 
$2 per min. 18+ 

Gall me now! 

1-900-847-2727 
$2.99 per min. 18+ 

J OXCATEDLHARD-CORE, 
me * FANTASY LINES , 
Fill my hot,} | ANAL PLEASURES 27am 

tight hole... DOMINATION a Pe 

I love it!” TS’S, TVS - 

EROTI€ 
: LOVE fs 4 

MAKING 
Se. — % 

P.O. BOX 54: 
. eel SHERMAN OAKS, CA 91413 

(8 1 ON 1 SESSIONS: INSTANT CREDIT CK’S//MO'S 

818) 508-3220 
XXX-RATED rive LINE: 

0) 766-TSTV, 212-840- 
AE/V/MC,, 24HRS. LIVE PHONE AFFAIRS. (80 

99¢ PER 1/2 MIN. MC/VIS 

¥o™ 

Y iQ, 

a 

WE Ke 

SS Vv" 

e Live Partyline ¢ 
e Private Messages ® 

e & Conference 
e Raw One on One ¢ 

40.10). CHER 
400-27 ANGI| Sa-eore 
0.83 DABE| i= 

6 4 6V4 

$1.25 PER HALF MIN. © 10 MINUTE MIN. Have VISA/MC Ready! Touchtone Phones Only! 

Billed Discreetly as Q Advertising. 

$1.50 per 1/2 Min. Must Be 18 or Over. Must be 18 or over. Available from all types of phones. 

oom BE 18 OR OVER. Prices Subject to Change Without Notice. Prices subject to change without notice. 
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HKAKX Fantasies * Confessions aK 
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ALEXANDRIA QUINN ja 

Ever wonder what nasty things your neighbors do 
behind closed doors! Here's your chance to look in 

on the private sex acts performed by real people in 
their own homes. 30 nasty episodes to choose from. 

O Picture This O In Training 
O Secrets QO Couples 
QO Night Games QO Nothing To Hide 
QO Swingers O Beginners 
QO Between Friends O Private Lives 
O Sex Talk O Lust Triangle 
O Private Parts O Pillow Talk 
O Nasty Neighbors QO Out Of Control 
QO Partners O Lusty Lifestyles 
QO Neighbors In Heat QO Teach Me 

eis QO Down Under O Sex Meltdown 

= QO Show Biz O Starter Set 

& O Girl Next Door #2 QO Double Features 

: Be QO Fun & Games QO Behind It All 

Ha tales fe Q You're It Q You & Me 
TIANNA ANNA DEVINE DESIREE MILLS KRISSTARAH KNIGHT 

PARA-DICE LAUREN BRICE LISA PERRY CHARLOTTE LEIGH 

QUISHA DUSTY ROSE CHANTEL LEANE APRIL O'TOOLE 

CASEE HOLLY RYDER SUZI BARTLETT AMBER MIDNIGHT 

VIXENE TANYA SWEET ALICIA ADAMS KIMBERLY KANE 

SATISFACTION 

if you're not delighted with your purchase 

simply return it within 30 days for a refund, 

credit or exchange (minus p&h). 
No questions asked! 

OUR LOW PRICES: 
Q Ten for $7 O Twenty for $12 

Q All Thirty for $14.70 

POSTAGE / HANDLING 
Q Ten add $3 O Twenty add $4 

Q All Thirty add $5 
Send entire ad & remittance to: 

REAL VIDEOS bept. asy1 
P.O. Box M877 

Gary, IN 46401-0877 

QAny 1$6 O Any 25 $19 ares ete ee ne 

| QAny 5$10 Any 35 $22.50 ® Upto 35 videos $4 Q MONEY ORDER 

Q) Any 10 $15 UNE AYLeOE om All50 videos $5 2 ae Rar gs: 

mE USEENTIREADTOORDER i Customer Service Inquiries Only - 1-219-942-0303 Canadians remit in US funds. 

Send to: VIDEO NEWCOMERS OO bises soenleil Oe tr, 
Dept. ABY1 25E. Washington, Suite 939 

Chicago IL 60602 
Rush Items Indicated. 
| enclose $ plus p&h 

O check OQ money order 

as payment in full. Canadians remit in US 

funds only, no foreign COD's. To send COD 

| enclose $8 extra plus p&h. 
Please specify Q VHS QO BETA 

O Delivery Insurance $2 

Customer satisfaction inquires only 219-942-0303 

Name. 

Address. 

Citys 2h BE Mee 2) SE Zip. 
Ne orders shipped without signature 

Name. A [ 
x PA \ J U 

Add./Apt.__“) 
J 

City. 

St./Zip. 
lam over 19 years of age & request this material. 

Sign 

SS... 
Signature Age/B-date 

lam 19 yrs. or older & request this material. 
All models are 18 yrs. or older. Records on file. 



THE SG EX INFO LINE 
"EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO KNOW 
ABOUT SEX BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK" 
V Sexual Positions 

V Female Orgasm 

V Aphrodisiacs 

V Premature Climax 

V Safe sex & condoms 

Soft Touch — Super soft, nontextured latex vibrator, 8 
full inches. Quiet multi-speed vibrations 
Code #1475 W 225; 95 xe Only $9.95 

The Gost Twig ALi Coltck 
vaginal ecstasy as vibrating * ‘th fe n (ake 
Code #2445 Only $13.50 

The Corkscrew — Ridged plies ZC bide at \ 
anus. 9” long 11/2” thick shaft: ti speed with remote 
control 
Code #2077 Only $18.95 

Mr. Thick — For ladies who hunger for a thick shaft. 134” 
thick. 6” long. Pleasure-nubbed base 
Code #8750 Only $14.95 

Mr. Thin — 71/2” of probing sensuality. 1 3/8” wide 
shaft—perfect for deep-thrusting penetration 
Code #8850 Only $14.95 

Black Tower — Soft ebony “foreskin” rolls back like an 
uncircumcised penis! 2” thick and 81/4” long. Multi-speed 
Code #5050 Was $22.95 Now $18.95 

Mr. Satisfier — 10 full soft-latex inches. Soft veined sur 
face increases stimulation 
Code #2869 Was $21.95 Now Only $13.95 

REYES es . it feels like the real thing. Flexes 
to 

42” long anal stimulator delivers load 
ed rear{end entry. Multi-speed remote control vibrations 
Code #1285 Only $22.95 

Black Beauty — Super-flexible 1" thick, 7” long black 
vibrator. Multi-speed vibes plus bulging clitoral stimulator 
at the base 
Code #1191 Was $19.95 Now Only $16.95 

Big 10-Inch-Fill-her up pleasure. Flexible 10-inch long, 
24/2” thick latex phallus. Foam-filled feels like the real 
thing! Multi-speed vibrations 
Code #2450 Was $24.95 Now Only $16.95 

Bonus Book With Any Vibrator Purchase From 
This Ad. — Electric Ecstasy is a photo-illustrated guide 
to using a vibrator. A $4.95 value yours free when you 
purchase any vibrator from this ad 

0! GET 4 SEX BOOKS Only ‘11.95! 
FREE PHOTO BOOK 101 SEXUAL POSITIONS 
To introduce you to Adam & Eve's exclusive 
line of sexual bestsellers, we're making an un 
precedented offer! A FREE 176 page book 
bursting with explicit photos of the most arous 
ing sexual positions you've ever seen! Send just 
$2 for postage and handling and we'll rush 

\ your FREE photo book plus our latest catalog 
| Code #1652 $2.00 p&h 

ADAM & EVE CUSTOMERS 
TELL ALL 
Uncensored Lust! Here are the best of those 
sizzling adventures and fantasy stories sent to 
us by our customers. This exciting volume is 
a pure turn-on; 159 pulse-pounding pages in 
cluding dozens of explicit photos 
Code #2326 $4.95 

Red-Hot! 101 sizzling sex posi 
tions — explicitly photographed 
and described! Discover exciting 
erotic secrets to turn you 

on and into a lusty lover 
160 pages packed with uncen 
sored photos 
Code #3121 $4.98 

BANNED! 
The illustrated Kama Sutra is a 
book of sexual positions that 
you will never forget. Dozens of 
positions for sexual intercourse 
oral sex, sex with erotic sex aids 
and more! Now this Hindu trea 
tise of sexual love can belong to 
you. Code #4752 $4.95 

All four books plus FREE Catalog #7055 $11.95 

TA 
Enclosed is my check, money order or charge information 
Please rush in plain package under money-back guarantee, the 
items listed below 

Adam & Eve ® P.O. Box 900, Dept. HU275¢ 

dam & Eve ¢ P.O. Box 900, Dept. HU275 

| « GIFT! 

| Name 

Also send my specia 1] FREE MYS 

Carrboro, NC 27510 

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-334-5474 
$10 minimum for charge orders, please 

| Address 

| Signature 

{tat products by code # and price. 

Product 
Code # Price FREE 

State Zip 

MasterCard | 

CATALOG | 

VISA 

Mystery Gift 
#6658 FREE 
Sex 
Catalog FREE 

Sorry, No Cash Or COD’s. Order Total $ : 



NOURSTENEPHONE (YOU! MUST/BEt18
|OR(OLDER ME 

N/PRICESISUBJECT, 10) CHANGE |WITHOUTNOTICE 

MACE YOU COW 

PONGREQAN PANG 
SPREAD Wii! 

Ff 

1-300-365- 

LEGS. 
\ a iatrtrtrtnd 
WANTED GIRL SEEKS 
HARD MAN. HURRY. 

1-300-944- 

GLRL. 

18 or older * All calls 99¢ per 1/2 min. billed 
to MasterCard, Visa or 

Connect san 

ERECTION PROBLEMS? 
Our formula borrows upon centuries old herbal remedies. 

American Indians discovered so called “miracle drugs” 

in nature...like ASPIRIN in birch bark, QUININE in chin- 

chona, DIGITALIS in floxglove. Their big discovery was 
DAMIANA, which they used as a stimulant for long, 

powerful erections. Since the 8th century the Chinese 

have used GINSENG to increase their sexual power, 

while in Central America natives have used SARSAPA- 

RILLA for the same purpose. Our formula combines all of 

these legendary products into a single capsule for daily 

use. We call it SUPER MALE TONIC. An agency of the 

U.S. Govt., without clinical tests, has restricted us from 

labeling SUPER MALE TONIC as an aphrodisiac. We 

make no such claim. But we have had THOUSANDS OF 
REPEAT CUSTOMERS since we started selling it in 1974. 

’ If you have erection worries and are look- 
¥: ing for relief we can promise you this: You 

<: won't be sorry you tried Super Male Tonic. 

C) 60 capsules $ 9.95 
C) 180 capsules (save $7.90) .... $21.95 

(PLEASE ADD $2 POSTAGE.-CALIF. 
RESIDENTS ADD 7°%o SALES TAX) 
ORGO PHARMACAL, Dept. HU172 
Box 530, Van Nuys, CA 91405 

“Call & Beg For 
Pleasure!” 

1-900-HOT WHIP 
$3/min 



7*:|) sex scenes! 

HOT, NASTY & AUTHENTIC! 
From the teens to the Roaring 20’s, the 
30’s and the 40’s - spend HOURS peeking 
into the passions of the past. The original 
clean 16mm masters were discovered in 
Europe and put on video for the XXX 
collector. In these classic stag films you'll 
see uninhibited men and women perform 
repeatedly for your pleasure as they make 
today’s porn stars look like neophytes. 
Every kind of sex act imaginable... in 
explicit detail! vis only 

O 8 OLD TIME FEATURES 

O ALL 20 OLD TIME FEATURES......$25 
plus $3 Postage. Add $2 for Rush Service 

Bionca 

Wer 
UCRERS 

Touchtone Phones Only! Bill 99¢ per Y2 min led discreetly as Tito Comm 
Must be 18 or over Have VISA / MC ready! 

FREE! 
FULL COLOR CATALOG OF 

X-RATED VIDEO AND SEX TOYS! 
The Sexual Adventure 
That Never Ends! 

Just fill out the coupon below and we'll 
rush our brand-new 64 PAGE ALL 
COLOR CATALOG crammed with 

HOT, HOT VIDEOS, SUPER SEXY 
VIBRATORS, LOVE KITS, POTIONS, 

LOTIONS AND MORE! Everything 
you need to have a really great 

time! And everything we sell 
comes with our iron-clad 

guarantee of satisfaction. You'll 
love it or we'll refund your 

V-MC-AMEX 
CALL 

money! 

When you place your order we'll 
keep you informed about our 

GREAT MONTHLY SPECIALS, 
CASH GIVEAWAYS, FREE 
TRIPS AND A WHOLE LOT 

MORE! 

n¥ id 
ends! The catalogis * i, 
absolutely FREE so | 
you have nothing to 

lose and a lot to gain! J 2 

I'M THE 

BEST! 
LET'S DO IT 
TOGETHER! 

Don't delay. Send in 
the coupon today to 

‘ begin the sexual 
adventure that never 

Ultra Corporation Dept. FC112 
P.O. Box 3560, Milford, CT 06460-0399 

Please rush me my Bedside Delights in an be ig ove 

absolutely FREE! 

Canadians! Send coupon tg Utra/ Cont a eel Bivd, CP305 
Montreal Que or 3 dj —T Ae ippin Canada. 

g ANYTHING GOES- 
NOTHING 

VISA/MC mense NE OFF PRINT, 

$2. / MIN. OR otis 

DIRECT, CALL: (lam over 21 years of a 

\ 

ms 1-800-688-4429 ag FREE yO ——————— Sia. 1 — 

PARTYLINE Hor 1-on-1 X-RATED FANTASIES & Mort! 

99¢ per 1/2 min. Prices subject to change without notice. ¢ Billed as Carolina Comm. « (TWC-33) 



EROTIC 
TALK 

Let me be your 
secret phone 
fantasy 
attair 

° Low Rate 

If, for any reason, you don’t like a girl (or guy), just * Direct 
tell them that you wish to speak to someone else, - SEE 

and call back immediately. We will switch you to a ohke 
Ply Op et Oo will surely ar a you! aOR TORONTO 

y Ie 607 969 31 416) 924- 0477 * Vow 
Women & Men Now Available The Finest Girls 4) l by 
$10 Morning Special Discount Open 24 Hours 
(between 7am & Noon E.S.T.) isa/MasterCard— 
$10 Discount For All eae erase 
New Customers 

D 

OLY 

“I may be just a country 

Strict Dominance, Etc. Available aie but give iii. mea 
cnance... “ 

“Yl love you f : 3 

epee OE fo S Special Discount > a 

ey Package Deals { 
Available 

Tell Us If There’s 
Any Way We Can 
Better Serve 

You! Just 

Call & Ask To Speak To 
Mr. Leonard (the manager) 

] wl 
please 

you like 
never 
before.” 

Tha Souths Fast 900-328-8757 
Southern Belles 

GIVE vou 

HOT SEX! 
7 U & I LIVE. 

i PRIVATE 1 ON 1! 

» CALL NOW 
\ F dR DIRECTIONS 

C ONLY 
»$2/MIN OR 
DIRECT CALL 

TOLL FREE 

1-800-688-4429 



Partyline 

Hot 1-on-1 

X-Rated Fantasies = 

& More! 

24 Hours LIVE! 
Have Visa/MC Ready! 

Touchtone Phones Only! 

+ PARTYLINE « Throbbing 1-on-1 + 
» X-Rated Fantasies « & More! + 

(4.6 8 2 54 8) 
996 per '/2 min Billed as Carolina Comm,» (TWC-35) 
Must be 18 Prices Subject to change withoul notice 

ARE yous UN ERY EDI 
HOT WETS: 

mh] -BODptd-5 939 
| acs’ YSO 4 

U.S. & <i 
> CANADA << 

x fe On * THROBBING 1-ON-1 x 
* X-RATED FANTASIES * & MORE! x 

=-2@Q «f26-F,E.E51; 

ty I" 9OQ@-24a26-106i 
YouRrronesjeoxoio ALWAYS LIVE GIRLS! 10N 1 .99% per '/, min. * Billed as 

LIVE! SPECIAL TRE 

USA NETWORK ® Must be 18 ® Prices subject to change without notice © (TWC-26} 



THE MAILBAG 
For rates send S.A.S.E. to Mailbag, 

279 S. Beverly Dr, #1196, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

DREAM GIRLS—LIVE & PRIVATE 
1-800-933-3534 

1-900-990-1771 s: 
MISTRESS ELENA KNOWS WHAT YOU NEED! 

CALL NOW! 415-282-7744 credit Cards 

Friendly, Personal & Unhurried 
(415) 665-5216 Linda's Live 24 HRS V/MC/AE 

TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FIRST TIME! 

1-800-677-MENN 
99¢//2 Min. Billed to MC/V as 4600. 

$13 BAD BOYS 24 HRS LIVE rey 
415-621-6334 Fetishes. X-Dress 5 Call/1 Free viwa 

CHICAGO’S FINEST PHONE SEX!! 
All Fantasies! All Fetishes! 1-312-878-9640, Credit Cards 

PLEASE YOU. COME PLA) 

*4-800-955-4PLAY 
99¢// Min. Billed to MC/V as Tiger Telnet 

BITCH BITCH BITCH!! 
Phone fantasies with the world’s cruelest women 
1-415-567-3112 V/MC/AE $19.95 for 15 min. 

$12 HOLLYWOOD CUNTS “LIVE” 213-660-3825 
-V/MC/AE-$12 WILD COEDS “LIVE” 213-294-CUMM 

sven: LIVE: HOT ACTION 

"4 -800-753-TV-TS 
99¢//2 Min. Billed to MC/V as Nadav Network 

OUR TEXAS HOT ASSES ARE WARM & WET 
Phone/Panties! (214) 233-4512, 233-4517, & 233-4519 
Bl pl WIVES! AMATEUR VIDEOS, PHOTOS 

PLE $2, BOX 538-H, ISLAND LAKE, IL 60042 

SWEET SENSATIONS 
LIVE ONE ON ONE WITH BEAUTIFUL WOMEN 

-900-446- SISAL 
SEXY LADIES PAY YOU for your special services! 

Fun & Cash! Exciting details. $2. Special Services, Box 100046-H, 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33310 or Call 1-900-860-9197 $2/min. 

KINKY GIRLS “WE FUCK YOUR WAY” 
1-800-736-2866 RATED XXX “LIVE GIRLS” V/MC/AE 

MAN TO MAN ACTION 

1-800-888-HUNK 
99¢//2 Min. Billed to MC/V as Lion Telesys. 

$13 415-621-1187 vive 24 HRS LIVE! 
5 Calls/1 Free! Pepper, Shane, Hope. Direct Call Back. 

NSEXUALS-TRANSVESTITES 99¢/lin. —$2/1** 

oe 1-900-999-TV-TS 
CUM SHOOTING PHONE SEX! 

We're friendly, hot & so horny! $14 Credit Cards 

SUE or CANDY (415) 441-7832. 2 Gins $25. 
KIM’S PHONE. Friendly & Fun!! Why Not! 

$15 for 12 Min. call 1-415-567-4581 

NATASHA’S NASTY FANTASIES 
1-800-533-2820 MC/V/AE 1-800-732-0113 

1 Sage yt iio = DATE SEXY LADIES! RY Min. 
FESSIONS! 

1 800-420.8370-—-HOI DATES TONIGHT! M4 Min. 

HONEY’s WHOREHOUSE 
OT PHONE FUCK! 

1-702-366-9675 
CHICKS WITH DICKS 

1-800-944-TV-TS 
MIN. BILLED TO MC/V AS ABK SYSTEMS 

LIVE BISEXUAL CONNECTIONS 

1-800-766-BI-69 
99¢/'2 Min. Billed to your V/MC as Eagle Telco 

INTRODUCING 
MEG’s GIRLS — Low Rates! 1-800-368-8829 V/MC/AE 

LIVE — MAN TO MAN TALK 

1-800-688-HUNK 
98¢/' MIN. BILLED TO MC/V AS NBP NETWORK 

HOT BLACK BEAUTY GIVES GOOD PHONE! 
Call aT 415-584-1140. $14. Credit Cards 

SEXY PARTY LINE! 

1-800-999-6666 
$1.49/ Min. Billed to your V/MC 

THE MAILBAG 

¢ aor Manos 

CATALOG OFFERS 
Box 4606 - Dept. HU172 
Van Nuys, CA 91412 

RATED BEST VALUE! 



ANNETTE HAVEN 
(_) DESIREE LANE 
_] GINGER LYNN 
(_] DUSKY SAHARA 

AMBER LYNN 
ERICA BOYER 
ANGEL KELLY [- 
NINA HARTLEY 

THE PI 

POUL NTA G; 

eed Cea 
¢ WINNETKA, CA 91306-9971 

100°, CONTROL 
DOCTOR NO CREMES, 

DEVELOPED! NO CONDOMS! 
New, doctor-developed device ensures that you climax 
only when you want to! Almost invisible — does not 
interfere with foreplay or sex in any way! 

COMPLETELY SAFE! -DELAYS EJACULATION 
-FLEXIBLE 
-INDIVIDUALLY ADJUSTABLE 

cs) ONLY GEST 4 
= ee cD ee 

)) + STROKE AS LONG AS YOU WANT! 
~ * EXTEND ECSTATIC SENSATIONS! 

+ EASILY ATTAIN MUTUAL CLIMAX! 

CONTROL-X, Section -5 
14126 Sherman Way, Suite 574 
Van Nuys, CA 91405-2419 

SEND JUST $15 EARNEST 
MONEY WITH YOUR OR- 
DER. WE'LL RUSH YOUR 2 

HOUR TAPE . 

CASH COUPON TO SPEND 
ON OUR GREAT, LAVISH SE- 

LECTION OF EXPLICIT B 
VIDEOS! ORDER JUST 
ONCE AND THIS SIZZLING 

2HOURXXX TAPEIS 
- 

REEN PRODUCTS  bept. -5 
13624 Sherman Way, #604°Van Nuys, CA 91404 

goes ALL ELECTRIC! 
ate 

The = (Fats 
“Living Pussy” 

now plugs into wall 

socket for incredible jack-off power! 
Throbs and pulses! Spasms and sucks! 
Strokes slick and wet till you cum! Nothing 
beats beating off with LIVING PUSSY! 
Soldgnationally for 39.95, now only*24.95 

Choose ()DILDOGIRLS () SHAVED PUSSIES 
AJ7 from: CJANALGIRLS _~] TRANSSEXUALS 

GEM PRODUCTS Dept. -5 
ORDER P.O. Box 4579 i 

PANORAMA CITY, CA 91412 

HAVE ERECT MEASUREMENTS 
| 
ALT 

OF 
9, 10, EVEN 12 FULL INCHES! 

Scott “Taylor “Ring of Penis Extargement” show you howl 

Is the size of your penis 
bringing you down? Sure, the 

medical authorities say that 
size doesn’t count, but as 

long as women have a need 
to be filled, they will demand 
the full measure of devotion. 
And no amount of psycho- 

logical reassurance will 
fill the gap between 

expectation and reality. 

Now, with a simple device you can follow in the footsteps of 
Super Porn Stars, Scott Taylor, Jeff Stryker and the hundreds of 

thousands of men who have proven that there is a way to INCREASE 
PENIS SIZE and THICKNESS! The device is called the SUPRA-12 

VACUUM ENLARGE. A safe and proven natural way to add inches to 
penis length and thickness. With the SUPRA-12, you will see yourself 

grow to dimensions you never thought possible. 

THICKNESS? 
Your erection is caused by blood flowing into hollow 
caverns inside your penis. The caverns fill with blood 
and your penis grows in size and thickness and becomes 
stiffer and stiffer until the caverns are filled with all the 
blood they can hold. BUT, IF YOU INCREASE THE 
CAPACITY OF THE CAVERNS BY MAKING THEM 
BIGGER, THEY HOLD MORE BLOOD and you have a 
correspondingly longer, thicker penis. You'll see the 
astonishing results the first time you use your SUPRA- 
12. Your penis will grow inside the clear, picture window 
sleeve. Immediately you'll see just how really BIG. . 
-how really FAT. . .how LONG. . .how HARD and STIFF 
your own penis can get! And after regular sessions with 
the SUPRA-12 you'll probably find as do most men that 
these size gains don’t go away! They become a part of 
you to thrill and excite her! 

¥ He'll show you what phe- 

% nomenal increases he has 

, made in both the length a
nd 

2 diameter of his penis with 

} careful experimenaion. —
 

i n 

pr psi method to date! 

This video tape is a full co
lor, detailed, 

step-by-step explanation by Scott of 

what you need to know to 
increase your 

own genital size. 

+ Find out exactly what is happening to May 

penis to make it grow longer and thicke aay
 

+ Discover what the enlargement process 

Is like! 
; 

° Find out how big you can expect your penis to 

pa VHS format only - Regular $24.95 

only (when purchased alone) 

* HEAVY DUTY MANUAL SUPRA-12 ENLARGER 
plus FREE VIDEO owty $24.95 (Save $14.95) 
+ ULTRA DeLUXE ELECTRIC SUPRA-12 ENLARGER 
ftus FREE VIDEO, COCKRING, LUBES & JELLS 
ently $39.95 (Save $30 extra) 

SUPRA-12, THE “ROLLS ROYCE” OF 
VACUUM ENLARGERS. 
These sophisticated instruments are by far the 
State of the art in penis enhancing machinery. 
The HEAVY DUTY MANUAL model is a finely 
crafted precision instrument designed to create 
the vacuum needed to make the male organ 
LONG and THICKER. And for the connoisseur, 
the powerful ULTRA DELUXE ELECTRIC model 
(U.L. approved) is equiped to give you continuous 
even sucking power until you shut it off! The 
ULTRA DELUXE ELECTRIC is perfectly safe 
and as quiet as a whisper. 
Accept no substitutes if you are truly serious 
about penis enlargement — join the more than 
half a million men who have proved that the 
SUPRA-12 will do the job for you! 

[~~ mailto: PREMIER PRODUCTS Dept. HU13 
| P.O. Box 8001 * Canoga Park, CA 91309 

| enclose $ 0 check 0 M.O. 

O Send C.O.D. | enclose $5 to cover additional 

| postage & handling only 

| OD Heavy Duty manual Pump 

| with FREE video 
| C Ultra Deluxe electric Pump 

with FREE video, cockring & Jells 

0 How-to-Enlarge Penis Video 

Add $5 for shipping & insurance 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE/ZIP 
Calif. residents add 7% sales tax 



1-900-535 

MY FANTASIES 

WILL FREAK 

YOU OUT!!! 

1 900-46- FREAK 
ABSOL ich. BIZARRE! 

CALL THE HOTTEST 
NIGHTCLUB GIRLS EVER!!! 
Also cai!, }-S64-247-9324 
The Sports Hotline Tia? Sizzles. 
Like You’ve Never Heard Before! 
For Adults Only. No Credit Card Needed. 

Appears on phone bill as “900 Service”. 

©Star. $2 min./10 min. call 

236 «ii PHOTOS 
ERS OF.- 

susie THE
 UM

 

LIVE 24 HOURS 

FRIENDLY, PERSONAL 
PUBLISHER'S & UNHURRIED 

16435 (415) 665-5216 wMc/AE Box 
N. Hollywood, CA 91615 

ng GIRLS : Party Lines! 
: aH Ars. 

Live! 
rs a | 1-800-76 

(1-800-766-2789) 
wes 

Notre Too taz00! 

Sor 
CONNECT WITH REAL GIRLS AND GUYS 
WHO WANT TO MEET YOU. 
$2 Ist/$1 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIR’ 

4'54-BiBY 
WHERE ALL YOUR FANTASIES 
CAN COME TRUE. 
$2 per minute. Must|Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED 

LTSECRET 
OUR REVEALING CONFESSIONS 

( WILL BLOW YOUR MIND. 

Ie_ FILLED! 

1-800-945 
“ 

CALL NOW FOR THE HOTTEST PUSSY ON THE PLANET 

1-800-374-4S5ExX 
ar @ All calls 99¢ per 1/2 min 
rarged to Visa, MasterCard or ceniecromn 

$2 Ist/$1 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED (1-800-945-5465) 
D&G Consultants, Inc., San Francisco, CA. 



GIRLS AND MORE GIRLS! 

Partyline ¢ Hot 1-0n-1° X-Rated Fantasies & More! 

24Hour Live! ¢ Have Visa/MC a Touchtone Phone only! 

-800-82-LOVER 
99¢ per 1/2 min. # Billed as Carolina Comm. * Must be 18 ¢ Prices subject to change without notice (TWC-24) 

I WANT TO PARTY WITH 

ONLY YOU! 

?’mLUSCIOUS, I'm HOT, 

P’'m WET 

ALL WHERE IT COUNTS! 

P’'LL STIMULATE YOUR LIFE! 

Talk Or Eavesdrop Anytime 24 Hours 

(1-800-695-3296) 
CALL NOW'!! 
DAWN IS 

Jill Do | 

Anything ys ig 
She NEEDS You Want! 

A Sexy Phone Friend! 

$1.49 per 2 minute 

* Have Credit Card Ready 

® Touch Tone Phones Only 

* Billed Discreetly To Visa/MC As 

ARC NETWORK 

* Must Be 21 Years Old 

UTTYTINE © THROBBING 1-0N-1 X 
& X-RATED FANTASIES * & MORE! * 

KOOXXX'LOVE 
.99¢ per '/, min. ® Billed as Carolina Comm. * Must be 18 ® Prices su ubject to change without notice * (TWC-3 

(1-800-695-3296) 



150 VIDEO 
SCENES!! 

AS LOW AS 

UE 
each in quantity 

Choose your favorite star 
and see her in XXX rated 
video sex action with 
dynamic superstuds. All of 
our tapes are recorded on 
high definition video for 
detailed close up action! 

THE OES MLO ARE HERE TO SUCK YOUR COCK DRY! 
Linda Shaw 

9 Alexis Storm 
Q Christina Evol 
QO Tori Wells 
Q Nina De Ponca 

@ Q Jade East 
Q Kathleen Gentry 
Q Nikki Knight 

El Megan Leigh an Leig' 
Q Cassi Nova 

Q Tabetha Fox 
QO Kitty Luv 
Q Penny Lane 
Q Charlotte Leigh 
Q Vanity 
Q Amanda Tyler 
QO Jaqueline 
QO Raven Richards 

Q Krisstarah Knight 
Q Sheri Sloane 
Q Constance Money 
Q Joanna Storm 

TIGHT BLONDES WHO WILL BALL THE LIFE OUT OF YOU! __ 
Q Stacy Donovan 
Q Lynn Lemay 

§ QO Jessica Longe 
») QO Allena Ferrari 

QO Dessiree Foxx 
Q Cheri Hill 
Q Farren Heights 
Q Susa 

Q ade feared Dallas 
O Kimi Gee 
} Nikki Wilde 
Q Samantha Strong 
QO Angela Baron 

Q Lori Lovett 
Q Suzanne St. Lorraine 
Q Dana Lynn 
Q Heather Sinclair 
Q Stella Starr 
Q Tabitha Stevens 
Q Sunny Daye 
Q Charlie Waters 
Q Denise Stevens 
QO Brooke Summers 

SEXPERIENCED LADIES WHO KNOW ALL THE TRICKS! 
Q Rachel Ashley 
Q Penny Morgan 
Q Sharan Mitchell 
Q Nina Hartley 
Q Sharon Kane 
Q Taija Rae 
Q Ona Zee 
Q Laurie Smith 
QO Bionca 

Ec au 2° ion Stee 2 ny 

QO Kari sed 
Q Ginger Lynn 

QO Seka 
Q Purple Passion 
Q Blondie 
Q Barbie Dahl 
Q Nikki Charm 
Q Bunny Bleu 
Q Brianna Starr 
Q Gail Force 
Q Porsche Lynn 
QO Stephanie Ra 
Q Janette Littl 
Q i Ni cole 
Q Shanna McCollough 
Q Krista Lane 

“You'll Scream 

With Pleasure!” 

THE BIGGEST TITS IN THE BIZ TO BURY YOUR DICK IN! 
O Busty Belle 
Q Trinity Loren 

| Q Betty Boobs 

Champagne 
QAli Cremer 
Q Medina 
Q Keisha 
Q Tamara Lee 

m] QO Lauren Hall 
Q Sabrina 
Q Patricia Kennedy 
Q Tonisha Mills 
© poke Fabre 
Cameo 

ril Rayne 
Alexandria Pe 

9 BeBe LaBadd 
"| O Rustie Rnodes 

Q Brigette Aime 
Q Cicci 
4 Linette Geyser 

Warner 

Q Jeannie Pepper 
Q Kaye Parker 
Q Carla face 
Q Mindy Ra 
QO Stacy ten 
Q Bobbi Soxx _ 
Q Vanessa Del Rio 
Q Lana Burner 
Q Belladonna 
Q Breezy Lane 
Q Pleasure 
Q Crystal Peach 
Q Tiffany Lane 
Q Sharon Mason 

Q Blondie Doll 
Q Madison 
QO Desiree 
Q Heather Lere 
Q Cindy Labere 
QO Genie 
QO Deju 
a Kirsti Allin 
Q Sukoya 
Q Frenchie 
Q Sabina 
OQ Stephanie Adams 
Q Heather Torso 
Q Michelle Monroe 

If for any reason you are not satisfied with your purchase just return it 
within 30 days for a prompt exchange, credit or refund (minus P&H). 

FANTASIES COME TRUE og YOU AT 1-800-788-9077! 
for $10 O Any 50 for $15 

SEND TO: 
COMMAND PERFORMANCES Dept. ABY1 
P.O. Box 12007, Merrillville, IN 46411 
Rush items indicated. | have enclosed 

Q Any 100 for $1807 All too only $22.50 
NAME 

ADDRESS. 
plus $5 P&H. Q COD $8 extra. No CITY Seay 

foreign COD'S. OQ Check O Money Order as 
payment in full. 
SPECIFY OQ. VHS QO BETA 

USE ENTIRE AD TO ORDER 

Siplees. =) ZIP 

SIG/BDATE 
| AM OVER 18 AND REQUEST THIS MATERIAL 

1-900~ 
454-5477 
NO CREDIT CARDS NEEDED 

$2.00 Per Min. 4 Min. Minimum - $8 Call 

)% ) . C Ft 23 



© PARTYLINE * Throbbing 1-on-1 * 

+ X-Rated Fantasies ¢ & More! « 

3.8525 
.99¢ per 1/2 min. * Billed as Carolina Comm. * Must be 18 

Prices subject to change without notice * (TWC-38) 

ee 

Wg 

‘a 

nae)" 
1-900-468-LICK /, Lk § 

(5425) 

Partyline 
4) * Throbbing 1-on1 
5)x X-Rated Fantasies | 
|  & More! meer, eet 

24 HOURS! e Have Visa/MC Ready .* Touchtone Phones Only 

1800 ' 
99¢ per r'/2 min. ® Billed as World Comm. ¢ Must be 18. © Prices Subject to change without n e {TWC-145) 

\ i 



‘SMALL PENIS? | 
ERECTION PROBLEMS?, 
| LINGA-100 is the pure, natural laboratory blend de- : 

| signed to actually enlarge the penis and induce & 
Maintain multiple, long term erections. LINGA-100 | 

LIVE SENSUAL 
CONVERSATION 

Seenes of 
She-Male 

Adventures 
| allows a more intense, deeply satisfying male climax | $ 

@® (a =¢ | _ apreie errs: ‘puaertael hy = l PURRR MINUTE 
BY mental alertness was developed by top sy 
x. in | swiss Scientists involved in natural sex hormo ie se FREE SAMPLE CALL 

) )Ea. research. Thousands of European men hay, : ar aty. : a | 614-891-6900 | rienced dramatic results. Impotency gVercome 

creases in organ size of one- 0 \nchesfot uncom- 
| mon see 100 Py rect for}t man’s prob- 
| lems Gee ft omen fefinitely consider the 

nis a ure of the man. Let LINGA-100 | 
Eas your al power and size. Only $9.95 post- e == + 

Order now! bic ah Hi 
pv 

Now you can have the most bizarre collection 
of sizzling XXX She-Male shows. We are 
making them available for a limited time at 
introductory prices. If you're a connoisseur 
of this special treat then we know that after 
you take advantage of this fantastic buy, 
you'll order again & again. Each 30 min. tape 
Is Jammed with unbelievable She-Male action. 
All models are 18 yrs. of age. Records on file. 

VISA / MC only Sumi, or call direct without credit card 

x ES 800-666-4429 
Q Dicks on Chicks QO Filled Panties 
OQ Gender Bender O Fake Out 
QO oes nf fone on pe csi es ——— ee ee 
Q Surprise! Surprise! zarre Ba 
OMabordersrde Sharon Lee FOR “1¢ PER MINUTE!!! 
Q Strange Kicks O Half-N-Half 
QO Fooled Ya! QTits & Dicks * Call our info line and find 

Q Best of Both Worlds O Julie Bond out how you can get it! a 
Q Trans Fest Q Dick Dolls CHECKS» MONEY ORDERS INSTANT CREDIT: IU : PARTY LINES! 

Gunderwer  geugingsits | SAU | | © KINKY UNRESTRICTED 
Q Boner Babes QDeviant Diversion | [SUCIUEUNCLSCR ERS in im ee MESSAGE BOARD! 
QO Chicks With Dicks Q Lelani_ x | 

QO Femme Jocks Q Transsexual Sluts “Suck m pe © OPEN UP AN COM: 
O Tops & Bottoms O Tube Steak Dick!” = ah j x % oy VOICE MAIL BOX! 

Q Any One $7 Q Any Ten $14 : |~ 
Q Any Twenty $20 QAll Thirty $22.50 

01-10 add $4 
O Any 20 add$5 QAll 30 add $6 

Please Specify: Q VHS O BETA 
Customer satisfaction Inquires only 

call 21 9-942-0303 oe 

Send entire ad. TRANS \ VIDEO oa ABY1 
& remittance: p.o, Box 370 

New Buffalo, MI 49117-0370 

Name 

Add. 

City 

St./Zip. 

“You can do it all! JUST CALL: 

1-818-752-8200 
Signature Age/B-date 

lam 18 yrs. old & request this material 



ila gan ERS 
nteey live 

519.00 

800 © 255 © 6363 

1-800-999-2-0.i.] 
st al ow! Fm fl wet mee yw Ea bond Fi wo 

| Love 

To Talk Dirty 

Call Me 

; I'm Horny 

IT MAGAZINE, $3 “| And Willing To 

VIEWER STRIP. $3 XC Satisfy Your 
Wildest Fantasies 

] CATALOG, $2 

ALL 3 ABOVE 

ae I (305) 961-9533. 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 ar VISA/MC/AE _ Direct Call-Backs Available 

24 Hours LIVE! Have VISA/MC Ready! Touchtone Phones Only 

18 300-999) =@, 0.2] 
98¢ PER 1/2 MINUTE + ed DISCREETLY TO YOUR CREDIT CARD + 18 OR OLDER 

1-900-72 
PA 

.99€ per '/2 min. ® Prices Subject to change without notice * Must be 18 ® Billed as Carolina Communications * (TWC-32) 
SS $1.98 PER MIN. enceanter CHARGED TO YOUR PHONE BILL* i$ OR OLDER 



a rn) 

SPECIFY Q VHS OR Q BETA WHEN ORDERING FROM THE COMPANIES BELOW. CUSTOMER Sante INQUIRIES ONLY CALL 1-219-942-0303. 

‘ver wonder what nasty, sexy things your 

eighbors are up to? Well here's your chance to 

ind out! 30 SCENES!! 
IMEET SEX CRAZED PEOPLE LIKE YOU AT 1-800-927-4257! 

='0 All 30 scenes 
only $15 OQ $5 First 
class service 
Q $2 Insurance 
Must be 18 yrs. old 
to order. Send full 
name and 
coe es and remit 
O: 

Hairless beavers Sucked and fucked to 
Juicy cums! In ten exclusive scenes! 
5 SCENES $5 O ALL 10 SCENES $7 

Q 10 MAGS $5 OCATALOG $5 O 100% 
a eUWERY INSURANCE $2 0 RUSH $1 

Smooth cunts are waiti ue our 
thick dick at 1-800-487- 

Dept. ABY1 
P.O. Box S, Michigan City, IN, 46360 

§ | Dept. ABY1 

P.O. Box 5460 
Chicago, IL 
60680-8460 

16 hardcore fucking 
and sucking scenes. 
They look like nea 

fuck like eS Sa =Your complete 

because they packa A d el ' sours f for adult 

cock in their ties! |” ‘a 2 entertainmen 

geil Hundreds of XXX 
QAI 16 scenes HW Videos, magazines, 

dled ‘antasy 
items, sex Toys and 
novelties. This is a 

iDOTV.LVO aad 

order. Send to: >| Privacy, 
ey quick delivery and 

ry t. ais satisfaction 
guarantees for 

\ S your catalog 
} ) Maj shopping pleasure! 

Hyon COMPLETE SOURCE FOR ADULT E Don't hesitate! 

Q 120 su woersior preview tape. 120 min. 
FPRVI $9.95 (Refunded on next order) 
Q 22 nasty adult newcomers. 60 min. 
WETI2 $4.95 (Refunded on next order) 
QO 45 feature previews. 60 min. 
#VCT5 $4.95 (Refunded on next order) 
Q 105 different movie previews. 150 min. 
#VCT7 $9.95 (Refunded on next order) 

ae CATALOG! FR 

MUFF MUNCHING 

ZZA,5 BASS 
25 PUSSY oe 4 iDOTV.LVO Aaa 

SCENE Q 45 stars/films preview. 60 min. 
Watch 40 girls 28 off! & #VCT8 $4.95 (Refunded on next order) 

Get off with a bevy of 20 28 eee eon preview. 30 min. 

hot and horny co-eds at & #VCT9 $4.95 (Refunded on next order) 

1-800-927-4257! S020 ay/bisexual previews. 30 min. 
q 2 #VCTTO $4.95 (Refunded on next order) 

Q 28 scenes of Angela Baron. 75 min. 
Wer! 1 $9.95 (Refunded on next order) 

Send to: LEISURE TIME PRODUCTS 7 Dept. ABY1 = 
P.O. Box 827 Gary, IN 46401-9900 
Q YES! Send me my FREE catalog! Video : 
purchases enclose full amount & $4.25 P/H. 

VISAIMC CALL 1-800-874-8060: 

TIGHT, EXOTIC 
FOREIGN TWAT! 

Erotic women from the world over! Get all 
4 sizzlin mg acenes. 1! 30 min. tape. Call 1- 
788-8462 for the hottest and most exotic 

women in the world. 

Q 10 scenes only $5 
QO All 20 scenes $8 
2 10 Mags $5 
QO Priority handling $2 
Send to: 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 
Dept. ABY1 

P.O. Box 5460 
Chicago, IL 60680-5460} =~ 

OQ 10 scenes for $6 
Q All 25 scenes for 

$100 $8 for 12 Mags 
Q $2 for RUSH service 
Send to: 
SORORITY SALES 
Dept. ABY1 

P.O. Box 12007 
Meniliville, IN 46411 

Bt-SEXUAL 
G(RLS + GuYs 

25 scenes of guys w irls 
as well as other nuns studs! 

Call for bi guys 
who like a cock deep in the ass! 

O15 scenes $6 
O25 scenes $8 
QO 25 mags $7 
Q All color catalog 
with order only $5 
Q Super Rush $1 
Send to: DOUBLE STROKE 
Dept. ABY1 

P.O, Box 10688 
Merrillville, IN 46411 

DRIPPING 
BLOWJOBS 

25 scenes of 
cum sucking girls 
draining huge 
white and black 
cocks. 

Q10scenes $5 Girls who love to suck 
Q25 scenes $8 ~cock and eat hot cum 
Q15dripping are at 
mags $6 SQUIRT VIDEO, Dept. ABY1 
Q $1 tush service P.O, Box 10935 
Q $5 catalog Merrillville, IN 46411 

Here are some of the 50 hot starlets 
that will become the stars of the 90's! 

MD) Stephanie Adams April Rayne 
3 adison 

Sabrina Dawn 
Stacey Bell 
Michelle Monroe 
Susan Vegas 
Cameo 

O Any 1 $60 Any 5 $10 
O Any 10$150 Any 25 $19 

OQ Any 35 $22.50 0 All 50 $24.50 
for girls who crave big cocks! 

AS LOW AS send to: NEW TALENT Dept. ABY1 
49¢ EA. 500 N. Michigan Ave. Suite 1920 

Chicago, IL 60611-3703 

Choose from the highest quality, hottest black 
and interracial scenes. You'll be wanting to 
dive into some wet dark meat after seeing 
these scenes. Satisfaction guaranteed! ! 

Q 10 scenes $12 
Q 30 scenes $21 
(70 scenes $27.30 

] send to:SEPIA SALES 
Dept. ABY1 

P.O. Box M877 
Gary, IN 46401-0877 

Big fuckin' tits 
getting screwed and 
splattered with hot, 

creamy jizz! 

Dept. ABY1 
P.O. Box 370 
New Buffalo, MI 49117-0370 

has babes with huge tits to fuck! 

MUST BE 18 OR OLDER TO ORDER OR CALL. CALLS DISCREETLY BILLED $3.50 PER MIN. TO YOUR VISA OR MASTERCARD. 



24 ira LIVE! Have VISA7/MC Ready! Touchtone Phones oe 

Fuck § Sch Us, Baby HOUSEWIVES! 

é Wanna Tackle 

HOTLINE! 
4 Scores 

hy Picks 
and 

Sizzling 
Cheerleaders 
Who Go All 
The Way For You! 

 PARTYLINE x Throbbing 1-on-1 * X-Rated Fantasies * & More! 

1:300-XXX-BABES 
¢ per '/2 min. ® Prices Subject to change without notice * Must be 18 ® Billed as Carolina Communications * (TWC-2 

24 Hours LIVE! Have VISA/MC Ready! Touchtone Phones On 

Sol jel Bap 
aay 

PON LOVE 
CONNECT WITH REAL GIRLS AND GUYS 
WHO WANT TO, MEET YOU. 
$2 Ist/$1 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED 

WHERE ALL YOUR FANTASIES 
CAN COME TRUE. 
$2 per shinute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED 

SEERE 
OUR REVEALING CONFESSIONS 
WILL BLOW YOUR MIND. 
$2 Ist/$1 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TQUCH TONE REQUIRED 1-800:666:FUC 

per '/2 min. © Prices Subject to change without notice © Must be 18 ¢ Billed as World Communications 
D&G Consultants, Inc., San Francisco, CA. 



* CALL NOW! x 

1-900 
288-5477 

903-4688 
NO CREDIT CARDS NEEDED 

$2.00 Per Min. 4 Min. Mihirhum - s8 Call 

THE BAD NEWS IS: 

We’re Sold Out 

354,000 / 118 Page 

World Famous Catalogs 

ARE GONE 

THE GOOD NEWS IS: 

Our 256 Page Catalog 

Is Rolling Off The Press. 

Contact Us For Details 

VIDEOS 
(213) 665-4321 

Post Office Box 29265, ™ 

HOLLYWOOD, CA 90029 

Have VISA/MC Ready! 

Umm On 

Touchtone Phones Only 24 Hours LIVE! 

NEW! q tits & Tongue 

\ 

-99¢ per '/2 min. Billed as Western Telecom” Must be 18. 

* PARTYLINE « Throbbing 1l-on-1 x 
* X- Rated Fantasies *« & More! « 

f ba j 

Melis re) ly Prices Si bject to Erange ithout notice 5 
Billed as Western Telecom 

* PARTYLINE « 

* THROBBING I-ON-I * 
ix X-RATED FANTASIES x 

x & MORE! « 
24H 

Have VISeuMC READY! 
Touchtone Phones Only 

IOLUCLIMIAX 
¢ per 1/2 min. ® Billed as USA Network ® Must be 18 © Prices subject to change without notice * (TWC-14) 



S3 min 

1-900-246-WIL)! 

FREE PHONE SEX 
$Get Off Over the Phone® 
e Call our sexy ladies now 

~~ @ Free 

e 1-901-452-5786 

° SWINGERS HOT LINE. 
Names and phone numbers of 

° swinging girls, guys, couples & 
@ _bi’s in your area anxious to 
w meet you. Call now. 

e 1-901-458-6593 
PO. Box 22705, Memphis, TN 38122 

eee2ee020208080808080808080 

HOT, HORNY & DIRTY 
LIVE GIRLS WANT IT ALL 

“GET OFF WITH ME" 

800-388-6677 
$1.99/MIN $2.50 1ST 

PRIVATE WOMEN 
LIVE ONE-ON-ONE 

900-773-7500 
TOUCHTONE REQUIRED $5.00 PER MIN. 

BILLED AS STELLAR 2000 
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA 

PARTY TIME e HOT 1-ON-1 @ X- RATED 
FANTASIES ¢ & MORE! 

24 Hours Live! ¢ Have Visa/MC ready! 
Touchtone Phore Only! 

.99¢ PER 1/2 
MIN. ¢ BILLED 
AS CAROLINA 
COMM. * MUST 
BE 18 e PRICES 
SUBJECT TO 

CHANGE WITH- 
OUT NOTICE. 

(TWC-23) 

VIDEOMAIL & COAST TO COAST 
PRESENT 

’ 

ay 
RAINWOMAN 3 
When she cums, she pours! The fabulous Fallon goes 
on TV to display her famous squirting orgasm. The 
plot thickens with hot 3-way sex, hungry oral sex and 
sizzling stars like Brit Morgan, Renee, Cameo, John 
Dough and more. But Fallon steals the show with her 
amazing gushes of pleasure. You must see it to 
believe it. 75 minutes of uncensored XXX pleasure. 

PLUS 

That's right! When you order 
Rainwoman 3 now, you also get 
the sizzling XXX sextravaganza 
video, Every Man’s Secret 
Fantasy — ABSOLUTELY 
FREE. You'll see hot 2 woman/ 
1 mansex—Shanna McCullough 
and Alicia Monet give asuperstud 
a hot ball-busting ride...and see 
Tom Byron thrust deep into Cheri 
Taylor as she licks Kimberly 
Kane’s luscious mound. HOT 
and HORNY ACTION! 

100% Money-Back Guarantee 
Order By Phone Toll Free 

1-800-334-5474 
9 a.m. - 9 p.m. (ET), 7 Days A Week 

clip and mail with payment today 
Sorry, No cash or COD's 

VideoMail, P.O. Box 1550, Dept. VHU25 
Madison Square Station, New York, NY 10159 

Send me the full-length XXX video, 
| RAINWOMAN 3 plus my free bonus video, 

EVERY MAN'S SECRET FANTASY (on separate 
cassette). | understand I'm covered by your no- 
risk, money-back guarantee. 

Check (/) one: Method of Payment: 
| want my videos in 0 Check or Money Order 
OOVHS 0 Beta format. OO VISA CO MasterCard 

Account # 

/ 
Exp. Date Signature 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

By submitting this order, | certify that | am an adult age 18 
or older (age 21 in AL, MS, NE, WY). 



Phone Sex patos Virgins! 

1-900 

230-HEAT 
(THAT'S 1-900-230-4328) 

Live Phone Sex 
Adults Only 

24 HRS 

FEEL THE HEAT 
DO IT NOW! 

21 only. $2 pe 

244 
AE/V/MC OR BILLED TO YOUR PHONE 

Women Confess! 1.900. 

-« isision: TWO DOLLARS A MINUTE. ADULTS ONLY. 
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PN-1 "BI & BEYOND” (hermaphrodite with a woman) - The 
film that set the sex world on its ear! Deliah, the stunning 
brunette hermaphrodite with a gorgeous woman's body and 
pulsing 10 1/2" cock, makes her film debut, licking, sucking 
and fucking a blonde woman in every way imaginable! 
PN-2 “PASSION BY FIRE” - A bisexual female and bisexual 
male join forces and cruise pick-up bars in search of sex 
partners to quench their insatiable appetites for cum! 3-way 
action where no hole is left unfilled! 

PN-3 "THE BIG SWITCH” - Two men and a woman have a bisexual menage-a-trois when they 
achor their boat in a deserted cove, strip naked, and discover the hard, wet excitement of 
cum-drenched cock/pussy/cock fucking & sucking! Biggest selling bi-sex video of all time! 
PN-4 "Bl & BEYOND 2” (hermaphrodite with a man & woman) - A horse-hung hermaphrodite 
easily satisfies a man and a bi-guy as she uses her awesome sexual equipment in a 3-way 
fuckfest such as you've never seen before! 
PN-5 "JOINED" (Siamese twins with a man) - Perhaps Paul Norman's most incredible 
discovery of all - gorgeous young siamese twins joined at the hip, who catch a peeping tom 
and grant his fondest wish — to have sex with them! A must see, alone worth the price of the 
entire collection! 
PN-6 "INNOCENCE LOST" - Two lesbians decide to try cock for the first time, and introduce 
their neighbor to new thrills as they penetrate his virgin anus with their dildoes & lesbian sex 

F | toys! 
=| PN-7 "BI & BEYOND 3” (A hermaphrodite with a man) - A gorgeous blonde with a dripping 
pink pussy and throbbing 9" cock auditions for a film role. The producer (who's bi) has his 
hands full (and his manholes) when this unique, oversexed creature gives him an updated 
lesson in male & female anatomy! 
PN-8 "HEATWAVE™ (interracial bisexuality) - the Black bisexual crew of a yacht “drops 
anchor" in the hot mouths and hungry pussies of their cock-starved bisexual blonde 
passengers. A “salt & pepper" suck & fuckfest ensues all over the boat! 
PN-9 "SEPARATED" (Siamese twins with two men) - The stunning Siamese twins yield their 
mouths and cunts to the throbbing cocks of two studs as they have their first 4-way group sex 
experience. An eye-popping, cum-spurting orgy of double fucking and sucking! 

PN-10 "BI & BEYOND 4” (super-hung Black hermaphrodite with a man) - 
“Herculina,” the incredible black hermaphrodite with a 12" penis, teaches a 
“white boy" about “long-dicking" as he has his first encounter with nature's 

“ultimate sexual partner,” the hermaphrodite! 
PN-11 “OFFERING” - Imagine what happens when 8 multi-orgasmic 

aamale & female bisexuals get together for an "orgy to end all orgies.” 
g It's all here - hot, wet, and up-close, as Paul Norman's cameras 

record the most cum-saturated sexual encounter ever filmed! 

Gentlemen: Please send items indicated. | enclose | 

Se Check OF M.O. 
OC PN-1 PN-2 Ship C.O.D. | enclose $5 to cover postage & handling A | 
C PN-3 PN-4 Canadian orders: Remit in U.S. funds. No C.O.D.'s | 

PN-5 PN-6 | ADD $4 EXTRA PER ORDER FOR POSTAGE & HANDLING 
| PN-7 CPN-8 | certify that | am over 18 years old and believe this material to be within | 

the "Community Standards” of my area. 
| OPN-9 CPN10 OPN-11 | 
SS oe ein aie: 

| have ordered: (Print) Name 
| two titles for $22.95 
| CI five titles for $29.95 |. c.ste/7i 
po all eleven for only $39.95 = R 

TWO for 
$22.95 
FIVE for $29.95 

OR 

all ELEVEN for only $39.95 
Address 

Calif. residents add 6.5% sales tax » Use Zip code 
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ADULT CLASSIFIED « ADULT CLASSIFIED « ADULT CLASSIFIED 

SPECIAL INTERESTS 
Feel the Heat-Do it Now! 

1-900-346-5900 
$2 per minute. Adults Only 

Attractive women seek discreet affairs. 

212-643-2691 Adults Over 21 Only. 

HOT MODELS TELL ALL 

1-900-933-5454 
For Adults Over 21 Only. $2 a minute. 

Sexually aggressive women 

Call 1-800-284-5878 
$2 a minute. Adults 18+. V/MC 

LESBIAN FANTASIES 
Secret Recordings 
1-900-933-6006 

Strictly Adults. $2 a minute. 

Sexual Obsessions. Our Specialty. 

FREE SAMPLES 212-643-2667 
Adults Over 21 Only. 

LIVE ONE ON ONE 
Talk Live to girls anytime you need it. 

Call Terry’s Live Talk Party at 

1 “900-903-7900 
Adults Only. $3.45 a minute. 

40+ SWINGER Listen in to real swinging 
experiences. 1-900-680-9999 

$2 per minute. Mature adults over 21 only. 

BUSTY BABES 

Hot Phone Fantasy The Way You Want It. 
1-900-463-0800 Adults Only. $2 per minute. 

FREE EROTICA 
LESBIAN COUPLES NEED MEN FOR 

INTIMATE PLEASURE 

FREE SAMPLES 
215-472-0892 adults only. 

Swedish Mistress Hot Sensual Fantasies 
1-900-535-7500 Adults only. $2 per minute. 

_ Curious About Older Women? 
__ 1-900-903-1111 $2 per minute. 21+ 

Centerfold Fantasies 1-900-884-4511 
For Adults Over 21 Only. $2 a minute. 

PHONE SLUT 
likes mutual masturbation 

1-800-933-5847 
Adults Over 18. $2 a minute. V/MC 

FREE! FREE! 
Cat House Clients. Secret Tapes. 
212-643-2668 Adults 18+. 

| can make it last and last Chrissy: 
215-747-4740 Strictly Adults. 

Older Women, Younger Men 
1-900-680-9090 Adults Over 21 Only. $2 a minute. 

TOUCH ME 
Feel the Heat 1-900-230-4328 

$2 per minute. 21+ 

KNOCKERS 
rub ‘em, lick em, squeeze ‘em, suck ’em 

1 -800-937-5652 18+. $2 a minute. V/MC 

SMOOTH AS SILK Girls share their 
hottest fantasies 1-900-230-7400 

Adults Over 18. $2 a minute. 

‘) DOUBLE DREAMS Bi-Girls Like To Share " HOT * BLACK NASTY 
’) The Way You Like it! 1-900-903-4S1N(4746) ") 1-900-646-5300 Adults Only. $2 a minute. tates Ae el tga 

minute. fi on y. 

) Creamy Coeds 1-900-680,5666 |) “KISSABLE LIPS Personal Contact with gil 
" : : who love to kiss 1-900-230-KISS (5477) 
r PANTY RAIDS Pull ‘em off and put it in 1-800- 

876-6106 Strictly Adults. $2 a minute. V/MC 
J $2 a minute. Adults 18+ 

) () ifucnrd ths ad u cn gt fckd 

b RLAMLS WH LIE TOSHARE "1 Sos/7 Soh Sconmus 1s 
|) 1-900-646-5300 $2 a minute. Adults 18+ WY _. ; 
)y-gENT ovER erry BaLLs voUBerren \) Friendly Ladies 1-900-903-3131 

nly - a minute. lults over only 

,) 1-800-288-3669 $2 per minute. Aduits Only. MC M4 “DANISH DELIGHTS cal anytime — 24 hours a day 
il ) 

SEX SLAVES 1-900-386-6900 Adults over 21 only . $2.a minute. 
() Call for home service 1-800-999-4968 U qganuim mmRe chean*nel TROND ; HAND JOBS cheap*fast 1-800- 
) Over 18 Only. $2 a minute. V/MC. ) 444-5878 V/MC $2 a minute 

(} DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE  () ~~~“(ojySiuts Need Love Bad 212-643-2604 
P) On the 2 for line. 2 hot girls for every guy. () Adults Only. $2 a minute. 
" 1-900-246-2244 Must be 18+. $2 per minute. *) MASTURBATING? CALL FOR COMPANY 

, Passionate Playmates A) 1-800-753-5239 V/MC $2 A MINUTE. 
Lori Love: 1-900-680-8116 BIZARRE SEXUAL EXPERIENCES 

: pace? 1 ae a ont nao. - - : 1-800-873-2882 Strictly Adults Only. $2 a minute. WMC 

) 1 rihohes Bee minute, i Girls who love to suck seek relief. 
ee 1-800-955-2868 V/MC $2 a minute 

() LIVE 10ON 1 1-900-786-7511 \)———TeEcpian FANTASIES. 
: LESBIAN FANTASIES 

" $3.50 a minute. Adults 18+. " 1-900-568-9100 Must be over 18. $2 per minute. 

" DOMINATION ) SALTY SALLY WILL SUCK YOU DRY! 
) 4-800-388-6477 WJ 1-800-873-9388 Over 18 V/MC $2 a minute. 

() $2 per minute. 21+. V/MC ) — Girls who like it hard FREE SAMPLES 

() MEAT EATERS SUCK AND SCREAM ¥ 212-643-2688 Adults only. 
Like to play rough? HOT FANTASIES () 1-800-678- i (} 

JB OW-G78-2G2 Over’ Ooy-82 aminuts. HEY 1-900-230-8899 Adults Only. Just $2 a minute. 0 -800-999- 0 FAT PIGS DO ANYTHING 1-800-999-5847 Ride "em cowboy Live Phone Fantasy 

—__21+. S2 AMINUTE___1) 4-900-680-6161 $3.50 a minute. Adults Ony 
() Long Legged Ladies 1-900-646-4455 U —GETHARD Call Us BUSTY BLONDES _ 

w $2 a minute. Adults over 18, please |] 212-643-2675 Adults onl 
7 = y. 

) Special Oral Massage 1-800-695-7399 () Dia-a-slut 1-800-933-8487 VIMC Adults Only 
')__ Over 21 only. V/MC $2a minute. _() Old k 

p Sexin Stange Plates Phone Fantasy 1-800: &) _s.go0.an-0000§2 amit. Ads. 
joe Lonely women over 40 seek men. They 

" DESIREE’S GIRLS [) know how to please. 1-900-786-9989 
‘ ne bev bik hop pene — " Mature adults over 21 only. $2 a minute. 

Deere 900-680-8600 +, Ladies Home Numbers 
() Adults over 18. $3.50 per minute. () 1-900-230-0800 Must be 18+. $2 a minute 

() ~~ Uncut*Unedited Strictly Adults Only ( HOT PERSONAL DATE LINES 1-900-346-3300 
1-800-753-9453 

Adults over 21 only. $2 per minute.V/MC. 

ORIENTAL GIRLS 

) 1-900-230-3500 Just $2 a minute. Adults Only. 

Lusty Lesbos Lap It Up 
1-800-444-9 872 per minute. Adults Only. V/MC 

Naughty Nancy Needs it Nasty 
1-900-933-6988 Must be 18+. $2 a minute. 

TALK LIVE 
The Ultimate Phone Real Ladies are 
waiting to take your call LIVE NOW! 

1-900-903-3400 Just $3.50 a minute. Over 18 Only. 

Busty Babes Bust Loose 
The hottest busty fantasies 

1-900-463-0800 Adults Only. $2 per minute. 

SATIN DOLLS SHARE THEMSELVES 
hear the fantasies of exciting black ladies 
1-900-933-9355 Over 18 Only. $2 a minute 

a Over 18 only please. $2 a minute. 

.) WET PANTIES ACHING THIGHS 
J 212-643-2698 Adults Only 

Hot Tramps suck and swallow 

() 1-800-825-9388 V/MC $2 a minute.Over 18. 

Hot Housewives Fantasies 1-900- 
933-5959 $2 per minute. Adults Only. 

() MAN EATERS Dominating Women drive you wild 
() 1-800-477-2868 Stictly Adults Only. $2 a minute.V/MC 

[) Mistress Tasha requires service 1-800- 
A) 933-9387 V/MC 18 & over. $2 a minute. 

ROUGH STUFF Call for samples. 
215-747-4753 18+. 

*) Two Girls/Special Rates Offer limited 
1-900-454-6399 $2 a minute. Adults only. 

*) BEDTIME STORIES 1-900-462-0069 
$2 a minute. Adults Only. 



$3/min. 

(702) 739-1449 
LIVE PHONE SEX 

LAS VEGAS GIRLS DO IT BETTER! 
24 HRS. 

VISA @ M.C. © AM. EXP. 
NO RESTRICTIONS 

OR LIMITATIONS 

E HIGHEST QUAL vac SYSTEM 
MONI} TORING G JGE : 

* 1 CEGISNERRCY LINDER WITH 

; ERECTION RING INSE 
aa oa Sie 

rN 

.99¢ per +" min, @ Bled as USA pony ae be 18 es * (TWC-13) 4 

7 

MD 

It will enlarge your 
penis in length and circumference with a rigid 
erection in 2 minutes or less which will last 
up to 30 minutes. You and your partner will 
experience greater sensations and excitement 

with prolonged ejaculations. You will be 
able to measure your progess daily. 

A complete 30 day money back 
guarantee if not completely satisfied. 

We take absolute discretion 
in every way to protect your privacy. 

DISCOVERY ENTERPRISES, INC. 
P.O. BOX 770128, HOUSTON, TX 77215 

Please rush me Uromedpro System™ 
Penis Enlarger for just $49.95 + $4.00 for First Class 

Shipping (Outside U.S. add $6.00 extra) 

Name 

Address, 

City. State Zipiae ee 
©1991 U.S. & Foreign Patents Pending Adults Only 



1:800-765- 3233 
ADULTS OVER 21 ONLY 
Se ee 

ACCEPTED 
TOUCH TONE, a 

REQUIR 

CURIOUS ABOUT 
: OLDER WOMEN? 

. 1-900- 03-1111 

al: AS SAE UL TPRENS 
“OPEN S! E00: ann 199 action= 

1.900-8° “S801 199 
ADULTS OVER 21 ONLY. JUST $2 PER MINUTE 



REAL HOT 
TALK 

PRIVATE 

CONFESSIONS 

1-900- 

HOT-MONA 
(4 6 8-6 6 6 2) 

MUST BE OVER 18 $2.95/Min. 

DEEP, DARK, SEDUCTIVE, OMINOUS 

CHAMBERS 
FOR * SUBMISSIVES *X-DRESSERS 

BAD BOYS | X&FETISHISTS i Partyline * Hot 1-on-1 * X-Rated Fantasies * casa more! 
MISTRESSES AWAIT YOUR CALL AT: 24 Hours Live! * Have Visa/MC Ready! * Touchtone Phones Onl 

813-991-4700 
— PHONE SESSIONS ONLY — 

INSTANT CREDIT *% DIRECT BILLING 
NO CREDIT CARD NECESSARY! 

* TOLL-FREE FETISH LINE: * 

800-477-7548 
99¢ PER % MIN. MC/VISA 9¢ per 1/2 min. ¢ Billed as Teleworld & USA Network # Must be 18 ¢ Prices subject to change without nolice ¢ (IWC-27) 

pee |! ride your 
ace while my 

gam-drinking 
iy 8 girlfriends 

suck your 

cock & balls 
dry!” 

at 

WE SUCK COCK 
24 HOURS A DAY! 



702°¢385°2222 
FREE publication NO electronic bullshit 

LIVE operators NO fake bulletin boards 

HELPFUL facilitators NO recordings 

PHONE EXCHANGES AND 

Let’s Talk Any time ... 
Call Ashley 

EC UUEQUOY eves mas, 

1 S002576-5654 
e 24 Hours 
e One on One Or Partyline 

$2.00 per minute 

¢ Billed Discreetly to VISA or M/C 

as M.D.H. 
e Have your VISA or M/C # ready 

to enter by touchtone phone 

¢ Must be over 18 years old 

ARE YOU Gleam 

SEX INFO LINE 2§Hot Gv 

“T love to 

talk dirty.”’ 

Viche 

ES LNs DIRECT 
Pei ~~ 7 Woe CALL 

$2.50 tap. CALL BACKS 
a min. Must be 18 years ortglier y 24 HOURS 

1-900-B-INFORMED § (22
) *"* 

1-900-246-3676 B2/1-4240 

1900-820-4F UN. 
$1.49 PER 1/2 MIN., $5 MINIMUM. VISA/MC 

VISA/MC OR INSTANT CREDIT 

NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED 

1-900-420-7979 
$3.99 MIN. MUST BE 18 OR OVER $1.49 PER 1/2 MIN., $5 MINIMUM. VISA/MC 



J00-568-LIPS 
ilo ns ovceapi=. ea 

AREN'T You THAT yusT _/ AED 
Cage 

xX -Jax~ is a custom hand made & ¢ 
ae roy that is produced one at a time 
and made to ur = exact 
specifications to guarantee a great fit. 

Let thousands of fingers caress To order fi ae the coupon below using 
Your every nerve and move ve you to peur Kees rect measurement. 

Intense araeen ind certified check or money order 
Ki this for only $ 9.95 Cr ul (no C.O.D's) made out to TIGA 
$ 2.00 shigelng an and kee charge ae ore 
fora total of $ 

Margate, FL 33069-0179 

me: 
nadre 
City, ‘State, Zip 
Erect Measurement Length Circumference 
re + ols x 

Fuck & Suck 
Us, Basy 

+ PARTYUNE 4 rrobig 1 “one k 
x X-Rated Fantasies * & More! x 

99¢ pelle he min. st Billed os Cocina pia Pi ha a 

Ganlasies 

Unlintted 

$19.00 

{\ 800-34-SPEAK 
(800-347-7325) 

* Partyline * 
‘Throbbing 1-on-1° 

* X-Rated 
Fantasies * 

& 
More! 



(i) 200 scenes 2. 
Each tape is jammed full of the hottest and hardest sex imaginable! 200 of the most explicit scenes 
ever filmed and their yours for an unheard of price! We're Convinced that once you see our great 
products and prices, you'll order again and again! You get the exact titles:listed. NO SUBSTITUTES!! 

Q Hard On Honeys 

QO Beau Diddling 
O Taste Me 
QO Non Stop Suck 

Q Join Us 

QO Rubber Lust 

Q Cum By Male 

O Old Stuff 
QO Peep Freaks 
O Self Love 

QO Hooked Up 

QO Deep Dish Pie 

Q Pubic Display 

QO Sex Picnic 

Q Cum Crazy 

QO Dirty Ways 
Q Condom Caper 

O Red Hot 2 Some 

QO Bald Beaver 
OQ Aged Meat 
QO Reel Men 

Q Cunt Camp 

Q Tight Pussy 
QO Dark Delights 

QO Oral Ecstasy 
OTit To Ciit 

O Bare Ass 

QO Love Fest 

QO Cum Clean 

OQ Cock Shake 

QO Heat Stroke 
QO Up All Night 
QO One Night Studs 
Q Pokin' Fun 
Q Joint Effort 

Q In Training 
O Slut Slaves 
QO Vibrating Vixens 
Q Down On Me 

O Satin Doll 
QO Love Muscle 

Q Jiggling Jugs 

O Big Loads 

Q Twin Beaver 

Q Silicone Valley 

QO Over Heated 

Send to: 
VIDEO PARADE Dept. ABY1 
P.O. Box 12007 
MERRILLVILLE, IN 46411 
Rush Items indicated. | enclose $___ 
Plus PRH. O Check 0 Money Order as Jer as payment in full SIGNATURE 

Canadians remit in U.S. Funds. No foreign COD's. 
Send COD $8 extra plus P&H Specify Q VHS O BETA 
OQ $2 for Insurance & First Class Handling 

QO Sweet Taboo 

Q Oil Check 

QO Pud Pulls 
O Slow Screw 

Q Veronica Valdez 

QO Stacey Lords 

Q Ali Kramer 

QO Goldie Fox 

QO Sparkle Plenty 
Q Lisa Wilson 

O Tir 

QO Trixy Tyler 

QO Barbie Lee 

QO Melanie Lee 
QO Ebony Ayes 

Q Ona Zee 

QO Lori Lovett 

QO Madison 

0 Aja 

O Stephanie Adams 
QO Arcie Miller 

QO Lynn LeMay 

Q lsabella 

Q April O'Toole 

Q Frankie Leigh 

QO Raven 
Q Brandi Wine 

O Buffy Davis 
QO Natasha Skyler 
O Elle Rio 
Q Krisstarah Knight 

QO Erica Boyer 

Q Suzanne St. Lorraine 
O Heather Torso 

Q Susan Vegas 

Q Gail Force 

QO Leah Lyons 

Q Christy Canyon 

QO Stephanie Rage 
QO Tori Wells 

O Jessica Wilde 

QO Tammy Reynolds 

O Busty Belle 
O Cara Lott 
QO Belladonna 

QO Jeannie Pepper 

QO Brittany Stryker 

QO Tianna 

Q Nikki Charm 

Q Barbi Dahl 
O Tabitha Stevens 

O Nikki Randall 

QO Clit Kiss 

O Gash Guide 

USE 
ENTIRE 
ADTO 

ORDER! stateE/ziP 

Q Tempty Teaser 

QO Let's Meat 
QO Sticky Fingers 
QO Sassy Assy 

Q Often As You Want 

Q All Out Sex 

O Side Quickie 

O Boss Buff 
QO Gettin’ To Blow You 
QO Solo Sex 
QO Pussy Pose 

Q Sappho Erotica 

Q Lusty N' Busty 

QO Slick Slits 
Q Wide Open Spaces 

OQ Monique Dubois 

QO Screen Tests 

QO Tan Lines 

QO Yum Yur Gir's 

QO G-Spot 
Q Finger Fuck 

QO Dong Duet 

QO Wet Dreams 

QO Screwed Tits 

Q Bound To Please 

Q Throat Plunge 
QO Rock Hard 

OQ Dominatrix 
Q Gag On This 

Q Too Much 
QO Singlehanded 

QO Leather & Lace 

O Deep Deposit 
QO Toys 4 Twats 

QO Big Bulge 
QO Breast Friends 

Q Twat Tickle 

Q Punished 

QO Lez Licks 
Q Cunt Hunt 

QO Soul Hole 

OQ Honey Pot 

O Hot N' Pink 

O Eat My Ass 
QO Lip Service 

Q Creamed Tits 

QO Peter Push 

Q Long Dong 
Q Sharon Kane 

Q Carol Cummings 
O Kathleen Gentry 

OQ Champagne 

OQ Ashley Dunn 

OQ Nina Hartley 

CUSTOMER INQUIRIES ONLY Los 9-942-0303 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

AGE/B-DAY 

QO Tamara Lee 

Q Cassie Nova 

O Seka 
QO Linda Shaw 

OTaija Rae 

O Patricia Kennedy 

Q Candi Evans 

Q Bunny Bleu 

OQ Tish Ambrose 
Q.Lori Smith 
O Nikki Knights 

QO Purple Passion 

QO Danielle 

OTisa 
O Elise 

Q Tracy Adams 

Q Stormi 

Q Nina De Ponca 

QO Bianca 

Q Penny Morgan 
QO Josephine Carrington 

QO Blondi Bee 
OG Mindy Rae 

QO Sukoya 

O April Rayne 
Q Brianna 

Q Barbara Dare 

O Kitty Luv 
O Tiffany Storm 

QO Brandy Alexandre 

OQ Sunny Daye 
O Lisa De Leeuw 

QO Lana Burner 

O Stella Starr 
QO Lauryl Canyon 

QO Bridgette Monroe 

O Dusty Rose 
QO Kari Foxx 

O Kimi Gee 

Q Amber Lynn 
Q Mandi Wine 

QO Angel Kelly 
QO Heather Lere 

Q Savannah 
O Rikki Lee 

QO Jade East 

NO ORDERS SHIPPED WITHOUT SIGNATURE! 
lam over 18 and request this material. 

ADD POSTAGE 
US eee $2 
CANADA ......$3 
FOREIGN ..... 

large penis size, 
like 8, 9, or even 
10 inch erections? GENUINE 
Envy no more! Gran 
SIZEMASTER CYLINDER 

BUILDS UP 
AMAZING 
SUCTION 

CHECK 
VALVE 

= ASSURES 
_ SUSTAINED 

SUCTION 
possible. Gentle 
suction massage 
makes the amaz- 
ing difference. 
Compare SIZEMASTER to units. ‘costing twice as much 
and more, even $60 electric models. Yet SIZEMASTER 
is only $13.95 and has a 30-day money-back guarantee. 
Amazing offer... amazing product! Won't she be 
surprised & delighted! Ask your doctor about 
SIZEMASTER. Sold as a novelty only. 
NOTICE: The U.S. Post Office, without clinical tests, 
has forbidden the claiming of permanent penis 
enlargement, and we make no such claim. But after 10 
years and half-a-million sold, we have less than 1% 
dissatisfaction. And with a 30-day money-back return 
privilege, you have no risk. So you be the judge. Order 
today from... 

To avoid delay be sure to include postage 

MR. BIGG, INC., Dept. HU172 
P.O. Box 7100, North Hollywood, CA 91609 

—— SURE SEAL RIM 
” FOR PERFECT BOND 

1-900-46-DO. ME! 
(46 3-366 3) 

$3/min For-Naughty Guys. Only! 



: 1-900-84-PUSSY 
my 84778779) 

Se Viattag 

MC/VISA/AMEX 

(212) 840-5533 
EROTIC PHONE FANTASIES 

268-AOYE 
CONNECT WITH REAL GIRLS AND GUYS 
WHO WANT TO MEET YOU. 
$2 \st/$1 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED 

454-5489 
WHERE ALL YOUR FANTASIES 
CAN COME TRUE. 
$2 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED 

TEEERES 
OUR REVEALING CONFESSIONS 
WILL BLOW YOUR MIND. 
$2 Ist/$1 per minute. Must Be Over 18 
TOUCH TONE REQUIRED 

D&G Consultants, Inc., San Francisco, CA. 

> 

24 Hours LIVE! wv v} 
Have VISA / MC Ready! ® Touchtone Phones Only 

: 996 per 1/2 min. * Must be 18 f/ 

Prices subject to change without notice. igs 
we (TWC-17) KIN Vi t 

2 le a 

1-800-967-COED. 
MAILBOXES 

BULLETIN BOARDS 

AND MORE! 

2 HOT GIRLS + You 

1-800-283-5 S. 
THE MEANEST WOMEN ALIVE! 

WOELLP. 
18 OR OLDER * ALL CALLS 99¢, PER 1/2 MIN. * CHARGED TO YOUR VISA, MC OR|@ERDREERCARD | 

1(800} 

Billed as Westem Telecom 

a : hel 



Our Winklest, Smooth Cunt 
| 'way-out, | FUCKING 

2 HARDCORE VIDEO SCENES 

5 WALL TO WALL SEX-NO FILLER 

Video Scenes a 

oPiml usSsy . 

Advance Video 
Dept. 112J 
Box 3572 HARDCORE SCENES-8 FOR $10 

Van Nuys; GA 91417 [48” Sense. Beem cemneee 9 

The tuo greatest adult | [aM hg ur 124 

0 Linda Lovelace in : 

starring Georgina Spelvin 

Only $1895 EACH! 

0 BoTH ONLY $24.95! 
Add $2.50 postage each video! 

co VHS O BETA 
O Rush Service add $2 
FIRST CLASSICS Dept. 112J 
BOX 4887 
N. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91607 

hardcore scenesO5 $10 O10 S15 

You know when it’s time for 

CLUB 

CUMM 
JOIN THE CLUB 

1-800-359-0069 
Multiple Billing Options Must be 18 



ei Siyters How to Enlarge 
your PENIS 

Jeff Stryker, America's No. age adult video star, 
shows youin his brand new video and magazine 
how he pumps up to a bigger, harder and thicker 
penis. Watch Jeff as he demonstrates step by 
step his penis power building techniques and tells 
you everything you need to know to increase your 
penis length and diameter. 

[150 Bubble Gum Brat Scenes $5 
[150 Smooth Slit Scenes $5 
[150 Pussy Licking Scenes$5 CJ VHS (1 BETA 
[150 First Time Squirt Scenes $5 $3 Postage « $2 Rush Service 
[150 Flat Top Scenes $5 { SKYBIRD Dept. 112J 
[JAII 250 Scenes $20 | STuDIO“S CITY,CA 91614 

Your erection and increase in penis size is 
caused by the flow of blood through the many 
blood vessels of the caverns, a spongy substance 
of the penis. The penis pump allows the caverns 
of your penis to expand, permitting blood to fill the 
caverns which causes the penis to grow and 
become erect. 

You do this by inserting the penis into the pump's clear cylinder (you 
actually watch your penis grow). Erect measurements up to 12 inches! 

ries 
YOUR ARCE 

DVN scenes 
Y 

VENLARG 
aN PENIS 

¢ TOILET TRICKS 
e WATER FUN 
¢ GOLDEN WATERFALL * 
© BATHROOM BALL - ie : 
© SOILED PANTIES © ° ; 
eCAN'THOLDITIN + - >. 
¢ WARM WATER FANTASY . - 

= WET PANTIES Jeff Stryker's 
Se) = WATER SPORTS ~. ~ Penis 5 
pm HARCORE SCENES Enlargement World's seat ae 

ae 3 aed eet stryker's Penis Magazine Penis aap op 
RUSH SERVICE $1 Enlargement Video $14.95 Only § 

BETA. $19.95 
< - 2 ~* VHS only 

CAKE Dept 1125 
Box 4887 

ywood, CA 91617 
Magazine and Pump $35 

Video and Pump $40 
Video, Magazine and Pump $45 

¢@eeee@ Dripping Wet : 
: 1 | NU-STAR PRODUCTS Dept. 112J weer sennes Jett Stryker WHR | aox 1381 studio City, CA 91614 

STUDS WITH GIRLS, his video and ' Video, Magazine and Pump $45 g GUYS, COUPLES magazine will | Q Video and Pump $40 - = __AND GROUPS. guide you every | 4 magazine and Pump a A * 4 Sh rein step of the way 1O Video $19.95 4 Magazine $14.95 a, , 84¢ EACH to a longer, 1 Heavy Duty Deluxe Pump $29.95 ~ aie 4 DIS Tine harder and | Add $5 Shipping Rush Service $2 
O Meat Market ‘Di Tits, Clits & Cocks 0) Wet Dreams thicker penis. NAME 0 Three-Ways O Cum All Over 0 Big Tits-Big Cock 

! O Butt Banger O Suck Pussy & Cock Shannon's Stiff 
1 ADDRESS O Trans-Action CO Both Ways Daisy Chain 

Caution: DO NOT accept a cheap substitute. This is the only 
video and magazine featuring and authorized by JEFF STRYKER 

1 
CITY/STATE/ZIP WEST END Dept. 112u 

BOX 1426, STUDIO CITY, CA 91614 



Or even 10 or 11 
inches? Lets face it, 
all men are not 

created equal. If 
you have ever 
envied men with a 

huge, thick penis, 
even when not fully 
erect, then the 

ZENITH is the 
answer for the man 
with a small penis! 

RX Rs OF PITY AYAAGALAY 

Imagine this addition when you are erect and 
up to 3 inches even when you are soft. 
Penetrate and thrill every opening of your 
partner deeper than ever before. 

You will achieve these additions to your penis 
size without pumps, straps or strenuous 
exercise. 

O Regular Zenith - Guaranteed minimum 2 
inch addition — $14.95 plus $3 shipping. 
O Heavy Duty Zenith - custom design 
guaranteed minimum 3 inch addition — $19.95 
plus $4 shipping. 

ZENITH SALES Dept. 112J 
Box 1426, Studio City, CA 91604 

HARDCORE VIDEO SCENES 

FLAT TOP 
< FUCKERS 

INNOCENT GIRLS 
SEDUCED BY HOT, 

HORNY AND 
HARD STUDS 

Hot & Juicy “~% 
Video Featuring¥ 
Finger Fun, 

Vibrating Snatches 

and 
Probing Tongues. 

~ 

proxy Sales Dept. 112J A 

Box 1381, Studio City, CA 91604 

fo TASTE MY BOOBIES O PLAY WITH ME 
O NAUGHTY GIRLS O PRIVATE SCHOOL SEX 
OO CHERRY POPPER O DIDDLE EACH OTHER 
O EAT MY COOKIE O TINA'S SLUMBER PARTY 
O DILDO FUCK ME OD 69 IS FINE 
© ORGY GIRLS O SHOWER POWER 
O CUCUMBER CUNTS O CUNT TO CUNT 
C HER FIRST DILDO O TIGHT ANAL 
O JUICY PANTIES O PINK CLIT LICKER 
O VIRGIN VIXINS O FINGER EVERY HOLE 
O PUSSY FEAST O HAIRLESS HONEYS 
O TEACHERS GIRL CO BANANAS ARE BEST 
O BUST MY ASS O CUM TOGETHER 
O LICK MY CRACK O 3-WAY LICKERS 

4 
4 
g 
g 

C SCHOOLS OUT CO RIPE CHERRY 4 
Hot & Juicy Scenes 05 for $15 015 for $20 4 

di 
0 ALL 30 ONLY $25 

ADD $3 SHIPPING 

ee ee ee ee ee 

“HOT RUSSW 
TOTAL HARDCORE SCENES 

‘an the 

*Birthday Party Orgy °Flat Top *Shower Power 
°3-Way Lust Sucking Sisters ¢Beginners B. 
°"P" For Party The Suck Lesson Cutie Pie 
*Tina's First Climax «Orgy At Home «Jimmy Gets Laid 

ACTIVE VIDEO Dept. 112J Q VHS 
BOX 1835 NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91614 [9 BETA 

SPANISH LIQUID FOR HIM 
| Just a drop or two will make 
\ your cock hot and ready to 
satisfy your partner for as long 

as you wish. 

SPANISH LIQUID FOR HER 
Do you want to drive her wild 
and make her hot and Juicy for 
you? Use a drop or two and she 

will beg for more. 

B E Dept. 112J 

BOX 1381 STUDIO CITY, CA. 91614 

IS IT WORTH $20 IF WE 
GUARANTEED YOU COULD 

ADD 3 INCHES 
TO YOUR 
PENIS! 

AND GUARANTEED 
YOU COULD STAY HARD ' 
AS LONG AS YOU WISH! , 
If the answer is yes, you need 
the APEX, a modern miracle 

longer lasting sexual 
performance. 

OUR PROVEN LATICES DESIGN 
WILL ALMOST INSTANTLY SHOW | 
A DRAMATIC INCREASE IN PENIS * 
LENGTH AND DIAMETER. 

140 - $12 add $3 shipping 3 
O VHS © BETA 

i] 

' 

rush service $2 « 
HOME LABS Dept. 112J 8 

* BOX 1426 NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA 91614 J 
i} 

HARD COCK 

that helps you to enjoy a ia 

The APEX will prosthetically 
add 3 inches to your penis or 
your money back. 

@ ADD 3 INCHES OR MORE TO YOUR PENIS. 
@ ADD 30% TO YOUR PENIS DIAMETER. 
@ HELPS YOU CONTROL PRE-MATURE CLIMAX. 
@ ALL THIS WITHOUT PUMPS, VACUUMS, WEIGHTS, 
STRAPS OR PLASTIC SURGERY. 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
4 Send half now and pay the balance only 

: Luscious when you are completely satisfied. 
Lactating Ladies 

In Heat, Fuck And 

Suck And Get 
Sucked! 

Complete Collection 

Q VHS O BETA 

The regular Apex — add up to 3 inches. Guaranteed 

CJ addition 2 inches . .. $20. Send $10 now and balance 
when you are satisfied. 

HARDCORE p 
VIDEO SCENES $10 

Add $2 Shipping 
Rush Service $1 

The Super Apex (custom heavy duty design) — add up 

QO to 4 inches, Guaranteed addition 3 inches $30 
Send $15 now and balance when you are satisfied 

SATISFY YOURSELF. SATISFY YOUR SEX 
PARTNER. END SEXUAL FRUSTRATION 
AND DISAPPOINTMENT FOREVER! 
VALLEY MEDICAL - ROOM 1105 Dept. 112J 

Box 3562. Van Nuys, CA 91407 
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100% HARDCORE VIDEO SCENES 
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aan aN 

0 10 FOR $10.50 
© 20 FOR $15.50 



NE X T MON TH 

HUSTLER 
January HUSTLER on sale November 26, 1991 

PRETTY IN PINK 

HUSTLER makes January the month to beat with six bangin’ babes 

from the American heartland. A toe-curling slit-sizzler and her Califor- 

nia beachboy grind out a gnarly, sandblastin’ gash-thrash; a leggy, 

Wisconsin butter-blonde matches milk-white lace with red-hot labes; a 

saucer-nippled, Arizona brunette makes her slick skin slicker with her 

private brand of suntan oil; two New York nightclub vixens indulge in 

a spike-heeled tit-squish before exchanging tongue spunk and the latest 

in black-rubber fashions; and a nut-brown, white-blond, heavy-chested 

Texan savors the spice south of her border. HUSTLER blasts into 

1992. Stick with us. 

HOUSE PARTY 

San Diego, California, may be most famous for its G-rated, family 

entertainments, but it’s also home to the West Coast’s most notori- 

ous swingers club—Thad’s, where the chairs have stirrups, and sar- 

dine parties add a certain zest to muff-diving. Sleazemonger 

Cheezboy explicates his recent rendezvous with the undercrust of 

San Diegan society in Cluster Fuck, a crotch-popping tour of the 

kind of get-together where one housewife proudly claims she can 

cunt-suck 75 guys a night. 

LOST IN AMERICA 

White slavery in the United States 
is every bit as horrifying as forced 
prostitution in the Orient, but here 
in the USA, predatory madmen do 
the snatching, not the hired min- 

ions of organized crime. In Amer- 
ica, psycho sex fiends kidnap 
women for personal gratification, 
sometimes trapping and torturing 
sex slaves for years before escape 
or death. Writer Larry Wichman 
details America’s most chilling 
and least-publicized sex crime in 
Bound Blind, a harrowing tale of 
stateside subjugation. 

HAPPY NEW YEAR 
The Ivy League meets the Pussy League in January’s Sex Play, “Fuck 

U,” writer Scott Schalin’s low-brow look at college callgirls; Hot Let- 

ters ignites another batch of combustible confessions; Beaver Hunt 

breaks out the first bush bunch of 1992; and the demented minds be- 

hind Bits & Pieces welcome a whole new year of sick jokes with a 

bolder vintage of bubbly. HUSTLER in January rocks on. Ready? 
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